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ABSTRAC T
This annotated bibliography contains 700 citations from open literature on power
supplies. It is oriented toward batteries, fuel cells, thermionics, thermoelectrics,
nuclear energy sources, and other new concepts of direct energy conversion which may
be adaptable to space vehicles.
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FOREWORD
This bibliography, comprising 700 entries, is the result of a selection
of references from indexes, and from an examination of non-classified literature
published, chiefly, during the period 1959-July 1967. A few earlier articles
are included because of their historical value in considering the development of
a body of literature on the subject of power supplies for space vehicles.
As became apparent during the search for material, non-government, open
literature (e. g. non-securlty classified) publications relating to power supplies
for missiles, as such_ are rather scarce. In addition, therefore, to those
articles and books which do mention missiles, specifically, references have been
included which appear to contain information applicable to missiles, as well as
to other types of space vehicles.
The material selected, as is indicated by the titles and annotations, is
concerned with storage batteries, solar cells, fuel cells of various types, nuclear
energy, power convertors and inverters, and electronic power supplies, in general.
A few references are included which relate to power supplies, chiefly in the form
of nuclear energy conversion devices suitable for unattended operation.
Arrangement is alphabetical, by author, with annonymous articles interspersed
in their appropriate place, alphabetically, by title entry. A KWIC index, emphasizing
the key word in context, facilitates access to the subjects included.
Indexing and abstracting services found useful in the preparation of this
bibliography included Direct Energy Conversion Abstracts (formerly Thermoelectri-
city Abstracts), International Aerospace Abstracts, and Nuclear Science Abstracts.
The periodicals, books, reports and proceedings of conferences referred to
should be available from libraries maintaining scientific and technical collections
such as the libraries of the American Institute of Aeronautics, libraries of
Department of Defense activities, the Library of Congress and the larger public
libraries.
Since the cut-off date for collecting material for this report, 99 papers
were presented on Advances in Energy Conversion Engineering at the Intersociety
Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, held at Miami _each, Florida,
August 11-17, 1967. This conference, led by ASME, presented workshop sessions
on: Thermionics, Thermoelectrics, Photovoltaics, Electrochemical Devices, Hydrogen-
Oxygen Fuel Cell, Magnetohydrodynamics, and Electrogasdynamics, Nuclear Energy
Sources, 0-i0 Kw Manned Space Power Applications, 10-50 Kw Space Nuclear Power
Applications, Manned Space Power - 50 Kw to Multimegawatts, Unconventional
Terrestrial Power, Thermodynamics and New Concepts, and other topics.
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Abrahams,n, L. T.
SILVER-ZINC BATTERIES AS SOURCE-PRIMARY ELECTRIC POWER FOR PILOT-LESS
AIRCRAFT.
Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 76
(Pt. 2):293-300, Sept. 1957.
General system description and circuit simplification of silver-
zinc batteries.
Adamson, R. E. L.
WASHINGTON FORESEES MAJOR ROLE FOR NUCLEAR SPACE POWER.
Nucleonics 19:54-57, illus., Apr. 1961.
Nuclear propulsion and auxiliary power are regarded as both inevit-
able and essential in the exploration and exploitation of space.
Some projects are mentioned which lend support to the future pos-
sibilities of nuclear-auxiliary power.
Agruss, B., Hietbrink, E. H. and Henderson, R. E.
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS FOR ENERGY STORAGE.
l__n_nPower Sources Conference. Proceedings, 15th, 1961, p. 38-43, figs.,
Red Bank, N.J., PSC Publications Commit_tee, 1961.
The study indicates basic problems which must be overcome before
iving serious consideration to the fuel cell as a workhorse space
lectrical storage system. Improvement must be achieved in electro-
chemical characteristics, reduction of polarization losses, pro-
viding low resistance reversible cells, and in simplifying the
storage system.
Allen, J. M.
POWER PLANTS FOR OUTER SPACE.
Battelle Technical Review, 10:3-8, illus., Feb. 1961.
It is indicated that weight factors impose stringent limitations
upon energy conversion systems in space vehicles. Systems available
or being developed, and their potentialities, are discussed. Energy
sources referred to include chemical, atomic, and solar.
Altman, M., Chang H. and Ross, D. P.
THE PREDICTION OF TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OF THERMAL ENERGY
STORAGE DEVICES.
Paper presented at National Heat Transfer Conference, 6th Boston,
Mass., Aug. 11-14, 1963.
Chemical Engineering Progress, Symposium Series, 61(57):289-297, 1965.
i
.e
.
Study of one aspect of heat of fusion energy storage, the analytical
prediction of heat transfer performance. Solar-powered electrical
generators depend on some form of energy storage for operation in
the dark portion of their duty cycle. Energy can be stored either
electrically, as in batteries, or as heat energy, as latent heat
of fusion. Thermal energy storage is of importance for two main
reasons: it minimizes thermal cycling, and in the case of orbiting
space vehicles, savings in weight can occur when thermal energy
storage is used, rather than batteries.
Angelino, G.
LIQUID-PHASE COMPRESSION GAS TURBINE FOR SPACE POWER APPLICATIONS.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 4:188-194, Feb. 1967.
A thermodynamic cycle particularly suited for solar power systems
is analyzed. It uses hexafluorobenzene as the working fluid. With
respect to the general configuration, the cycle is comparable to a
highly regenerative Brayton cycle with the exception that a con-
densation process is present and the compression is performed in
the liquid phase. Cycle efficiency and radiator area are computed
for the whole probable field of application, and the influence of
component efficiencies on over-all performance is investigated. Be-
cause of the limited thermal stability of the working fluid, the cy-
cle maximum temperature is below the current space power practice.
Notwithstanding this limitation, the cycle characteristics are com-
parable with those of current space practice and are often superior
when compared on an equal maximum-temperature base. Atypical
efficiency achievable with a maximum temperature of 800°K and a
radiator temperature of 80°C is 35%. This compares favorably with
the performance of binary Rankine cycles having similar minimum
temperature and radiator area.
Angrist, S. W.
DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION.
Boston, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1965, 431p.
The history and future of direct energy conversion are examined,
and the principles of energy conversion are set forth, including a
unified theory of energy converters. A brief introduction to the
solid state is given, with particular emphasis on semiconductors.
Other topics covered include thermoelectric generators, photovol-
talc generators, thermionic generators, MHD power generators, and
fuel cells. Other modes of direct energy conversion are also
surveyed.
Archer, D. H. and others.
WESTINGHOUSE SOLID-ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELL.
In Fuel Cell Systems, p. 332-342, Washington, D. C. American Chemical
Society, 1965.
.I0.
II.
12.
The design and construction of solid-electrolyte fuel cell batteries
are discussed.
Arifov, U. A., Akramov, Kh. T., Dzhalilov, B. N., Kulagin, A. I. and Makov,
No V.
SOLNECHNYI TERMOGENERATOR S TSlLINDRICHESKIM GELIOPRIEMNIKOM (SOLAR
THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR WITH CYCLINDRICAL SOLAR-ENERGY RECEIVER).
Geliotekhnika, No. 3, p. 3-6, 1967. In Russian.
Description of a solar thermoelectric generator with an aluminum
solar-energy receiver in the form of a 20-face prism with a cylin-
drical cavity. The generator employed 360 Bi2Te3-Bi2Se 3 and Bi2
Te3-Sb2Te 3 alloys as the p- and n- type materials and water-cooled
"cold" junctions. Its output power is 35 watts. It is shown that
a solar-energy receiver of this type is capable of producing an
isothermal surface on the "hot" Junctions of the generator.
Armour, W. G., Klein, E. A. and Lenhart, D. D.
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING IN THE PHOENIX MISSILE.
IEEE Transactions on Parts, Materials and Packaging, PMP-I: s-237
to s-247, June 1965.
Description of the concepts and techniques used in the electronic
packaging of the Phoenix missile electronics unit. The unit con-
sists of etched circuit chassis pairs sandwiched between heat-
transfer panels. The sandwiches of heat-transfer panels and chassis
are compressed by end plates, and circuits such as logic networks,
audio amplifiers, and high-gain dc amplifiers are packaged in
unique, welded, plug-in modules; such circuits as i.f. amplifiers
and crystal-controlled oscillators are packaged in individual welded
modules contained within aluminum investment castings. The other
major features described are methods of providing thermal control
and structural integrity.
Armstrong, J. L.
NUCLEAR MISSILE, ROCKET, AND AUXILIARY POWER PROGRAMS.
In Gantz, K. F. ed. Nuclear Flight, p. 26-34, New York, Duell, Sloane
and Pearce, 1959.
Missile and space-oriented programs for developing special applica-
tions of nuclear energy are described among them SNAP (System for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power) directed toward developing nuclear energy
and associated electrical conversion devices into lightweight, long-
life power units for space applications. Also in Air University
Quarterly Review 11:26-84, Fall-Winter, 1959.
ATOMIC GENERATOR FOR SPACECRAFT.
Spaceflight 2:260, Oct 1960.
A brief description of the Snap system is presented including a llst
of the major components and their functions.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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ATOMICPOWERFORSPACEVEHICLES.PROGRESSOFAMERICA'SNAPPROGRAMME.
ScienceHorizons 3:3-5, illus., Oct. 1960.
Tells of the developmentof radio-lsotope heated units for power
generation.
AUTOMATICSILVER-ZINCBATTERY:INTERNALCHEMICALHEATINGDEVICEPERMITS
INSTANTANEOUSF LLPOWERATLOWTEMPERATURE.
Electromechanlcal Design 5:22, illus., Jan. 1961.
A silver-zlnc battery has been developedthat is reported to be the
first automatically activated unit to incorporate successfully an
internal chemical heating device. Thebattery needsno preheating
from external electrical sources, yet it heats up to full-power
temperature several critical minutes faster than conventionally-
heated batteries.
Azulay, M. and Kirkman, D. W. T.
SOMEPRACTICALAPPLICATIONSOF"SEALED"NICKELCADMIUMBATTERIESWITH
CHARGINGARRANGEMENTSADOPTEDFORVARIOUSOPERATIONALREGIMES.
Paper Joint Services Electrical PowerSourcesCommittee, International
PowerSource Symposium,Brighton, Sussex, England, Sept. 20-22, 1966,
i0 p.
Consideration of operational aspects of "sealed" Ni-Cd batteries with
pocket plates and sintered plates. The "sealed" cell, "sealed"
battery llfe, current reversal, and charging are the topics discussed
specifically. Some typical applications of these batteries are de-
scribed.
Badareu, E. Musa, G. and Popescu, D.
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE CAESIUM THERMIONIC CONVERTER WITH AN AUXILIARY
DISCHARGE.
British Journal of Applied Physics, 16:845-850, June 1965.
The influence of an auxiliary discharge on the (V, I) characteris-
tic of the caesium thermlonlc converter has been investigated. The
most interesting result appears to be the auxiliary discharge
sustained arc mode for relatively low emitter temperatures; under
these conditions an auxiliary to output power ratio as low as 6% may
be obtained.
Barak, M.
DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY-CONVERSION DEVICES, BATTERIES
AND FUEL CELLS.
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Proceedings, 112:1439-1448, Jly.
1965.
Advances in the development of batteries are discussed and appllca-
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tions are described. Basic principles and the performance of fuel
cells are also discussed.
Barber, R. E., Mullaney, J. E. and Bailey, R. N.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANALYSIS OF SOLAR-POWERED, LONG DURATION SPACE POWER
SYSTEMS FOR A POWER RANGE OF i to 25 KW.
American Rocket Society, Space Power Systems Conference., Sept. 25-28,
1962. Santa Monica, Calif., 1962. n. p. (ARS Paper 2569-62).
A generalized weight estimate of the solar concentrator, heat re-
ceiver, support and deployment structure, and orientation system is
presented for the power range i to 25 kw. A weight estimate of the
combined power unit and radiator is presented for four example solar
energy space power systems over the power range considered. The
four example systems are (i) rubidium, Rankine cycle-turblne prime
mover; (2) biphenyl, Rankine cycle-turblne prime mover; (3) steam,
Rankine cycle-free piston prime mover; and (4) xenon, Brayton cycle-
turbine prime mover.
Barna, G.
POWER SYSTEMS.
Space/Aeronautics 48:101-106, 1967
Six types of systems are identified as the principal sources of
power for long direction missions. Those described, in detail, are
photovoltaic solar-energy conversion systems, radioisotype systems
with thermoelectric conversion at the hlgher-power levels, and
nuclear reactors with thermoelectric, Rankine=cycle, and thermoionic
conversion.
Barney, R. A., Kendall, E. G. and Hove, J. E.
AUXILIARY SPACE POWER DEVICES.
l__nHove, J. E. and Riley, W. C. eds. Ceramics for Advanced Technologies,
p. 338-363, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965.
Secondary, or auxiliary, space power systems are defined as
those systems in a space vehicle necessary to furnish power other
than that required for direct propulsion. These auxiliary power
systems require an energy source which could be solar, nuclear, or
chemical. The first group of devices described are those which
produce electrical power from sources other than heat, i. e., which
are not heat engines. This consists of batteries, fuel cells,
solar cells and MHD converters. The next group described is made
up of those devices which convert heat into electricity. It
includes thermoelectric, thermionic, and mechanical converters.
The final group described is made up of isotope and nuclear reactor
heat sources, which are the only two (other than the sun) considered
feasible for long-tlme space missions. The thermionic converter
using a nuclear-fueled cathode is described in the section on the
reactor heat source.
21.
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Baron, W. R.
THE SILICON SOLAR CELL.
Electronic World 66:33-36, illus., Dec. 1961.
A primary power source for the space age, this device makes possible
direct, instanteneous, and efficient conversion of the sun's energy
into useful electric power.
Bates, J. W.
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN.
l_.n.nWescon/65; Proceedings of the Western Electronic Show and Convention,
San Francisco, Calif., August 24-27, 1965, Technical Papers. Part 3 -
Power Electronic. North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.,
1965, ii p.
Discussion concerning the optimized power conditioning system and
electronic circuitry that will achieve maximum efficiency and
reliability, lowest weight, and other performance factors in space-
vehicle design. Primary power sources and types of regulators are
analyzed, and inverter types as well as centralized and decen-
tralized power-conditioning system designs are investigated. It is
concluded that, because energy sources and systems vary from one
system to another, it is not possible to lay down a set of rules
for power conditioning system design.
Baum, V. A.
USE OF SOLAR ENERGY FOR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION BY DIRECT CONVERSION
BY MEANS OF THERMOELECTRIC CONVERTERS AND PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS.
United Nations Conference on New Sources of Energy, Rome, June 1961.
31 p., illus.
Three types of converters of solar energy into electricity are dis-
cussed (i) thermo-electric, (2) photoelectric and (3) thermlonic.
Baxter, A. D.
NUCLEAR POWER IN FLIGHT.
Royal Aeronautical Society Journal, 65:565-598, diags., Sept. 1961.
The article is concerned mostly with propulsive power but a para-
graph is devoted to modest amounts of auxiliary power provided by
thermoelectric conversion.
Bean, B. H.
THERMOELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR PROMISES HIGH SPECIFIC POWER.
Space/Aeronautics 35:79-80,82,85-86,88,90, figs., June 1961.
Researchers have found that thermoelectrostatlc generators show
exceptional promise as power sources for spacecraft propulsion and
accessory systems. Such generators, they discovered, could be
designed to high specific powers (equivalent to low weight).
26.
27.
28.
A thermoelectrostatic generator essentially is a thin-film capaci-
tor alternately heated by solar radiation and cooled by radiant
emission. In this article, the electrostatic and thermodynamic
cycles of such a generator are analyzed to show the interaction of
the parameters that determine the unit's efficiency. The perform-
ance of a hypothetical generator is then summarized on the basis
of computer calculations for a system that can realistically be con-
sidered feasible. The results prove the thermoelectrostatic gene-
rator to be clearly competitive with other forms of chemical and
other forms of electric power generation.
Becker, R. A.
THERMIONIC SPACE POWER SYSTEMS REVIEW.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 4:847-851, Jly. 1967.
Survey of the current state of thermionic technology and applica-
tions. Three methods for increasing the affinity of thermionic
converter electrodes are presented, and one scheme for increasing
converter power density is discussed. Three types of heat source
needed in conjunction with a thermionic converter for space-power
applications are examined. Solar thermionic generators utilize
incident solar radiation, which is collected and concentrated by a
paraboloidal mirror onto a cluster of thermionic converters.
Typical converter outputs in this case are 17 watts/cm with demon-
strated life to 13,200 hr and a cumulative test time of 56,000 hr.
The second type of heat source, radioisotopes, offers the advantage
of efficiency and high heat-rejection temperature. Seven isotopes
which could be used in conjunction with thermionic generators are
studied. Reactor-heated thermionic systems can be divided into
two types: out-of-core nuclear reactor thermionic systems and in-
core nuclear reactor systems. Both systems are briefly described.
Belier, W.
MAGNETIC FIELD TO SLOW SPACECRAFT.
Missiles & Rockets 8:26-27, Feb. 20, 1961.
Tells of a proposal which would convert heat energy into electric
power generating retarding force.
Belier, W.
SNAP UNITS WELL ALONG IN DEVELOPMENT.
Missiles & Rockets 7:39-43, Aug. 22, 1960.
Discussion of the uses, design features, and expected performance
of the SNAP 2, 8, and i0 nuclear reactor space electric power
systems, considering also the relative merits of solar and nuclear
electric power sources.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
Belier, W.
TENYEARSHENCEHYDRO-CARBONFUELCELLSMAYPOWERTRACKINGSITES.
Missiles & Rockets, 12:26,29, Apr. 29, 1963.
Chief advantageof a fuel cell is that its fuel is cheaply obtained
easily stored, and shipped. Other advantagesfuel cells have over
competitors are efficient conversion of fuel to electricity; re-
liability becauseof no movingparts; noiseless operation. No
electromagnetic signal.
Beller, W.
THERMIONICCELLGENERATESA-C POWER.
Missiles & Rockets, 12:18-19, Feb. ii, 1963.
Ford Instrument device exploits internal pulsing, henceneedsno
inverters and maybe a step to a space solar-thermionic system.
Beller, W.
THERMIONICSYSTEMFORPOWERIN 70'S.
Missiles & Rockets, 11:26-27, Aug. 20, 1962.
A novel thermionic conversion system has showna newway to achieve
highly reliable nuclear-space-power systems in the 300-kwto
l-mw range.
Bendersky, J.
ACCESSORYPOWERUNITS- PRESENTANDFUTURE.
Hydraulics and Pneumatics14:94-95, Dec. 1961.
Methodsare discussed for providing auxiliary power in space vehi-
cles, and areas in which further developmentis necessary if future
APUrequirements are to be met.
Berger, C. and Arrance, F. C.
BATTERYPOWERSOURCESIN THETEMPERATURERANGE50° - 135°C.
In National Electronics Conference, 20th, Chicago, Iii., October 19-21,
1964, Proceedings. vl. 20, p. 102-106, Chicago, National Electronics
Conference, Inc., 1964.
Description of the developmentof batteries that can be stored
and operate at temperatures ranging from ambient to 135°Cand higher,
for aerospaceapplications. The following conclusions are reached:(i) laboratory data indicates cycling capabilities of greater than
1500cycles for silver-zinc, single-cell batteries at 100°C; (2) a
new class of separator and electrode materials for batteries has
been developed that maygive rise to a new, more reliable group of
high-energy-density, high-temperature batteries, including the silver-
cadmiumand nickel-cadmium types; (3) strict temperature control for
high-energy-density batteries or complexheat-removal systems are
no longer a critical requirement; (4) silver-zinc batteries have been
cycled at temperatures as high as 135°C.
8
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36.
37.
Bernatowicz, D. T., Guentert, D. C. andKlann, J. L.
SPACEPOWERPLANTNEEDSANDSELECTION.
Astronautics and AerospaceEngineering, 1:22-26, May1963.
Powerrequirements and factors governing powerplant selection for
space application are reviewed.
Berry, E. R.
EFFECTOFELECTRICALUGMENTATIONON UCLEAROCKETFLIGHTPERFORMANCE.
ARSJournal 31:92-94, Jan. 1961.
A specific exampleof the transmission of electrical powerfrom a
propulsion reactor to the working fluid is evaluated. Sucha
schemeincreases the specific impulse of a nuclear rocket but im-
poses a deadweight increase for electrical equipment. In the case
studied, thermionic converters produce an arc discharge in the
hydrogenworking fluid. Arbitrary and approximate assumptionsare
made,but the effect of themon the results is not considered sig-
nificant. Other working fluids were considered: Li, LiH, NH3,and
H20. It appears that unless heat-to-power conversion equipment
lighter than 0.005 ib/ekw can be developed, electrical augmentation
offers no advantage.
Bicknell, J. E.
REACTORSFORPROPULSIONFMANNEDAIRCRAFTANDMISSILES.
Texas Engineering Experimental Station. Miscellaneous Publication
E-72-60: 19-28, Apr. 1960.
The four programsof the Atomic Energy Commissionconcernedwith
aerospaceapplication of nuclear energy are discussed. Three are
concernedwith reactors for propulsion and one is concernedwith the
application of nuclear energy to generate auxiliary electrical power.
Twoaeronautically oriented propulsion reactor programsare the
mannednuclear-powered aircraft and the nuclear-powered ramjet(project PLUTO). Twospace-oriented programsare the nuclear-
poweredrocket program (Project ROVER)and the nuclear auxiliary
powerprogram (Project SNAP).
Billet, A. B.
A CRYOGENICPOSITIVE-DISPLACEMENTAUXILIARYPOWERUNITFORSPACEVE-
HICLES.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1964, 8 p. (Paper 921A.)
Brief description of the positive-displacement powersystem as
realized in a hydrogen-oxygenspace power internal combustionengine(SPICE). The use of cryogenic hydrogen under pressurized storage
that has a high heat capacity permits high thermal efficiency,
which is realized by using the fuel stored at a lower temperature
as a heat sink and by employingan internal combustionengine to
generate high peak cyclic temperatures. This design permits the
38.
39.
40.
cryogenic hydrogen and oxygento be heated by absorbing heat from
the engine heat exchangerand exhaust before it is burned in the
combustionchamber. TheH2-O2 internal combustionengine drives an
alternator directly at engine speed. Propellant is supplied to the
system either from supercritical tankage or as boil-off gases from
propulsion tanks. Possible mission applications are noted to in-
clude propulsion and auxiliary powerfor lunar landing vehicles and
Apollo-type spacecraft, an emergencypowersource for an orbital
space station, and a portable powersource for tools used in space
or on the Moon.
Billet, A. B.
RELIABILITYOFHYDRAULICONTROLSIN SPACEVEHICLES.
l__n_nNational Symposiumon Reliability and Quality Control, lOth, Washington,
D. C., January 7-9, 1964, Proceedings, p. 69-84, NewYork, Institute
of Electronics Engineers, 1964.
Discussion of environmental conditions that will be encounteredby
future space vehicles and methodsfor insuring the reliability of
hydraulic control systems in outer space. To meet the demandingre-
quirements of future space projects, newdesign concepts of fluid
powercontrol systems are being used, coupled with improved reli-
ability procedures. Someof these concepts include additional re-
dundancyof present design configurations and new auxiliary power
concepts such as the hydrogen-oxygencombustionengine.
Bills, G. W.
SPACELECTRICPOWERTRANSMISSION.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, [1959?] n.p.
(Paper CP-59-861).
The subject of this paper is power transmission exploiting conven-
tional techniques such as power cables. It is determined that space
electric power transmission lines will be madeof aluminumwith a
rectangular or ribbon cross section. Direct-current operation of
the lines appears to be desirable, especially so whenthermoelectric
generators for converting nuclear energy to direct-current electri-
city becomeavailable.
Bills, G. W.
VOLTAGEANDCURRENTCONTROLFORSPACECRAFTFUEL-CELLSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:478-482, Apr. 1964.
Analysis of a proposed, possible feedback control system for regu-
lating the output voltage and currents of a spacecraft electric
powersystem consisting of parallel fuel-cell modules. Such a
control systemmaybe necessary becauseof the manyfuel cell
variables that can changethe value of the fuel-cell module terminal
voltage and cause an unequal division of load between the modules.
I0
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Bishop, W. B.
ENERGYSOURCEREQUIREMENTSFORRELIABLECIRCUITRY.
In National Symposiumon Reliability and Quality Control, llth, Miami
Beach, Fla., January 12-14, 1965, Proceedingsp. 427-433, NewYork
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1965.
Analysis of circuit reliability whenthe energy source or "power
supply" is included. It is found that such an analysis indicates
that small independent energy sources are needed. Several waysof
satisfying this need are discussed. An attempt is madeto determine(i) the possible advantagesof having smaller, more independent,
sources of energy for electronic circuits; and (2) the possibility
of eventually building such sources. It is concluded that very small
sources of energy could be used quite effectively in electronic
circuitry design, and that redundancytechniques can be used to
overcomethe low reliability of such sources. Although more research
effort is needed, particularly on small energy sources, it is
concludedthat the use of small independent sources of energy offers
the possibility of improved fabrication techniques for integrated
circuitry.
Blackmer, R. H. and Phillips, G. A.
ION-EXCHANGEMEMBRANEFUELCELLCOMINGFORSPACEVEHICLES.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 30:82-86, figs., Jan. 1962.
An experimental ion-exchangemembranefuel cell is being developed
for use in a wide range of spacevehicles. A 9-cell demonstration
battery has been constructed using conductively cooled cells.
Blair, L. S. amdWard, J. J.
PARAMETRICANALYSISANDCONCEPTUALDESIGNOFARADIOISOTOPE-THERMIONIC
SPACEPOWERGENERATIONSYSTEM.
Paper given at the International Conferenceon Energetics, Rochester,
N. Y., Aug. 18-20, 1965. Preprint. NewYork, AmericanSociety of
Mechanical Engineers, [1965] 21p.
The effects on efficient systemperformanceof such design variables
as the type of radioisotope used, the diode operating temperatures,
the fuel block geometry, and the positioning of diodes around the
fuel block are considered. A schematic diagramof the powersystem,
and pertinent equations used in the parametric analysis are included.
Results showedthat, at lower fuel block power densities, system
efficiency maximizesat a fuel block length-to-diameter ratio of i:I
at high volumepowerdensities, system performanceis rather insensi-
tive to length-to-diameter ratio.
Blake, F. A.
CALIBRATIONOFSOLARCONCENTRATORF RUSEIN POWERSYSTEMRESEARCH.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1962, 27 p. (ARSPreprint 2528-62).
ii
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Experimental calibration of a rigid solar collector is described.
Evaluation of the geometryby optical inspection, of energy collec-
tion by calorimeter measurements,and of energy intensity by radio-
meter tests, is discussed. The effect of necessary accessories on
the concentrator performance is presented. Theseaccessories
include the tracking system, vacuum-chamberwindow, and focal-plane
mounting hardware. The effects discussed include: determination of
collection efficiency as a function of misorientation angle, from
0 to 24 minutes misoriented; transmissivity losses and focused-
energy distortion introduced by vacuum-chamberwindows; and effi-
ciency as a function of axial position. Flux distribution results,
in planes perpendicular to the optical axis and on cylinders around
the optical axis, are discussed. Twomethodsof flux distribution
determination are utilized and compared. Theseare the incremental-
energy methodusing a water calorimeter, and a point-by-point method
using a radiometer.
Bliaux, J.
PERFORMANCESACTUELLESETPERSPECTIVESDELA CONVERSIONTHERMOIONIQUE.
[PRESENTANDFUTUREPERFORMANCEOFTHERMIONICCONVERSION].
Bulletin d'Informations Scientifiques et Techniques, p. 3-21, May1966.
Description of research in progress in the Electronic Physics Service
at Saclay, France, on the direct conversion of nuclear-produced heat
into electricity. The principle and present performancesof thermo-
ionic converters are reviewed. Thework undertaken at Saclay includes
basic and technological laboratory research, and in-pile experiments
in the Triton reactor at the Fontenay-aux-RosesNuclear Research
Center. Relatively rapid improvementsof the performancesand life-
times of the converters makeit appear likely that both space and
terrestrial nuclear applications will be found within the next ten
years.
Block, F. G.
THEDEVELOPMENTSTATUSOFTHERMIONICENERGYCONVERSIONIN INDUSTRY.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 71:113, June 1963.
"State-of-the Art" of thermionic energy conversion is briefly
covered in this paper. Basic operating principles of thermionic
energy conversion are outlined. The problem areas of cesium attack,
emitter and collector and converter fabrication techniques are
discussed. Application of thermionic converters to solar, nuclear
and fossil fuel heat sources is covered. Data on efficiency, power
density, weight and life results with various sources are presented.
Bolan, P., Cohen,R. and Bordner, G.
ANENGINEERINGEVALUATIONOFADVANCEDNUCLEARTHERMIONICSPACEPOWERPLANTS.
NewYork,AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, [1957] 8p.(Paper 64-766).
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Initial study of a i Mw(e) in-pile nuclear thermionic space power
system indicated a specific weight potential of 2.4 #/Kw. As the
preliminary design was refined to include practical converter dimen-
sions, nonuniform emitter temperature effects, nonuniform reactor
powerdistribution, power-conditioning equipment, launch vehicle
integration, and detailed componentand structure design, the specific
weight increased to 25.6 #/Kw.
Bolan, P., Cohen,R. and Bentsen, B.
A SOLARSPACEPOWERPLANTWI HLIQUIDMETALHEATEDTHERMIONICCONVERTERS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964.
12 p. (Paper 64-737).
Presentation of a concept of solar powerplants incorporating thermo-
ionic direct energy conversion, which introduces a liquid-metal
heat-transfer mediuminto the system. This fluid carries the solar
heat collected in the receiver to the thermionic converters located
in the system radiator. Comparisonsof the three systems of solar
power plants in existence were madeon the basis of overall system
efficiency, weight, and engineering problemareas. A power plant
size of i kw(e) was investigated using 3000°Fas the maximumoperating
temperature in the direct-heating power-plant concept, and 2500°F
in the liquid-metal heated powerplant. It is stated that, on the
basis of power-plant performance, both thermionic power-plant con-
cepts being considered for on-board power in satellite and space
vehicles have about the sameoverall efficiency averagedover the
total orbit with batteries used in the direct heating system, and
thermal energy storage in the indirect heating concepts. Solar-
cell system efficiencies using batteries for energy storage fall
below those of the thermionic systems. It is stated that the indirect
system using thermal energy storage is lighter than the other power
plants considered, except where battery performance is viewed very
optimistically.
Bossart, K. J.
ANENGINEERLOOKSAT SPACEFLIGHT.
Electrical Engineering 79:960-962, Dec. 1960.
A brief description of space flight is presented from the perspective
of the engineering disciplines. Brief mention is madeof the
possibilities of efficient direct energy conversion generators, be
they thermoelectric, thermionic, or magnetohydrodynamic. It is in-
dicated that the imaginative electrical engineer is presented with
a fertile field.
Brandhorst, H. W., Jr.
SOLARCELLSCALIBRATEDONHIGH-ALTITUDEAIRCRAFT.
Space/Aeronautics, 45:122-123, Jan. 1966.
Description of a methodfor accurately predicting the power that a
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solar cell array will produce in spacewhich is basedupon compara_
tive performancemeasurementsin earth sunlight of a given solar
panel and monitor cells with a knownoutput under the conditions of
outer space. In order for this methodto be effective the spectral
responsesof the monitor cells and the panels must be similar. To
calibrate the monitor cells, high-altitutde aircraft can be used,
even though these do not fly all the wayout of the atmosphere.
Brandmaier,H. E. and Kahn, B.
RECENTADVANCESIN ELECTRO-FLUIDDYNAMICPOWERGENERATION.
IEEEInternational ConventionRecord, 14(pt. 7): 28-37, 1966.
Brief review of high voltage generating devices and their principles
of operation, giving also a description of the more recent advances
in direct energy conversion techniques involving electro-fluid dyna-
mic powergeneration. Theoretical and experimental results are given
for a typical supersonic electrogasdynamic generator. The present
capabilities and areas for further study are discussed as are the
long-range ramifications of the developmentof practical systems.
Breaux, D., Burris, W. L, and Schultz, R. L.
HYDROGENPROMISINGFORSPACEUNITSECONDARYPOWER.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 69:82-84, illus., Feb. 1961.
Hydrogencharacteristics are best suited for integrating power genera-
tion with environmental control.
Breaux, D. K. and Schultz, R. L.
NON-PROPULSIVEPOWERSYSTEMSFORMISSILESANDSPACEVEHICLES.
CanadianAeronautical Journal, 6:170-177, May1960.
Characteristics, applications and state of developmentare discussed
for so-called primary conversion (batteries, cells, reactors, gas
generators) and secondaryconversion (heat engines, turbines, pumps,
engines) methods.
Brenan, R. A. and Mason,F. D.
CALCULATIONFOPTIMALLYRELIABLESOLARCELLARRAYS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Transactions on
ComponentParts CP-II:367-373, June 1964.
Present state-of-the-art emphasishas been placed on the use of si-
licon solar cells interconnected in series-parallel groups to form
a solar array providing basic power for long lifetime spacecraft(perhaps greater than 3 months). To assure that sufficient power
will be available to operate equipmentsduring the specified mission
time, a reasonable margin must be designed into an array to compen-
sate the degradation of poweroutput due to catastrophic failures
and environmental degradation effects. The degree to which these
effects can be compensatedbecomesa trade-off betweenweight, cost
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and satellite lifetime - the time during which adequatepowerwill
be available to operate selected equipments. In this paper, the
physics of solar cells, their operation, degradation due to radiation,
and particularly random failure events are recounted.
Briggs, J. L. and Sirols, L. J.
RADIO-ISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR.
Institute of Radio Engineers Convention Record 5 (Pt. 9):69-74, 1957.
Recent advances in the field of solid-state physics have greatly
enhanced the possibility of developing a practical thermoelectric
generator for power supply electronic equipments. The possibility
of utilizing an efficient thermopile driven by decay energy derived
from isotopes is suggested. The course of development of this
device at RADC will encompass three problem areas: (i) geometry and
packaging of radio-isotope thermal source; (2) development of
efficient thermopile, and (3) consideration of circuits best suited
to this type of power supply.
Brosens, P. J. and Kitrilakis, S. S.
CESIUM THERMIONIC CONVERTERS AND GENERATORS FOR SOLAR SPACE POWER
SYSTEMS.
American Rocket Society Space Power Systems Conference, Sep. 25-28,
1962, Santa Monica, Calif. 1962, 10p. (ARS Paper 2571-62).
The research work on thermionic converters accomplished at Thermo
Electron is reviewed. Data obtained for converters, using niobium,
tantalum, tungsten, iridium, and rhenium emitters, as a function of
interelectrode spacing and converter operating temperatures is given
in the form of maximum power density maps. Where extensive data
obtained on the performance of a cesium vapor diode thermionic con-
verter are described. Volt-ampere characteristics were obtained for
four spacings from 0.002-0.019 in., emitter temperatures in about
50 ° steps from 1600-2050°K, and cesium pressures to 30 torr. A set
of such data for emitters of Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Re and Ir have been
obtained. Heat flow through the converter could be measured by
an attached calorimeter. A systematic method is described for
evaluating the practical significance of this large amount of data
to permit the choice of optimum materials and operating points for
efficient engineering design. Evidence is presented that the
observed saturation current of the extinguished mode represents true
temperature-limited emission, and thus may he used to obtain data
equivalent to the Langmuir S curves.
Brosens, p. J.
SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC (SET) CONVERTER.
Inn Symposium on High Temperature Conversion - Heat to Electricity.
University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz., Feb. 19-21, 1964, p. 294-320.
Chicago, Iii., Argonne National Laboratory, 1964.
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Over the period May1961to November1963, several designs of
thermionic converters were developedby ThermoElectron Engineering
Corporation for the JPL Solar EnergyThermionic (SET)program. Some
of these have been discussed individually in the literature. This
paper aims at presenting an overall view of this design effort and
its important results.
Brosens, P. J.
SOLARTHERMIONICGENERATORSFORSPACEPOWER.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers, [1965?] 9p. (Paper
64-WA/SOL-I).
Investigation of the design problem of tailoring the solar space-
power systemsso as to best use the available solar flux. Since it
is difficult to changearbitrarily the size of the system, it is of
interest to find the system size which can best fit a variety of
missions without the need for alterations which increase the cost
and decrease the reliability. An approach to this design problem
is presented, and numerical examplesare given basedon the data
obtained from tests on the hardwareprototype of a solar thermionic
generator.
Article with sametitle also in AmericanSociety of Mechanical
Engineers. Series A. Journal of Engineering for Power, 86:281-289,
Jly 1965.
Brown,E. I. and McJones,R. W.
ENERGYSOURCESFORMISSILEAUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEMS.
Automotive Engineers Journal, 66:82-83, illus., Jly. 1965.
Includes brief discussion of silver-zinc cells.
Brown,E. I. and McJones,R. W.
OPTIMIZATIONSTUDYMISSILEAUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEMS(AS VIEWEDBY THE
EQUIPMENTSUPPLIER)NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1958,
12 p., tables.
Considers the various energy sources which maybe applied to a self-
sufficient APU,the power conversion units necessary to provide the
specified form of poweroutput and comparescomplete system in rela-
tion to typical overall requirements.
Also in Soc. Automotive Engineers Journal 66:82-83, Jly. 1965, and
Aircraft Engineering 30:236-237, Aug. 1958.
Brown,J. M. and Chasteen, J. W.
GROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENTFORTHEPERSHINGWEAPONSYSTEM.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems, Supplement,
AES-2:729-745,July 1966.
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Description of the ground support equipmentdeveloped for the
Pershing missile, with a functional description of the missile as
well as a general definition of the concept of the Pershing weapon
system. Areas specifically covered include: missile transportation,
erection, and launching equipment; test, checkout, and firing
equipment; and maintenance, communication,and power equipment. For
the future, it is expected that improvementswill be madein ground
support equipment electronics through attention to packaging
techniques, systems-integrated design concepts, fault isolation and
self-test capabilities, reliability, simplicity through decreased
demandson humanoperators, and reaction time.
Brown, K. andWeiser, P.
GROUNDSUPPORTSYSTEMFORMISSILESANDSPACEVEHICLES.
NewYork, McGraw-Hill BookCo., 1961. 490 p._ illus.
Contents: WeaponSystemOperational Concepts, by K. Brown.ManageTLent
of Support Systems,by A. R. Anchordoguy. Operational Procedures,
by J. W. Tucker. Support Data and the Personnel Subsystem,by T. F.
Walton. SystemCheckoutand LaunchControl Equipment, by M. C.
Peterson. GroundGuidanceSystems,by D. E. Lewis. Instrumentation,
by W. G. Hodson. Facilities Development,by B. Gale. Launcher
Design and Development,by B. M. Willett. Cryogenic Applications,
by R. W. Vance. CryogenicMissile SystemHazards, by R. W. Vance.
A Fast Reaction Propellant Loading System,by R. B. Hinkley. Weapons
Effects, by H. L. Brode. The Survivability of WeaponSystemLaunching
Sites, by P. Weiser. Mobility Concept, by D. E. Shonerd. Reliabi-
lity, by H. R. Powell. Logistics and Maintenance, by E. W. Pickrel.
Brun, P. M. and Aronssohn, R.
SOLARBATTERIESANDTHEIRAPPLICATIONS.
Electronic Applications, 25:78-88, 1964/1965.
The article deals with the application of silicon photovoltaic cells
in solar batteries. After a short description of the general forms
of these cells, the mechanismof the operation is discussed, special
attention being paid to the efficiency with which luminous energy
is converted into electrical energy. Finally, the use of these cells,
and in particular their arrangementfor application and solar
batteries, is dealt with.
Brunings, J. E. and Johnson, C. E.
NUCLEARPOWERIN SPACE.
Mechanical Engineering, 89:34-41, Feb. 1967.
Discussion of progress madein the reactor thermoelectric space pow-
er program. The 500-watt SNAP10Ahas been successfully operated
under flight conditions and simulated space vacuumconditions. In
this system, hot liquid metal (NaK)carries heat from a reactor to
the thermionic converter. The pumpis a magnetic device, pulling
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the liquid metal. The SNAP8 system is also described. It canbe
used for both mannedand unmannedapplications. For the former,
a two-loop configuration provides a nonradioactive secondary loop.
The high inherent reliability of thermoelectric power conversion is
especially desirable; the flexibility of the plant in terms of po-
wer level, lifetime, shutdownand restart capability, configuration.
and other attractive features are noted. Specific powers of 25
watts/ft 2 and 4 watts/ib are obtainable.
Bucci, N. W. and Briggs, R. W.
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC POWER SYSTEMS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS.
New York, American Rocket Society, 1961, 8 p. (Technlcal/Paper 61-188-
1882)
Discusses factors affecting the selection and design of an electric
generator, its controls, and conversion equipment. It is pointed
out that to realize a space power system in the megawatt range which
will be a compact and lightweight apparatus will require much re-
search.
Bucci, N. W. and Briggs, R. W.
POWER GENERATION AND CONTIONING FOR SNAP.
Nucleonics, 22:51-54, June 1964.
Discussion of current work in the development of electrical machinery
and power-conditionlng equipment for Rankine-cycle systems employing
a liquid-metal coolant. Auxiliary power systems of this type have
the following major electrical elements: a rotating electromagnetic
generator, means for controlling the generator output voltage, means
for automatic system control during startup or abonormal conditions,
and switchgear for connecting or disconnecting the generator to its
loads. Some of the problems are peculiar to the use Of liquid metals
as combined lubricants and coolants, involving integration of the
generator with the turbine and careful design of the generator it-
self. Operation of conditioning and control equipment at eAevated
temperaturesis another prime source of difficulty. The impedance
introduced by relatively long transmission lines can have a strong
effect on system performance and may prove to be a limiting factor
in applying 2000-3000-cps frequencies to space power plants.
Burns, J. D. and Menetrey, W. R.
SPACE MISSIONS AND AUXILIARY POWER DEMANDS.
Western Aviation, 40:20-23, Oct. 1960.
Chemical, nuclear and solar systems are described and compared.
Particular mention is made of photovoltaic systems and solar con-
centrators.
Burns, J. D. and Menetrey, W. R.
SPACE POWER SYSTEMS.
Electromechanical Design 4:30-36, figs., Sept. 1960.
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A wide variety of powersystemsappear theoretically able to provide
electrical energy to future spacevehicles. The relative advantages
of each system in terms of weight and other factors will dependon
the successof hardware developmentprogrambeing conducted today.
This paper, presented at the 1960Semi-AnnualMeeting and Aviation
Conference, ASME,emphasizesthe design characteristics and problem
areas associated with someimportant solar powersystem components.
Butcher, C.
SOLARPOWERIN SPACE.
World AerospaceSystems, 2:321,322,324,326, Sept. 1966.
Discussion of the solar cell as the presently most experienced and
most reliable energy conversion device for near-earth missions.
Its future prospects are examinedin conjunction with the possible
developmentof nuclear-thermionic and radioisotope converters. In
the Ferranti, Ltd., solar cell design, over 28%of the total of 30%
of useful light that maybe lost by reflection canbe recovered by
the use of an antireflective coating and internal power losses are
minimized by the selection of a i0 ohm-cmp-type silicon as semicon-
ductor material. Performanceis checkedunder simulated sunlight
conditions showingan efficiency of over 10%at 30°C. Current area
of Ferranti research is concernedwith increasing this performance,
which must be achieved to confirm the cell's place in space. It is
felt that a significant weight reduction of the solar array assembly
will be attained, contributing most to the demandedimprovementin
overall performance. The use of Ferranti solar cells in UKi and
ESRO2 is noted.
Butler, C. P., Jenkins, R. J. and Parker, W. J.
ABSORPTANCE,EMITTANCE,ANDTHERMALEFFICIENCIESOFSURFACEFORSOLAR
SPACECRAFTPOWER.
Solar Energy, 8:2-8, Jan.-Mar. 1964.
An expression for the thermal efficiency of a surface used as a re-
ceiver for spacecraft solar-power generation is derived in terms of
the solar absorptance, hemispherical emittance, and concentration
ratio. Experimental equipmentis described in which direct measure-
mentsmaybe madeup to 1000°Cby using a carbon-arc-image furnace
to simulate the sun. Emittance and absorptance data are presented
on six polished metals and four plasma flame sprayed coatings from
200 to 800°C. It is shownthat thermal conversion efficiencies as
high as 40 percent at 800°Ccanbe realized with refractory coatings
andwith a solar radiation concentration ratio of 50 or 6.9 watts
per square centimeter.
Campana,R. J. and Roes, J. B.
PRELIMINARYDESIGNANDPERFORMANCEEVALUATIONSTUDYOFA SOLARTHERMO-
ELECTRICFLATPLATEGENERATOR.
In Snyder, N. W. ed. SpacePowerSystems,p. 187-217, figs., NewYork,
AcademicPress, 1961. (Progress in Astronautics and Rocketry, vl. 4).
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Theobject of the work reported was to study the design and per-
formanceof solar power generators to operate in the Venus-to-Mars
radial range from the Sun. The design and performanceevaluations
are based on experimental performanceof the thermoelectric elements
and their junctions to metallic sheets. Results indicate that
thermoelectric conversion of solar energy maybe accomplished for
70 ib/ekw by a single generator operating in the Sun-centered radial
range from Mars to Venus, 30 ib/ekw in the Earth-to-Venus range and
20 ib/ekw in the Venusregion. Meansof obtaining electrical power
for space vehicle needsare discussed. Advantagesover other means
of obtaining electrical power for space vehicle needsare described.
Campana,R. J.
THERADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRICGENERATOR.
Electronic Industries, 25:82-85, May1966.
Description of the design and performanceof SNAP-15A,the thermo-
electric generator poweredby Pu 238. A comparisonis madeof the
efficiency and reliability obtained in the use of semi-conductor
or metal thermocouples. Test results, a safety and hazards evalua-
tion, and a description of uses are included.
Campbell,J. B. et al.
FOURADVANCEDPOWERGENERATORSPOSEHOTMATERIALSPROBLEMS.
Materials in Design Engineering, 51:134-138, June 1960.
The four direct-power generators described are thermoelectric genera-
tors, magnetohydrodynamicgenerators, fuel cells, and thermionic
generators. All these generators operate at high temperatures, up
to 5000°Fin the case of magnetohydrodynamicgenerators, makingthe
developmentof newand better materials able to withstand this heat
an essential in the near future. The principles of each type of
powerproducer are explained and the properties required
for the materials contained in it are enumerated.
Caprarola, L. J. and Helwig, W. J.
THERMOELECTRICSFORSPACE.
In Direct Energy Conversion, p. 13-15. Camden,N.J., Radio Corporation
of America, 1963.
Basic concepts of thermoelectric space-vehicle power supplies are
presented and the thermoelectric converter which was developedby
RCAfor the SNAP10Asystem is described.
Carr, C. H.
WETBATTERIES.
MachineDesign, 35:202-211, Apr. ii, 1963.
Discussion of the characteristics of secondarybatteries using acid
and alkaline electrolytes. The structural features, electrochemical
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action, capacity, and applications of various batteries - including
the lead-acid, the lead-calcium alloy, the novel "maintenance-free"
lead-acid, the nickel-iron, and the nickel-cadmium batteries - are
examinedin detail. The relative merits and short-comings of these
batteries are noted.
Carson, W. N. and Hadley, R. L.
AUXILIARYELECTRODESPACECELLS.
NewYork,AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, [1964?]
7p. (Paper 64-752).
Discussion of the auxiliary electrode concept in sealed cell design,
developed to protect the cell against destructive pressure rise
during charging. It is stated that this protection is obtained by
using the auxiliary electrode to signal the onset of oxygengas
evolution in cells charged at high rates, or by using the electrode
to promote gas recombination in the cell at low charging rates. By
assuring operation with maximumcell pressures below one atmosphere,
the auxiliary electrode permits battery system designs that use a
minimumof container or encapsulating material weight; the saving
in weight gives a markedincrease in the ratio of useful energy in
weight for the battery. It is noted that an increase from 5 to 6
watt-h/ib to over 20 watt-h/ib has been found for small silver
cadmiumspace batteries whenauxiliary electrodes were used for
promotion of gas recombination.
Casey, E. F. and Street, G., Jr.
A THERMIONICPOWERSUPPLYUSINGSOLARHEATFORSPACEAPPLICATION.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, 1959, n.p. (Paper
CP59-904m).
Somemajor problems for satisfactory application are the erection
of a solar collector, its orientation in space, and protection
against space environmental effects such as imposedby meteorites,
zero gravity, and other.
Celent, C. M.
UNCONVENTIONALPOWERCONVERTERS.
Electronic Industries, 19:101-116, Sept. 1960.
The developmentof newmethodsfor generating electricity is dis-
cussed. The basic conversion devices studied in this article are
magnetohydrodynamicgenerators, fuel cells, solar cells, nuclear
batteries, thermionic and thermoelectric generators.
Chapin, D. M.
THEDIRECTCONVERSIONFSOLARENERGYTOELECTRICALENERGY.
In Introduction to the Utilization of Solar Energy, p. 153-189. New
York, McGraw-Hill, 1963.
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Analysis of factors associated with photovoltaic methodsfor con-
verting solar radiation into electricity. Reviewedare somebasic
aspects of radiation and properties of semiconductorswhich make
themuseful for solar cells. The design and fabrication of silicon
solar cells are described, as are the electrical properties of such
cells. Techniques involved in putting these cells into practical
operation are considered.
Cherry, W. R.
THEDEVELOPMENTOFSOLARCELLS.
Electronic Communicator,2:9-10, May-June1967.
Reviewof the developmentof silicon solar cells. The construction
and characteristics of early solar cells are outlined, and the
search, in the late 1950's for materials other than silicon with
which to fabricate solar cells is detailed. Studies of the effects
of impurities in the silicon crystal and base-region dopants to
provide more radiation-resistant properties are discussed, and
methodsof fabricating these devices are described.
Cherry, W. R.
SOLARENERGYSYSTEMSFORSPACEAPPLICATION.
l__n_nPowerSourcesConferenceProceedings, 17th, 1963, p. 12-15.
Bank, N. J., PSCPublications Committtee, 1963.
Red
This paper discussed factors affecting design of solar cell systems,
solar array types, properties of solar cell systems, hazards in
space on solar cell arrays, and future outlook and aims for solar
power.
Cherry, W. R. and Zoutendyk, J. A.
THESTATEOFTHEARTIN SOLARCELLARRAYSFORSPACE LECTRICALPOWER.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics [1964?]
39p. (Paper 64-738).
Reviewof the advancesexperienced in solar-cells, since the original
use of solar cells for electrical powergeneration in space. The
solar cell itself has been improved in manyways. The methodsused
to connect cells into modulesas a building block for constructing
large arrays have also been improved. Newmethodsin the soldering
of cells into moduleshave decreased the degradation of the cells
due to handling and soldering. In addition, the successful fabrica-
tion of cells into moduleshas madepossible the matching of
cells by modules, rather than by single cells. It is stated that
the methodsused to mount the modules to the supporting structure
have been improvedby using better techniques and bonding agents.
With these advances, Sun-oriented arrays have been built with output
which approachi0 watts/ft 2 and i0 watts/ib whenoperated in near-
earth space (with no particle radiation damage).
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Cherry, W. R.
STATUSOFPHOTOVOLTAICSOLARENERGYCONVERTERS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-I:IO-19,
Aug. 1965.
Discussion of the current technology in solar cells, their models
and mounting and the improvementsneeded, with an estimate of the
future for these devices. Solar cells are expected to dominate the
spacecraft powergeneration field into the 1970s. Powerrequirements
are reported as having increased from the few hundredmilli-watts
of VanguardI to the i kw of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory.
Chesner, R. J. and Prestridge, J. C.
CAPILLARYFUELCELLORBITALEXPERIMENT.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers, 1965. 9p. (Paper
65-AV).
Description of the design, development,and testing of a space-
oriented, hydrogen-oxygen,capillary, fuel-cell system.
Clark, E.
MAJOR OLEPLANNEDFORSNAP-TYPEUNITS.
Aviation Weekand SpaceTechnology, 72:26-27, Apr. 1960.
Nuclear-electronic power system, typified by NASA'sSNAP-8,are
expected to becomethe predominantand most reliable sources of pro-
pulsive and secondarypowerfor satellites and space probes in the
1965-1970period.
Cochran, D. L., Biehl, A. T. et al.
NUCLEARAUXILIARYPOWERFORSPACEVEHICLES.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 8:64-67, Aug. 1959.
The three main problemsof a spacenuclear APUare its radiator,
energy conversion cycle and materials.
Cochran, J. S., Bloom, J. L. and Schneider, A.
PRODUCTIONFSTRONTIUM-90THERMALPOWERSOURCES.
l__nnIndustrial Usesof Large Radiation Sources. 2:157-172. Vienna,
International Atomic Energy Agency,1963.
Oneof the most attractive fields for utilization of large quanti-
ties of waste fission products is the field of direct-conversion
powersupplies for remote locations. Sr90 is being given the great-
est exploitation becauseof its availability, nuclear properties,
and the relative ease with which it can be fabricated into compact
heat sources. Sr90-fueled generators are being used to power
automatic weather stations andnavigational aids, and consideration
is being given to the use of Sr90 as a power source for space
vehicles. Evaluation of several potentially useful strontium
compoundsled to the selection of the titanate as exhibiting
overall properties most desirable for this purpose.
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Cohn,E. M.
FUELCELLS,PROGRESSPROGRAMS,ANDPROBLEMS.
Fuseeset RechercheAeronautique, 18:31-32, 1962.
A large part of the interest in fuel cells that has been shownin
recent years has resulted from their potentialities as powersources
for space vehicles. Although estimates vary, it is generally agreed
that fuel cells, with power outputs ranging up to kilowatts or
even megawattsand operating either as primary or secondarypower
sources, will have a place in the space program, once their feasi-
bility and reliability have beenestablished.
Cohn,E. M.
THEGROWTHOFFUELCELLSYSTEMS.
l__n_nEngineeringDevelopmentsin Energy Conversion; International Confe-
rence on Energetlcs, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., August
18-20, 1965, Proceedings p. 252-265, NewYork, AmericanSociety of
Mechanical Engineers, 1965.
Description and evaluation of fuel cell systems for converting the
chemical energy of fuels directly into electrical energy. A fuel
cell is a chemical reactor having a positive and a negative electrode
separated by an electrolyte and externally connected to a load. The
main difference betweensuch a cell and a conventional galvanic cell
is that the fuel cell does not contain the reacting materials and
the electrodes remain unchanged. Systemsrequirements are discussed.
The problemsof optimizing a power system for space and more
specifically hydrogen-oxygenfuel cells are analyzed. The details
of the Gemini solid polymer ion-exchange membranefuel cells are
described. The Apollo system, which is a modification of the Bacon
fuel cell, is discussed and it is shownthat the modified Baconcell
has the highest efficiency of any knownH2-O2 cell. The asbestos
fuel cell system is considered.
Cohn,E. M.
TERRESTRIALPPLICATIONSOFELECTROCHEMICALSPACEPOWERESEARCH.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Mechanical Engineers, [1966] 6 p.(Paper
66-1012).
Description of newand improved electrochemical power components
that meet the extreme requirements of space applications and that
are used in the commercialmarket. A new concept of battery packa-
ging, improvedbattery separators, secondarybatteries that function
for five years without maintenance; space-type fuel cells incor-
porated into a low-power, long-llved, self-contained power source,
are someexamplesof electrochemical powersources for space that
benefit the consumer.
Colbeck, D. B.
LOWRATESEALEDZINC-SILVEROXIDEBATTERIES.
In PowerSources Conference, Proceedings, 17th, 1963, p. 135-138. Red
Bank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee, 1963.
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Design and fabrication of sealed silver-oxide-zinc batteries for
space applications are discussed.
Coleman,J. H.
ISOTOPEDEVICESPRODUCINGELECTRICALENERGY.
In Seminaron AdvancedEnergy Sources,1958, Proceedings, p. 158-164,
Fort Monmouth,N. J., 1959?
Principles of operation of existing isotope powersources are de-
scribed and this backgroundusedto suggest isotope generator struc-
tures for outer space.
Coleman,J. H.
NUCLEARENERGYSOURCES.
l_n_nBattery ResearchConference. Proceedings, 12th, p. 108-110, Fort
Monmouth,N. J., U.S. ArmySignal Research& DevelopmentLaboratory,
PowerSourcesDivision, 1958.
Describes the significant features of microwatt, direct conversion
nuclear batteries and proposesa kilowatt nuclear battery for outer
space applications without the temperature limitations of the systems
involving chemical or solid state reactions.
Comer,J. E.
CRITICAL COMPONENT PARTS IN SPACE POWER EQUIPMENT.
Evaluation Engineering, 5:6-7, May-June 1966.
Review of the reliability testing and performance of semicon-
ductor devices, in which peak power is identified as the most over-
looked feature in stress analysis. Peak-power failures occur in
power-handling transistors under such conditions as turn-on, short
circuit, or during switching under heavy loads. The methods of
analyzing peak-power stresses in component parts used in power
equipment are discussed. The worst-case conditions for peak-power
measurements are not always analyzed due to their intermittent or
singular nature, but repeatable conditions requiring special
attention during testing are identified, including overlooking high
transient voltage conditions, which may cause failure in the input
circuit, and exceeding the dv/dt limits of small silicon-controlled
rectifiers, causing inadvertent turn-on of the device.
Comer, J. E.
TRENDS IN RELIABILITY OF SPACE POWER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT.
l__nnWescon/65; Proceedings of the Western Electronic Show and Convention,
San Francisco, California, August 24-27, 1965, Technical Papers. Part
3 - Power Electronic. North Hollywood, California, Western Periodicals
Co., 1965. 5 p.
Review of the organization, stress analysis, component part specifi-
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cations, and failure of space powerconditioning equipment. It
is concluded that major potential failure mechanismscan be avoided
by timely reliability design and stress reviews, and that for
manysemiconductorspeak powermeasurementsare more important
than averagepower.
Contzen, J. P.CRITERESDESELECTIONDESRADIO-ISOTOPESA USAGESPATIAL[CRITERIA
FORTHESELECTIONOFRADIOISOTOPESFORSPACEUSE.]
RevueTechnique CECLES,1:245-273, Oct-Dec. 1966.
Description of the possible uses of radioisotopes in space and
discussion of the criteria to be used in selecting the most
appropriate radloelements for these applications. On the basis of
these criteria, a list is given of those isotopes which are
currently the most suitable for propulsion and for auxiliary power
generation.
Contzen, J. P.
PROSPECTSOFUSINGRADIOISOTOPESIN SPACE.
Industrial Applications for Isotopic PowerGenerators, p. 43-54, Paris,
EuropeanNuclear Energy Agency, 1967.
The uses of radioisotopes in space are identified. Attention is
concentrated on the two major categories of application: propulsion
and electric power generation. A tentative selection of the most
suitable isotopes is madefor both types of system, and problems
which arise from their developmentare analyzed. Utilization pros-
pects are projected from this analysis, particularly from a
Europeanpoint of view.
Cook,N. A.
HYDROGENOXYGENFUELCELLSYSTEMDESIGNPARAMETERS.
l__n_nEnergy Conversion and Storage; Proceedingsof the Annual Conference,
3rd, OklahomaState University, Stillwater, Oklahoma,October 28, 29,
1965, p. 2-1 to 2-14. Stillwater, Oklahoma,Engineering and Industrial
Extension of OklahomaState University, 1965.
Consideration of the system concept of fuel cells, in general, and
of the design and construction of a particular H2-O2fuel cell
system. The four physical phenomenassociated with a fuel cell are
discussed: the electrochemical oxidation with the resultant pro-
duction of useful electric energy; transfer of ions through an
electrolyte; water production within the cell; and thermal energy
generation within the cell. Cell types are examined, including the
wick, free electrolyte, and circulating-gas types. Schematics are
presented of the circulating moisture removal electrolyte system
and fuel cell auxiliaries and control. Systemoperation with respect
to safety and hardware is considered. For purposes of comparison,
a summaryin tabular form of all basic data concerning the H2-O2
fuel cell system is given.
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"COOL"METHODOFMHDGENERATIONMAYMAKEIT PRACTICALFORSPACEFLIGHT.
Electrical Engineering, 81:806-807, Oct. 1962.
A "cool" methodfor ionizing gasesin a magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)
generator which could lead to the practical use of this newelectric
powergeneration process with nuclear reactors has been discovered.
Cooley, W. C.
SOLARDIRECT-CONVERSIONP WERSYSTEMS.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions, MIL-6:91-98, illus., Jan.
1962.
A survey is madeof the status of technology of solar photovoltaic,
photo-emissive, thermoelectric and thermionic powersystems for
spacecraft. The subjects of radiation damageto solar cells,
power-systemdesign, and solar simulation are reviewed. Various
types of solar power systemsare discussed and comparedwith respect
to weight, availability, environmental tolerance, and cost. It is
concluded that solar photovoltaic and solar thermionic systems are
most desirable for power levels up to 3 kw. However, the life
capability of thermionic converters has not yet been established.
Solar thermoelectric and photoemissive systemswill be less desirable
becauseof their lower efficiency and, therefore, larger area per
unit poweroutput, except for missions where radiation resistance
or economyare paramountconsiderations.
Coombs,M. G. and Norman,L.
APPLICATIONOFTHEBRAYTONCYCLETONUCLEARELECTRICSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics [1964]
24 p. (Paper 64-757).
Reviewof the status of the studies and experiments conductedby
AiResearchManufacturing Companyon Brayton closed-cycle space power
systems as applicable to nuclear-power heat sources. The two
nuclear heat sources are the radioisotope and the nuclear reactor.
A summaryis shownof specific weight and specific area data that
have been generated by AiResearchfor Brayton-cycle powersystems
employingnuclear reactors as the heat source. It is concluded
that significant progress has beenmadein the developmentand
demonstration of recuperative Brayton-cycle powersystem components
and system concepts. Earlier theoretical estimates of component
performancehave been experimentally verified, and most of the
results have exceededthe conservative predictions madefor these
components. As a result, the estimates of size, weight, and
performanceof Brayton-cycle space powersystems are on a more
defensible basis than they were sometimeago.
Cooper, D. W. and Kuhns, P. W.
ELECTRICALGENERATORWITHA SUPERCONDUCTINGMAGNETICFIELDFORUSEIN
A I-MEGAWATTROTATINGSPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
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l__n_nIntersociety Energy ConversionEngineering Conference, Los Angeles_
California, September26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 298-307.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
Analysis of a space turboelectric generation system delivering
5000vdc at a l-Mw power level. This system employsa super-
conducting field as the stator with a 200 to 340°Krotor as the
armature. Both ac and dc modelsof this generator are studied for
possible spacecraft use. The final electrical output power is
taken as 5000vdc, as would be necessary in an electropropulsion
mission. A comparisonwith other rotating generation systems that
might be used as alternatives showsthat the superconducting-
magnetgenerator system holds promise of being lighter in weight and
moreefficient. Consideration is also given to the effects of
refrigeration systemweight and to the seal, bearing, and electric-
contact problems in space.
Cooper,J. E. and Ingling, W.
SEALEDALKALINEBATTERIESFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Transactions, AS-I:
34-37, Feb. 1963.
Thepurpose of this paper is to consider the capabilities and major
limitations of the nickel-cadmium, silver-cadmium, and silver-
zinc alkaline secondarybattery systems. The considerations of each
of these systems are based on analysis and developmentwork current-
ly underway. The primary modeof operation considered is an orbital
or charge-discharge type cycling at various temperature and depths
of discharge. A brief failure analysis resume' is also presented.
Corliss, W. R.
NUCLEARPOWERIN OUTERSPACE.
Nucleonics 18:58-63, Aug. 1960.
Spacemissions will need power sources in a variety of sizes.
Existing radioisotope sources can furnish watts of power; compact
reactors nowunder desigh will provide megawatts.
Corliss, W. R.
PARAMETERSFORRADIOISOTOPEG NERATORDESIGN.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; Special Publication,
S-145:152-163, Feb. 1963.
General characteristics are discussed of radioisotope generators
that fill manyneeds for space powerrequirements in range from
0.i to 500 electric watts.
Corliss, W. R. and Harvey, D. G.
RADIOISOTOPICPOWERGENERATION.
Prentice-Hall International Series in SpaceTechnology.
Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964, 312p.
Englewood
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A survey is presented of general design considerations (radioisotope
fuels, safety, energy conversion characteristics, and generator
design principles) and specific radioisotope generators (space
units, nuclear batteries, and advancedconcepts).
Cox, A. L.
COLLOIDALELECTROHYDRODYNAMICENERGYCONVERTER.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1962, lOp. (ARSPreprint No. 2559-62.)
The colloidal electrohydrodynamic energy converter described changes
the thermal energy of a slightly ionized superheated vapor to
directed kinetic energy, then to high-voltage electric energy. High
conversion efficiency is possible if neutral atoms can be madeto
condenseon the ions, which are being pushedagainst a retarding
electric field. Radiation and radiator requirements of the system
are noted. The electric power output attainable should be better
than 0.4 kw/ib at 500 kw. Useof the system for propulsion and
internal power for spacecraft is discussed. Performanceof Hg,
K, Na, and Li as working fluids is described.
Cox, D. W.
SPACEPOWER:WHATIT MEANSTOYOU.
Philadelphia, Winston, 1958, 262 p.
A solar powermirror on a space probe which is utilized to send
telemetered messagesto earth is mentioned (p. iii) and shownin
a diagram (p. ii0). The employmentof nuclear power in spacecraft
is described on pages 128-134.
Crane, W. E., Robinson, R. L. and Roessler, W. U.
HIGHPOWERANDENDURANCEPRIMENEEDSFORSPACECRAFTAUXILIARIES.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 72:63-69, Aug. 1964.
This article discusses the states of developmentand predicted
capabilities of devices that maymeet future needs for high power
and endurancespacecraft nonpropulsive power systems.
Crane, W. W. T.
SPACEPOWER.
l__n_nInternational Astronautical Congress,London, 1959. Proceedings,
2:748-755, illus., Wien, Springer Verlag, 1960.
Recent research and test data are described which indicate so far
that a safe, reliable and practical radioisotope-fueled auxiliary
power supply can be built using existing technology.
Crawford, J. J.
SILVERZINCSECONDARYBATTERYRELIABILITY.
l__nn1967Annual Symposiumon Reliability, Washington, D. C., January
10-12, 1967. Proceedings,p. 323-328,NewYork, Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1967.
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Description of models for the silver-zinc secondary cell and battery.
These models will enable the user of such systems to evaluate the
reliability of a battery in a given application. It is pointed out
that the work performed should lead to further refinements of the
cell modeling and additional considerations in the evaluation of
cell data for these calculations. It is hoped that the resulting
efforts will provide both a firmer basis for battery knowledge and
also predictability with regard to useful performance.
Crompton, C. E.
ISOTOPIC POWER.
Industrial Research, 3:78-83, Oct., 1961.
The use of isotopic-powered generators for the TRANSIT and SNAP
project is discussed, and evaluation of radio-isotope-fueled power
sources is presented, and future space applications are outlined.
Curran, R. W.
NON-PROPULSIVE POWER FOR ADVANCED VEHICLES.
Space Aeronautics, 33:42-44, Mar., 50-53, Apr., 52-54, May 1960.
Part I gives analysis of factors that determine selection of non-
propulsive power systems for manned and unmanned extra-atmospheric
vehicles. Shows typical profiles for a variety of space missions
and reviews pros and cons of different power systems. Part II gives
analysis of advantages, disadvantages, application areas, and
growth prospects for battery; solid-fueled; liquid-fueled mono-
and bipropellant open cycle, expansion-engine; and chemically fueled
closed-cycle thermomechanical power systems. Part III reviews fuel
cell, solar and nuclear designs for power sources of a space
vehicle.
Cusano, D. A.
THE PERFORMANCE OF THIN FILM SOLAR CELLS EMPLOYING PHOTOVOLTAIC Cu2_ x
Te-CdTe HETEROJUNCTIONS.
Paper Presented at Colloque International sur les Photopiles Solaires
en Couches Minces, Universite d'Aix-Marseilles, Marseilles, France, May
19, 20, 1966. Revue de Physique Appliquee, 1:195-200, Sept. 1966.
The paper is a short status report on the continuing development
of Cu2_xTe-CdTe thin film solar cells for eventual aerospace
application. The fabrication and operating characteristics are de-
scribed, as well as on-earth maintenance, stability to thermal
cycling, and resistance to radiation. Experiments with single crystal
junctions are used to obtain a basic understanding of the CU2_xTe-
CdTe junctions, and to guide future thin film work. The most
pressing current need is to determine how to extend cell llfe,
particularly at elevated temperatures.
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Dalcher, A. W. and Sutherland, J. D.
DESIGNOFTHESNAP10AREACTOR.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of MechanicalEngineers, 1964. 8p. (Paper
861D).
Description of the reactor componentof the SNAP-10A(Systemsfor
Nuclear Auxiliary Power) nuclear powerunit designed to provide
a minimumof 500watts electrical power at 28.5 volts dc for a
period of 1 yr in a space environment. The SNAP-IOAreactor is a
high-temperature, liquid-metal-cooled reactor designed for satellite
and other space applications. Thereactor structure is designed to
withstand a multitude of environmental conditions, including
launch and operational loads, spacevacuum,meteoroids, high tempe-
rature, nuclear irradiation, and liquid metal corrosion. Other
design considerations are fabricability, and nuclear, thermal,
and mechanical compatibility with the rest of the SNAP-10Asystem.
Thevalidity of the reactor design is verified by a series of nuclear
and environmental tests on both a componentand systembasis.
Dalfonso, J. L.
LA MINIATURISATIONETLA PILE ELECTRIQUE[MINIATURIZATIONANDTHEDRY
CELL].
Technique et Science Aeronautiques et Spatiales, p. 455-460, Jly-Aug.1966. In French.
Discussion of nonrechargeablebatteries for miniaturized components.
The "simple" cell (two metals, dissimilar in the electro-chemical
series, immersedin a electrolyte) and the electro-chemical series
are briefly described. Attention is given to alkaline and mercury
cells, with commentson other types.
Dalin, G. A., Sulkes, M. and Stachurski, Z.
SEALEDSILVER-ZINCBATTERIES.
I__n_nPowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 18th May19-21, 1964, p. 54-58.
RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
The principal objective of this programis the developmentof silver-
zinc batteries which can function sealed over a wide range of
conditions.
d'Amelio, C.
STUDIODI UNCICLOTERMICOPERMACCHINASOLARE8PAZIALE[STUDYOFA
THERMALCYCLEFORA SOLARENGINEIN SPACE]
Missili, 6:21-28, Feb. 1964. In Italian.
Proposedspace application of a saturated-liquid thermal cycle for
energy conversion. The efficiency and useful energy output as a
function of @and Om,respectively, equal to T/Tmin and Tmax/-Tmin,
are comparedwith those for the Rankine and ideal Carnot cycles. It
is claimed that application of the proposed cycle would permit a 20%
reduction in the weight-power ratio of existing solar plants.
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Daniel, A. F.
ELECTROCHEMICALCONVERSIONFENERGY.
I__n_nConferenceon SpaceTechnology, Dallas, Tex., April 11-13, 1960,
Papers. Electrical Engineering in SpaceTechnology, p. 41-45, New
York, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, Dec. 1960.
Characteristics of electrochemical systems of importance to space
applications are considered. They are: dry primary batteries, wet
primary batteries, storage batteries, molten electrolyte batteries
or thermal batteries, primary fuel cell batteries, and regenerative
fuel cell batteries.
Daniel'-Bek, V. S.
METODYRASCHETAUDEL'NOIENERGIITOPLIVNYKHELEMENTOV[METHODSFOR
CALCULATINGTHESPECIFICENERGYOFFUELCELLS].
Inzhenerno-Fizicheskii Zhurnal, 6:85-87, Dec. 1963. In Russian.
Discussion of the conditions necessary to obtain maximumspecific
energy of a powersource composedof a fuel cell (battery) and a
supply of active materials. Twoexpressions for calculating
ma_imumspecific energy are derived, as are expressions which are
valid for the casewhere part of energy is required to generate the
active materials.
Daniels, F.
DIRECTUSEOFTHESUN'SENERGY.
NewHaven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1964, 374p.
Amongthe uses of solar radiation discussed in this book are: thermo-
electric and thermionic conversion, photovoltaic conversion, photo-
chemical conversion and storage and transportation of power.
Darland, W. G., Jr.
ECCENTRICSEPARATORFORGALVANICBATTERY.
U.S. Patent 3,156,588, October 27, 1961, (to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy).
In a galvanic battery for use as a power source in a spinning projectil
the battery having a plurality of chemically coated annular plates
surrounding a frangible electrolyte containing ampule, the ampule
being frictionally supported abovea breaker platform, the plates and
the ampuleincapsulated in a molding compoundin a manner to form an
ampulecavity and a fill channel, a thin annular separator interposed
betweeneach pair of plates to form a plurality of cells, each of the
separators comprising an outer annular portion, an inner annular portio
a webconnecting said outer annular and inner annular portions over a
small area, said inner annular and outer annular portions being
radially spaced in a mannerto form an eccentric channel there-
between, said inner annular portion having an annular opening therein
surrounding said ampuleand an entry-port there-through diametrically
opposite said webwherebywhenthe projectile is fired, the ampule is
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broken against the breaker platform to release the electrolyte and
the cells formedby said separators and the plates are filled with
electrolyte the spin of the projectile to activate the battery. (U.S.
Patent Off.Off.Gas., 808:578, Nov. i0, 1964.
Daussat, P. L.
LESCELLULESOLAIRES- LEURSUTILISATIONSPATIALESETTERRESTRES[SOLARCELLS- THEIRTERRESTRIALNDSPACEUSES]
Forces Aeriennes Francaises, p. 727-742, Dec. 1964. In French.
Reviewof research and developmentalwork by the French Electronic
and Applied Physics Laboratories (LEP) and others to determine
the practicability of direct transformation of solar energy into
electrical energy by utilization of the photovoltaic effect on a
semiconductingbody. Experimentshave been undertaken in
collaboration with the University of Chile in the Chilean desert
zone which are considered to have shownthe excellent resistance
of solar cells to atmospheric agents. Principles of operationand
the photovoltaic effect on silicon and germaniumjunction diodes
are discussed, and the electrical characteristics of solar cells
are described. The industrial production of such cells in France
could be undertaken, it is considered, using silicon as the
principal material, and using procedures already developed. For
space uses, solar cells should be rectangular rather than circular
to permit batteries of themto be most effectively placed on panels,
although this entails higher costs.
Davis, J. I.
SOLARCELLR ANDD.
Space/Aeronautics, 31:44-46, illus., Apr: 1959.
Next target for solar cell engineers is the two-kilowatt power
supply that has beenproposed for space vehicles. To reach it,
higher efficiencies must be achieved in the designs based on the
present state of the art.
Daye, C. J.
THESUNFLOWERSYSTEM- SOLARPOWERFORSPACE.
Mechanical Engineering, 83:56-59, Dec. 1961.
The design, operation, turbine-alternator packageand growth potential
of the Sun-flower I solar powerconverter system are explained indetail.
Del Duca, M. G., Fuscoe, J. M. and Johnston, T. A.
FUELCELLSFORSPACEVEHICLES.
Astronautics 5:36-44, Mar. 1960.
The closed-cycle regenerative fuel cell which has potential as a
long-running, high-efficiency powersource for space applications
is discussed.
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Del Duca,M. G., Fuscoe, J. M, and Johnston, T. A.
REGENERATIVEFUELCELLSASAUXILIARYSUPPLIESFORSPACEVEHICLES.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1959, n.p.(ARS Paper 1039-59.)
Special requirements of auxiliary powerunits for space applications
such as start-up, radiators, shielding the effects of space environ-
ment, etc., are considered. A detailed analysis of a nuclear rege-
nerative fuel cell system using lithium and hydrogen as fuels with
a poweroutput of 550 watts at 28 volts is presented along with a
discussion of the optimization procedure utilized in the derivation
of the conceptual design. Peformanceparameters of selected systems
are itemized.
Demler, M. C.
ELECTRICPOWERFORFUTUREFLIGHTVEHICLES.
Electrical Engineering, 77:997-999, Nov. 1958.
The era of the space age presents a tremendouschallenge to the
electrical engineering profession. Electric power is essential not
only in the launching of satellites or space vehicles, but also in
providing the energy for instrumentation and habitation, as well
as propulsive power.
Denington, R. J. and Moss, T. A.
NUCLEARPOWERSUPPLIES.
Space/Aeronautics, 44:115-118, 1965.
Reviewof the characteristics of nuclear power sources for use on
board spacecraft. The properties of a numberof radioisotopes of
primary interest for space power generation are described.
Desvignes, F.
VELLULESOLAIRESPHOTOVOLTAIQUES:NOUVEAUXRESULTATSHEORIQUES
ETEXPERIMENTAUX[PHOTOVOLTAICSOLARCELLS:NEWTHEORETICALND
EXPERIMENTALRESULTS].
l__n_nSpaceRadio Communication,p. 240-256, NewYork, Elsevier
Publishing Co., 1962.
Analysis of the energy conversion in solar cells, from the incident
light to powerconsumedin the external load. The process is split
into three independent phases: (i) energy transfer from photons
to hole-electron pairs; (2) photoelectric minority carrier collection
at the depletion layer; and (3) energy transfer from the collected
minority carriers to the external load. In addition, the most
important properties of silicon cells are reviewed from the viewpoint
of space communicationsapplications.
Devin, B., Bliaux, J. and Lesueur, R.
DIRECTCONVERSIONFHEATINTOELECTRICITYIN REACTORS.
Journal of Applied Chemistry, 15:i-547, June 1965.
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French developmentsin the conversion of heat into electricity by
integration of thermionic diodes inside a nuclear reactor to obtain
a min.-wt., quasi-permanentsource of high energy for use in space-
craft or power installations are reviewed.
Dieckamp,H. M., Balent, R. and Wetch, J. R.
COMPACTREACTORSFORSPACEPOWER.
Nucleonics 19:73-76, illus., Apr. 1961.
SNAPreactors using thermoelectric and thermionic converters are
described.
Dieckamp,H. M., Balent, R. and Wetch, J. R.
REACTORDIRECT-CONVERSIONUNITS.
[GenevaSwitzerland, United Nations, 1964], 13p. (Paper 28/P/218).
Description of the SNAP-IOA500-watt auxiliary powerunit employing
thermoelectric power conversion. The reactor concept chosenfor
the SNAPIOA to p_ide the lightest weight high-temperature reactor
is homogeneous,U_JJ-fueled, zirconium-hydride moderated, Be-
reflected, reflector-controlled, and liquid-metal cooled. Tests
with preliminary test reactors are reviewed, and the design of the
specific reactor for SNAP10A is discussed. The effect of the
space environment conditions on the design considerations for the
thermoelectric power conversion system is described, and the
integration of the reactor heat source with the power conversion
system is discussed. Safety considerations and the expected per-
formancecharacteristics for the system are outlined.
Dieckamp,H. M.
THESNAP2 CONCEPT.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1960, lip. (Paper 1324-60).
The objectives of the SNAP2 programare to develop, test, and qualify
a 3 Kwenuclear auxiliary powerunit for space utilization prior to
1964. The overall SNAP2 developmenteffort is directed toward
these general objectives: minimumweight, maximumreliability,
operational safety, producibility, mission environment compatibili-
ty, and minimumpayload design restrictions.
Also in Snyder, N. W. ed., SpacePowerSystems,p. 271-279, NewYork,
AcademicPress, 1961.
DIRECT-CONVERSIONPROJECTSFORSPACEIN THESOVIETUNION.
Nucleonics, 22:74-75, Oct. 1964.
The Russians report results of work with thermionic reactors and
isotope thermoelectric sources in an official release of detailed
information on energy conversion and nuclear power-source projects.
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DIRECTENERGYCONVERSIONTRAVELSTHEPATHWAYSOFTOMORROW.
Signal, 18:49, Aug. 1964.
A panel discussion at the 18th AFCEAConvention evaluates the
state-of-the-art in each of three direct energy conversion techni-
ques. The three methodsare solar cells, thermoelectric converters
and thermionic energy converters.
Dittmann, J. F.
THECAPABILITYOFTHECADMIUM-SILVEROXIDESYSTEM.
Santa Monica, Calif., [American Rocket Society], 1962, 6p. (ARSPaper
2564-62).
Investigative studies conductedon the cadmium-silver oxide system
have demonstratedthe feasibility of operating both sealed and vented
batteries at the two capacity levels of the positive plate. Operation
of a sealed cell at its maximumpositive plate capacity over a
period of long cycle life is presently limited by the inability
of maintaining the silver dioxide level without experiencing excessive
internal pressures at practical charging rates. Operating the sealed
cadmium-silver oxide cell at the lower capacity level of the positive
plate offers several important advantagesin achieving extremely long
cycle life. However, it is realized that to attain long cycle life
by this method, a sacrifice must be madein energy outpout per unit
weight and volume. By subjecting sealed cells to various conditions
of cycling, it has been demonstratedthat the cadmium-silver oxide
systemhas a potential of attaining greater energy output in watt-
hours per pound for longer periods of cycling than other systems
currently in use.
Doran, R. J.
THENICKEL-SCANDIUMHYDROXIDEELECTRODE.
I__n_nProceedings 3rd International Symposiumon Batteries, Bournemouth,
Hants, October 1962, p. 105-116. NewYork, MacMillan, 1963.
This paper describes the effect of the scandiumion on the electro-
chemical behavior of nickel hydroxide, with particular reference to
the improvementin performanceof nickel-cadmium cells for satellites
and other specialized uses.
Douthett, E. M.
In_ Szego,G. C. and Taylor, J. E. eds. SpacePowerSystemsEngineering,
p. 541-560, NewYork, AcademicPress, Inc., 1966.
Reviewof the status of the SNAP-50/SPURnuclear-electric space
powerplant programas of September1964. The concept behind the
powerplant is treated briefly. It is considered that a suitable
technological base already exists from which an orderly program can
proceed, initially to feasibility demonstrations of the reactor
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and power conversion components,and ultimately to a demonstration
of an experimental powerplant. Nuclear-electric powerplants based
uponthis technology canhave a variety of applications in the space
programafter 1975. Four potential applications are the unmanned
electric propelled interplanetary spacecraft, lunar base power
plants, electric propelled lunar logistic vehicles, and manned
military satellite systems.
Dow,W. G.
SELECTEDENERGY-CONVERSIONSUBSYSTEMS.
In Machol, R. E., Tanner, W. P. Jr., and Alexander, S. N., eds., System
Engineering Handbook,p. 21-1 - 21-42. NewYork, McGraw-Hill BookCo.,
1965.
A description of energy-coversion subsystems, using optimization
principles, including thermoelectric conversion, thermionic conversion,
magnetohydrodynamicgeneration, and controlled thermonuclear-fusion
generation. Value-measuresapplicable to energy-conversion sub-
systems are discussed in terms of input-output efficiency, reliabi-
lity, weight, geometric size, design man-hoursrequired, and relative
costs. Theprinciples underlying conversion from thermal sources,
voltage profiles in solid-state materials, practical thermoelectric
conversion design and plasmaconverters are described. The future
possibilities of thermo-nuclear-fusion reaction, as an effective
source of electric power, based on the "ignition" of a plasma fuel
by raising it to the critical ignition temperature, are discussed.
Dresser, D. L.
THEPOTENTIALOFSOLARTHERMIONICSFORSPACEVEHICLEPOWER.
[NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1963], n.p. (Paper 741B).
This paper summarizestheoretical and experimental results obtained
during the past four years on the solar thermionic system. These
results provide a basis for estimating the future competitive posi-
tion of the thermionic systemversus solar cells in space power.
The basic characteristics of the system are outlined and recent
developmentsare reviewed. A comparisonis madeof the thermionic
and solar cell as powersources.
Drexel, C. F.
"HYDROX"CELLSANDNUCLEARENERGYFORSPACECRAFTAPU'S.
Aviation Age, 30:140-143, illus., Jly. 1958.
Discusses nuclear energy and solar battery powerpossibilities as
auxiliary powersystems for space vehicles.
Dryer, A. M. and Male, R. L.
EXCITER-REGULATORF THESNAP-8SPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-3, Suppl: 560-567, June 1965.
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Description of a newstatic-exciter designed for the SNAP-8
electrical generating system - a nuclear-powered 80-kva 3-phase,
400-cps space power supply. The exciter-regulator incorporates
manynew features to meet the requirements for unattended long life
in a radioactive space environment. The design criteria placed
reliability far aboveweight, volume, and losses. The result is an
exciter-regulator which promises to be more reliable than a similar
conventional aircraft system by several orders of magnitude.
Dudley, W. L.
UNSYMMETRICALLOWVOLTAGECONVERTER.
I__n_nPowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 18th, May19-21, 1964, p. 105-
108. RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
A concept of using an unsymmetrical low voltage electrical converter
with a single diode thermionic converter wasoutlined at the 17th
Annual PowerSources Conference. The present discussion describes
the design of a practical current driven powerconverter.
Duffie, J. A.
SOLARENERGYCONVERSION.
I__n_nAMU-ANLConferenceon Direct Energy Conversion.
Nov. 4-5, 1963, p. 24-25, Dec. 1963. (ANL-6802). Chicago, Iii.,
Solar energy is a natural resource of tremendousmagnitude but one
which has characteristics which makeits economicapplication
difficult. Processes for energy conversion from solar to other
energy forms are roughly classified as (a) thermal, or (b) "photon"
processes.
Dunbar,W. G., Flugstad, M. and Wittmann, J. C.
EFFECTOFVARIATIONSIN MISSIONANDVEHICLECONSTRAINTSONFUELCELL
SYSTEMOPTIMIZATION.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl:
57-60. Jly. 1966.
The sensitivity of someconstraint variations on minimumweight
hydrogen-oxygenfuel-cell systems of the 1970-1980time period were
investigated. Relative changesin fuel-cell system component
weights are shownfor variations in mission and vehicle parameters
and constraints such as powerquality and quantity, operating
environment and radiator area limitation. Examplesshowthe
relative effects on fuel-cell system minimumweight, of improving
voltage regulation with voltage regulators and augmentingradiator
cooling with evaporative water cooling.
Duncanson,John.
NUCLEARFUELFORSPACETRAVEL.
Nuclear Engineering,p. 165-174, Apr. 1962.
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A review is given of nuclear powersystems for space flight. Topics
included are: fuel requirements, space loads, reactor selection,
space flight, auxiliary powersystems, and the Americanprogram.
Auxiliary powersystems discussed include: Transit IV-A, SNAP-8,
SNAP-10A,and other direct conversion systems.
Dunn,P. D. and Hammerton,J. C.
SURVEYOFPOTENTIALDYNAMICONVERSIONSYSTEMSOFISOTOPICPOWER.
I_n_nI dustrial Applications for Isotopic PowerGenerators, p. 497-516,
Paris, EuropeanNuclear EnergyAgency, 1967.
A survey has beenmadeof potential dynamicconversion systemswhich
meet the need for small (below i0 kw), long life reliable
powersources utilizing radioisotopes in order to determine the
nature of further developmentrequired to promote its commercial
exploitation. The survey covers availability and costs of radio-
isotope heat sources based on current and estimated future pro-
duction costs. It reviews thermodynamiccycles and heat engines
indicating the limitations and problem areas.
du Plessix, M.
ELEMENTSET BATTERIESPOURAPPLICATIONSSPATIALES[ELEMENTSAND
BATTERIESFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS].
Technique et Science Aeronautiqueset Spatiales, p. 435-437, Jly.-
Aug. 1966. In French.
Description of a VR3, 5 DScadmium-nickel sealed battery for
space applications. This battery, derived from a standard sealed
battery and having the samegeometry, consists of a cylindrical
case of nickel steel provided at one endwith a metallic stud
(positive terminal) electrically isolated from the case (negative
terminal) by a cermet disk bondedto the metal.
Dupont, J.
LESREACTEURSNUCLEAIRESDANSL'ESPACEPOURLA PROPULSIONETA
FOURNITURED L'ENERGIEDEBORD[NUCLEAR. EACTORSIN SPACEFOR
PROPULSIONA DONBOARDPOWERSUPPLY].
l'Astronautique, no. i, p. 48-67, 1967. In French.
Discussion of the principle and characteristics of a nuclear
propulsion system and review of different nuclear propulsion pro-
grams. Homogeneousand heterogeneousthermal reactors and fast
reactors are described, and structural and supply problems in a
nuclear propulsion system are examined. The Nerva propulsion
system is briefly described. The general characteristics
of onboard nuclear reactors are reviewed, and conversion systems
including thermodynamic,thermoelectric, and thermoionic
conversion systemsare considered. Americanprojects in the course
of developmentincluding SNAP2, 10A, 8, and 50, and the MPRE
programare reviewed, and Russianand Frenchprojects are briefly
mentioned.
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Dutram,L. L. and Williams, E. W.
PRELIMINARYDESIGNFORA 360WATTRADIOISOTOPETHERMIONICGENERATOR.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:661-668,Apr. 1964.
Description of the preliminary design for a 360-watt radioisotope
thermionic generator as a space powersystem for planetary missions.
Curium244 is used as the energy source, and the generator design
concept allows for containment of the radioisotope under all
possible conditions involving the Earth. Provision is madefor
helium gas generated in the decayof Curium244 (alpha emitter).
For these conditions the proposed design has a maximumspecific
weight of 254-1b/kw. The results of this study indicate that ra-
dioisotope thermionics offers promise of a versatile, compact, light
weight and reliable meansof supplying electrical power in space.
Eastwood,W. S., Mullett, L. B. and Putman,J. L.
AMERICANMINIATURENUCLEARGENERATOR,SNAPIII.
Nature 183:643-644, Mar. 7, 1959.
A note on a power supply system for telemetry apparatus in a space
rocket. The decayenergy of a radioactive Po capsule is converted
directly to electrical energy by meansof thermocouples, giving an
output of 5 w with efficiency 8-10 per cent.
Eggers, P. E. and Best, R. E.
ANALYSISANDWEIGHTOPTIMIZATIONOFTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORSFOR
SPACEAPPLICATIONSUSINGDIGITALCOMPUTERTECHNIQUES.
l__n_nInstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Thermoelectric Specialists
Conference,Washington, D. C., May17-19, 1966, Proceedings.
p. 17-1 to 17-11. NewYork Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1966.
A digital computerprogramfor the analysis of thermoelectric genera-
tors operable in a space environment has been developed. The pro-
gramprovides a versatile and comprehensiveparametric analysis tool
for the evaluation of generator designs characterized by the static
heat-transfer operational modeand geometries of right-cylindrical
configuration. The analysis is performed by calculating total
generator weight as a function of the parameters governing generator
components. The dominant factors affecting the weight of a radio-
isotopic thermoelectric generator (RTG)can be identified since the
analysis can be rapidly and parametrically performed by the computer
programover a broad range of RTG-operatingconditions. These data
can be identified since the analysis can be rapidly and parametri-
cally performed by the computerprogram over a broad range of RTG-
operating conditions. Thesedata can be used to establish minimum,
weight configuration for RTGapplications and to direct, as well as
evaluate, individual componentimprovementprograms.
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Eggleston, F. K. and Fuschillo, N.
FABRICATIONOFFLATPLATESOLARTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORPANELSFOR
NEAR-EARTHORBITS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace,AS-3, Suppl.:674-680, June 1965.
Developmentof a practical thermomechanicalconfigurational design
for flat-plate thermoelectric generator unit couples (approximately
1 in. by 1 in.) and panels (approximately 3 in. by 3 in.). An
account of the techniques used in fabricating these solar energy
conversion devices is given. Resulting unit couples provide 3 watts/
ft 2 with a weight factor of 30 watts/ib for the couple and 15 watts/
Ib for the panel form. Steady-state and thermal-cycle life tests
indicate an output degradation of less than 10%in 2000 cycles.
These results offer promise of lower-cost space powersystemswith
special adaptability to missions not suited to photovoltaic cells.
The fabrication of 3 by 3-in panels of nine unit cells giving 15
watts/ib is described.
Egli, P. H. and Sherman,G. W.
ENERGYSOURCESFORFUTURE.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1963, 19p. (Paper 645B).
Conversion systemsare discussed under following headings, of which
4 are direct conversion processes-thermoelectricity, thermionic
emission, magnetohydrodynamics,photoelectric process, fuel cells,
and dynamicenergy conversion systems; characteristics of processes,
advantagesand problems involved; most of effort is directed toward
military and space requirements, and solutions for most of problems
appear likely; immediateuse of new processes in vehicle propulsion
seemsunlikely, but developmentsare in sight which could have large
industrial impact.
Egli, P. H.
HISTORYANDRECENTDEVELOPMENTSIN DIRECTENERGYCONVERSIONSYSTEMS.
I_nnMaterials Science and Technologyfor AdvancedApplications, p. 371-407.
EnglewoodCliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.
Improvedpowersources and energy conversion systemsare an
important long range national problemand of immediatemilitary
importance. Various direct conversion processes appear promising
for the solution of someof these problems. In thermoelectricity,
progress in materials has been good, but muchremains to be done.
Evenat this stage a numberof valuable thermoelectric devices can
be constructed, particularly cooling devices ranging from small
modulesfor temperature control of electronic parts to submarine
air conditioning, and small size power generators for various remote
locations including long lived satellite missions. Thermionic
emission offers light weight powergenerators for large powersupplies
for relatively short missions. Magnetohydrodynamicsis confronted
with imposing problemsassociated with the high temperature require-
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ments for operation of more than a few minutes duration. Important
improvementsare in sight, and continued progress is imperative to
provide high density power sources for advancedweaponsystems.
Photoelectric processes showgood improvementstoward the goals of
lower costs and performance in severe environments. Fuel cells
offer exciting possibilities for uses ranging from the main power
source for submarinesto the auxiliary poweron short time space
missions.
Egli, P. H.SPACEPOWERSOURCESBY THERMOELECTRICANDTHERMIONICEMISSIONPROCESSES.
Fuseeset RechercheAeronautique, 18:21-22, 1962.
Of the several possible processes for converting heat to electricity
directly, thermoelectricity and thermionic emission are the most
promising and are receiving the most serious attention. These two
processes are more likely to be complementarythan competitive because
of the difference of the temperature range in which they best operate.
Ultimately it seemslikely that the two processes maybe operated in
series with the thermionic process converting high temperature heat
and thermoelectricity recovering the heat rejected at lower tempera-
ture.
Egli, P. H.
THERMOELECTRICITYFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1961, 4p. (Preprint 2122-61.)
Surveyof the current status of thermoelectricity, and of its space
applications. Developmentsin thermoelectric materials are discussed
and the characteristics of the most promising materials are out-
lined. It is shownthat valid design concepts of thermoelectric
converters are nowavailable with (i) isotope or reactor heat sources,
(2) unfocusedsolar energy, or focused energy from large or small
collectors, and (3) either battery or thermal storage. In each
case, the converter is shownto be lighter, less expensive, and of
longer lasting reliability than other existing systems, but to have
limitations in regard to size and efficiency.
Ehricke, K. A.
ONTHEAPPLICATIONOFSOLARPOWERIN SPACEFLIGHT.
British Interplanetory Society Journal, 16:35-37, Jan.-Mar. 1957.
Summaryof paper given at Seventh International Astronautical Congress
in Rome,Sept. 1956.
Ehricke, K. A.
SOLARPOWERFORSPACECRAFT.
Missiles & Rockets 1:44-46, illus., Nov. 1956.
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Investigates someof the aspects of space operations by hydrogen in
high-specific impulse solar powerdrives. The concept of pressure-
stabilized spherical reflectors for water-oxyhydrogen conversion in
space and the solar powerdrive itself, not only seemfeasible, but
such a system can be constructed without too mucheffort.
Eibling, J. A.
WHEREIS SCIENCETAKINGUS?
Saturday Review, 44:50-51, Nov. 4, 1961.
\
An engine that runs on sunlight is described in an updated and
expanded version of a talk given at the 1961 Rome conference on
New Sources of Energy. Basic concept of engine, developed at Battelle
Memorial Institute, is to trap concentrated solar radiation directly
within the engine. Two major uses are foreseen: (i) to power extra-
terrestrial space vehicles, and (2) to provide a cheap, sturdy,
simple source of power for under developed countries.
Eidelmann, D. and Guennoc, H.
PROBLEMS POSED BY THE STUDY OF A RADIOISOTOPIC GENERATOR OF ELECTRICITY
FOR SPACE.
In Industrial Applications for Isotopic Power Generators, p. 415-24.
Paris, European Nuclear Energy Agency, 1967. In French.
A study was undertaken to develop a i0 W(e) space generator prototype
using a heat source of 90Sr titanate. The conversion of heat into
electricity would be made by means of doped Ge-Si thermocouples.
In this study various points of view were examined: (i) minimum mass
for fixed operational conditions; (2) flexibility of operation
higher than a minimum fixed value for the duration considered; (3)
structure compatible with admissible norms for various possible
accidents; and (4) integration of the generator to the rocket or
satellite. The study considered only the first point of mini-
mum mass for 5-years' operation at 19 W(e). The number of thermo-
elements used, the cold temperature of the thermo-element, hot
temperature of the thermo-element, materials chosen and arrangement
adopted, and geometric form of the radioactive source were the
parameters selected in the study. The work program and the first
physical measurements in the study are reported.
Einfeld, K. and Lauffher, R. A.
ABGRENZUNG DER ANWENDUNGSBEREICHE VON RADIOISOTOPEN-QUELLEN UND
KERNREAKTOREN ALS ENERGIEQUELLEN FUR RAUMFLUGKORPER [LIMITATIONS OF
THE APPLICATION OF RADIOISOTOPE SOURCES AND NUCLEAR REACTORS AS ENERGY
SOURCES FOR SPACE VEHICLES]
l__n_nE ergy supply in Space; Deutsche Gesellschaft Fur Raketentechnik
und Raumfahrt, Symposium, Stuttgart, West Germany, December 8, 1965,
Lectures[Energieversorgung im Weltraum; Deutsche Gesellschaft fur
Raketentechnik un Raumfahrt, Symposion, Stugtgart, West Germany,
December 8, 1965, Vortrage]. VI. 2, p. 135-149. Munich, Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und Raumfahrt, 1966.
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Discussion of the characteristic differences betweenreactor and
radioisotope systems as energy sources for space vehicle applications.
The use of these two types of systemsshould be determined by their
performance. Three performanceranges can be pointed out of which
only the middle one, with initial values of from several hundred
watts to several kilowatts, can be used under certain limiting
conditions by both nuclear energy supply systems.
Eisenberg, M.
A SECONDREDOXTYPE.
I__nPowerSourcesConference. Proceedings, 13th, 1959, p. 114-119,
Fort Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Research& DevelopmentLabora-
tory, PowerSourcesDivision, 1959.
This paper is concernedwith the electrochemical kinetics aspects
of redox couples and the criteria for selection of couples for fuel
cell applications. It is the belief of the writer that redox-type
fuel cells are basically advantageousfor space flight applications.
Theseadvantagesare listed.
ELECTRICPOWERCANBEGENERATEDDIRECTLYFROMHOTGASESIN A NEW
DEVICE- THEMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICGENERATOR.
ChemicalWeek,85:70, Nov. 7, 1959.
Description of a device unveiled by General Electric. "Based on a
principle discovered over a century ago by Michael Faraday, the unit
has no movingparts, operates at temperatures high enoughto ionize
the gas to a plasma. Efficiency of converting thermal energy into
electric powerby the newmethodis expected to range between40-50
o/o. comparedwith about 35 o/o efficiency of conventional turbo-
generators. Magnetohydrodynamicgenerators capable of operating
on the hot exhaust gasesof rocket engines are believed to be
feasible. Missile-borne generators capable of continuous operation,
using solar or nuclear heat sources, will require several years to
perfect, and magnetohydrodynamicpower for general use is at least
two decadesaway."
Ellern, F.
CAPACITYCHARGINGCIRCUITSFORSPACESYSTEMSUSINGSILICON-CONTROLLED
RECTIFIERS.
IEEETransactions Aerospace, AS-2:505-508, Apr. 1964.
Silicon-controlled rectifiers were used in a capacity-charging
circuit for applications in space wherehigh efficiency and low
weight are major considerations. This charger can be used to pulse
lasers, plasmapropulsion engines, sonar, or somethermonuclear
devices. The system was comparedto conventional designs and found
to be particularly advantageouswhenthe discharge rate was varied,
or whenthe ratio of the capacitor charging period to the supply
voltage period washigh.
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Elliott, D. G.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICPOWERSYSTEMS.
Journal of Spacecraft andRockets, 4:842-846, Jly. 1967.
Discussion of the potential offered by liquid-metal and plasmaMHD
systems for powergeneration in spaceenvironments. The ability
to generate power from a simple gas- or liquid-cooled reactor using
no rotating parts, at temperatures limited only by static materials
limitations is very great. The two types of MHDsystems discussed
are the Rankine cycle and the Brayton cycle. The Rankine-cycle
type uses cesium as the thermodynamicworking fluid and lithium as the
electrical working fluid. Operating conditions for a 300-kw, 2260°R
system are indicated. Another MHDsystem, using NaKin place of
lithium, is comparedto the Li-Cs system, and the problemof
thermally insulating the stators of both systems from the liquid
metal is examined. Onetype of plasmaMHDsystem, a Brayton cycle
using argon as the working fluid, is investigated. A 3900°Rreactor
temperature is the value required for the Brayton cycle to have
about the sameradiator area as a 10%efficient Rankine cycle with
a 2500°Rreactor temperature and is also a temperature at which
good argon conductivity can be attained. Numerousreferences to
work concerning both types of systemsare given.
Elliott, D. G., Cerini, D. J., Hays, L. G, and Weinberg, E.
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFLIQUIDMETALMHDPOWER
GENERATION.
In Electricity from MHD;Proceedingsof a Symposiumon Magnetohydrody-
namic Electrical PowerGeneration, Salzburg, Austria, July 4-8, 1966.
vl. 2, p. 995-1018,1105,Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency,
1966.
Theoretical and experimental investigation of liquid-metal MHD
power generation for space vehicle use. The type of end-effect
correction knownas the "compensatingpole" technique is studied,
in which an oscillating magnetic field is applied to the fluid
entering and leaving the generator to makethe flux linkages within
the generator the sameas those in a rotating or "infinite" genera-
tor. An experimental one-wavelengthgenerator employing compensating
poles has been fabricated, and empty-channelmagnetic field measure-
ments were madeas well as dc measurementsto determine the field
profile as a function of phase angle and ac measurementsto
investigate the synchronization of the compensatingliquid MHDcycles
and working fluids, and these cycles are reviewed and compared. From
the cycle studies it is concludedthat the cesium-lithium separator
cycle is the one most likely to achieve efficiencies greater than
5%, and from the indiction generator studies it is seen that only
compensatedgenerators with electrical lengths of three wavelengths
or less are capable of generator efficiencies greater than 50%.
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Elliott, J. F.
PHOTOVOLTAICENERGYCONVERSION.
I__n_nSutton, G. W. ed., Direct Energy Conversion, p. 1-37, NewYork,
McGraw-Hill BookCo., 1966.
Discussion of the physics of the photovoltaic effect and the
application of the phenomenonto the conversion of solar radiation
to electrical energy. A "pictorial" explanation of the device is
presented, followed by a moreexact discussion based upon the semi-
conductor junction diode equation. It is considered that with
this basic understanding, it should be possible to appreciate the
fundamental limitations of the device, as well as the reasons for
the directions of current developmentactivities. Several develop-
ment programsare examined,and attention is given to present-day
technology.
Emmerich,W. S.
MHD: ITS FUTUREPOTENTIAL.
Energy International, 1:14-17, Apr. 1964.
Thebasic theory and applications of MHDpower generation are
discussed.
Engelhardt, R. A.
OPTIMIZEDSOLAR-ARRAY-BATTERY- SPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
I__nnI stitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual East Coast
Conferenceon Aerospaceand Navigational Electronics, 12th, Baltimore,
Md., October 27-29, 1965. Technical Papers, p. 1.2.3-1 to 1.2.3-6.
NewYork, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1965.
Description of a regulator for ensuring maximumutilization of the
poweravailable from a solar cell array. A load-voltage battery
charger is described which optimizes the power utilization of an
array and provides substantial reduction in array size. The
regulator ensures a constant load voltage over the day/night cycle,
provides a rapid charge of batteries, and conserves energy by
holding a constant load voltage.
Epstein, A. S and Groves, W. O.
SINGLECRYSTALGALLIUMPHOSPHIDESOLARCELLS.
AdvancedEnergy Conversion, 5:161-172, Jly. 1965.
Solar cells have been fabricated from epitaxially deposited single
crystal gallium phosphide. Twotypes of cells have been found:(I) those having their major spectral response at about 0.75 _ and
referred to as extrinsic, and (2) those which have their main
responseat 0.45 _ and are referred to as intrinsic cells. For the
extrinsic cells, at 23°C in sunlight, an open circuit voltage (Voc)
of about 0.6 v with a short circuit current density, Jsc, of 4 ma/
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cm2 have been obtained with a conversion efficiency, measuredin
sunlight, up to 1%. Cell areas have ranged from 0.2 cm2 to 0.5 cm2
With increasing temperature, the Voc of both types of cells de-
creases with a temperature coefficient, _ of about 3 mv/deg. The
Jsc of the 0.45_ cell increases with temperature and the tempera-
ture variation can be expressedas Jsc_exp -(_/kT) withiEs.05 ev.
The extrinsic cell, on the other hand, showsno changein Jsc to
200°C, after which it decreases rapidly. The p-n junctions of
these cells appear to be graded as evidence_ by the capacity-
voltage (c-v) relation which suggests a i/c variation with voltage.
Frommeasurementof the minority carrier diffusion length using the
technique of Loganand Chynoweththe minority carrier lifetime in
these cells is found to vary betweeni0 -_v and i0 -_ sec.
Escoffery, C. A. and Werner, L.
OPTICALCHARACTERISTICSOFSILICONSOLARCELLSANDOFCOATINGSFOR
TEMPERATURECONTROL.
Solid State Journal, 2:25-31, figs., Jan. 1961.
Silicon photovoltaic cells, which are widely used in space vehicles
for the direct conversion of solar radiation into electric power, •
exhibit an undersirable decreasein poweroutput with increase in
cell temperature. This article discusses the control of cell
temperature in terms of the absorptance and the emittance of solar
radiation by the cell surface. Using measuredvalues of spectral
reflectance to 25 microns these parametersare determined for un-
covered cells and for cells provided with glass filters andwith
silicon oxide films.
Euler, J.
DIREKTE NERGIEUMWANDLUNG[DIRECTENERGYCONVERSION]
Brennstoff-Warme-Kraft, 17:139-142, Mar. 1965. In German.
Reviewof the proceedings at the LausanneConferenceon Direct Energy
Conversion. The current status and developmental trends of galvanic
fuel cells, fuel cells employing fused salts as the electrolyte,
the MHDgenerator, thermionic converters, and superconducting
electric conductors (superconducting spools for magnetsand super-
conducting dc cables) are examined, The application of the MHD
generator and thermionic converters in combination with nuclear
reactors and thermal powerplants is discussedl
Euler, J.
THEPRESENTSTATEOFDIRECTENERGYCONVERSION.
Atomund Strom, 11:21-28, Mar. 1965. In German.
The present state of direct energy conversion is discussed. Both
the isotopic battery and thermoelementshave been developed to a
usable stage. Galvanic fuel cells are ready for development,
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although the technological difficulties are great. The thermionic
converter is still not out of the research stage, although proto-
types have operated satisfactorily for more than a thousandhours.
The MHDgenerators are at the beginning of their development. The
properties and functions of each of these are discussed.
Evans, G. E.
RELIABILITY-ENGINEERINGOFFUELCELLSFORSPACEPOWER.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964,
13p. (Paper 64-746).
Presentation of a methodfor maximizing fuel-cell reliability while
minimizing weight for a specified space mission requirement. The
methodcalls for the following: (i) establishment of a conceptual
design employing the simplest and fewest componentspossible; (2)
selection of operating modesto permit self-regulation - i.e.,
design for intrinsic stability, rather than attempting positive
control of instability; (3) selection of materials, parts, and
componentswith maximumtolerance to abuseor to out-of-specification
conditions; (4) employmentof conservative design values, permitting
major loss in componentpeak performancewithout approaching critical
specification limits; (5) employmentof modular design, where
possible, with decoupling of interactions betweenmodulesso as to
provide for varying degrees of partial system failure; (6) per-
formanceof tests over a muchwider range of operational and en-
vironmental conditions than those specified by mission requirements;
and (7) refusal to allow increases in power density or other perfor-
manceratings unless this can be accomplishedwithout violating the
aboveprecepts.
Evans,J.
SOLARCELLS.
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:62-67, May-June1963.
The basic principles of conversion of sunlight into electrical energy
in a semi-conductor p-n junction are described. From the theory,
prediction of the expected performanceas a function of external and
internal parameters is made,and the maximumefficiency for a number
of likely semiconductors quoted. Practical results are given for
typical arrangements, including space projects already successful
and proposed for the future. The effects of the space environment
on performanceand life are discussed. Finally, the direction and
promise of future developmentsare indicated.
Evans, W. H., Marm,A. E., Weiman,I. and Wright, W. V.
SOLARPANELDESIGNCONSIDERATIONS.
l__nnSnyder, N. E. ed., SpacePowerSystems, p. 79-109.
AcademicPress, 1961.
NewYork,
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The requirements and parametersof photovoltaic solar array
design for space applications are presented. Electrical power re-
quirements are discussed.
EXOTICPOWERSOURCES,THEBIG R&DPROBLEMIS BETTERMATERIALS.
Electronics, 35:26-27, Aug. 31, 1962.
Developerssee 10,000-hour lives for thermionic converters in space
use. Engineering progress in all of the exotic powersources was
reported at the Pacific Energy ConversionConference. But speakers
sawyears morework-with better materials the chief problem-before
the promises of direct conversion paid off.
Faehnrich, J. and Tomkova,E.
THERMIONICENERGYCONVERTERIN MAGNETICFIELD.
CzechoslovakJournal of Physics, Sec. B, 15:276-286, 1965.
The paper deals with the influence of a magnetic field on the function
of a thermionic energy converter. It derives a relation for the
effect of the magnetic field on the converter current in a diffusion
regime and gives measurementsfor a quasi-vacuumand diffusion regime
of the converter.
Faget, M.
MANNEDSPACEFLIGHT.
NewYork, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965. 176 p.
Amongthe topics discussed is electrical power generation in space.
Fanger, J. B. and Nocera, J. R.
SPACEVEHICLE LECTRICPOWERSYSTEMTESTMOCK-UP.
l__n_nInstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual East
Coast Conferenceon AerospaceandNavigational Electronics, 12th,
Baltimore, Md., October 27-29, 1965. Technical Papers. p. 1.5.1-1 to
1.5.1-6. NewYork, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
1965.
This paper describes a completely automatic space electric power
system consisting of advanceddesign componentswhich have been
built and tested. The systemhas been incorporated into a test mock-
up which permits simulation of abnormal conditions in the system
and observing systemperformance. Various direct current power
source volt-ampere characteristics can be simulated from program-
mablepower sources. The test mockupcan accommodatefuture system
componentdesigns for testing and evaluation. The system configura-
tion is not necessarily advocatedby the authors for any particular
mission. The actual system configuration will be dictated by
mission requirements.
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Farrar, J., Keller, R. and Mazac,C. J.
HIGH-ENERGYBATTERYSYSTEMSTUDY.
l__nnPowerSourcesConferenceProceedings 18th, May19-21, 1964, p. 92-94.
RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
The purpose of this investigation was to select pairs of anodes
and cathodes for a primary battery which will supply at least 200
watt-hours per pound. Lithium excelled in performanceover magnesium
for the anodeseries tested. However, its stability in the organic
electrolytes has not yet beenestablished. Magnesiumhas lower
potentials than lithium but they are still acceptable. The magnesium
anodeshowedpromising current efficiency but the experiments re-
vealed that the problemof delayed action also exists in organic
electrolytes. Manganesedioxide in a solution of potassium thiocyanate
in acetonitrile showedthe best performanceof the combinations under
investigation. However, the polarization is presently still greater
than that obtained in an aqueoussolution. There is promise that
a cell can be developedwhich will meet the specifications of 200
watt-hours per pound.
Ferguson, R. B.
ELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEMS.
I__n_nPurser, P. E., Faget, M. A., and Smith, N. F. eds., MannedSpace-
craft - Engineering Design and Operation, p. 179-191. NewYork,
Fairchild Publications, Inc., 1964.
Discussion of methodsbeing developed for the generation of auxiliary
electrical power for spacecraft. Chemical, nuclear, and solar
energy sources are considered. Static energy-conversion systems
covered include primary batteries, fuel cells, photovoltaic solar
cells, and thermoelectric and thermionic sources. Dynamicsystems
covered include chemically-fueled expansion and internal-combustion
engines, and Rankine-, Stirling-, and Brayton-cycle nuclear and
solar systems. Factors involved in selecting a power system for a
given mission are discussed, and include weight and reliability
requirements.
Finck, C. R.
SNAP9A - SIGNIFICANTDEVELOPMENTFACTORSANDLAUNCHAPPROVAL.
l__n_nSzego, G. C. and Taylor, J. E. eds., SpacePowerSystemsEngineering,
p. 573-579, NewYork, AcademicPress, Inc., 1966
The paper concludes that integration of isotopic power supplies with
spacecraft should occur early in programdefinition rather than after
the design of the spacecraft is frozen.
Fischbeck, K. H.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICPOWERGENERATION- STATUSANDPROSPECTS.
l__n_nDirect Energy Conversion, p. 32-35. NewYork, Radio Cocporation of
America, 1963.
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Discussion of the present state of the art of MHD electric power
generation, in terms of the basic principles and applications. The
fundamental properties and scaling laws of MHD generation are out-
lined. Three methods for obtaining appropriately high electrical
conductivity to yield temperatures of 3000°C in an MHD channel are
outlined, including: (i) the use of heat exchangers; (2) the in-
corporation, with the power station, of an oxygen plant, such that
the combustion of the fuels takes place in an oxygenated atmosphere;
and (3) use of the so-called frozen-flow expansion nozzle. It is
noted that the high temperature at which MHD generators reject heat
enables use of small radiators, and, hence, the possibility of very
powerful, yet low weight, power systems, especially desirable for
space applications. In space, MHD generators would be driven by
fluids heated by nuclear reactors. Systems outlined include liquid
metal, metal vapor, and high-temperature gas generator systems.
Fischell, R. E.
EFFECTS OF PASSIVE ATTITUDE CONTROL ON SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS.
l__nnInteragency Advanced Power Group, Background Material for the Study
of the National Space Power Program, v. 6, 1964, p. VI-B-I-VI-B-13.
Oct. 1964. (PIC 120/6).
There is a strong relationship between a spacecraft's attitude
control system and its capability for generating electrical power
from solar cells. The effects of four particularly interesting
passive attitude control techniques on the spacecraft's solar power
system are discussed. These four techniques are: solar stabilization,
spin stabilization, magnetic stabilization and gravity gradient
stabilization.
Fisher, J. H. and Menetrey, W. R.
COMPARISON OF ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS.
l__nnPower Sources Conference, Proceedings, 14th, p. 94-96, Red Bank,
N. J., PSC Publications Committee, 1960.
A comparison was made of various energy conversion systems (batteries,
fuel cells, nuclear- and s01ar-energy sources, etc.) on the basis
of space satellite power requirements. Only nuclear- and
solar-energy sources can meet these requirements over long periods
of time, and all the possible combinations of conventional energy
forms (thermal or electric) and conversion techniques (heat engines,
photovoltaic cells, thermionic converters, etc.) with nuclear- and
solar energy sources were evaluated with respect to reliability,
weight, availability, growth potential, cost, hazard, and life for
5- and 30-kw systems. The weighted evaluations show that no single
system is outstandingly superior or inferior and that choice of a
system should be made on the basis of its development. However,
the solar Stirling engine and nuclear thermionic systems appear to
be desirable for use as 5- and 30-kw systems, respectively.
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Fisher, J. H. and Menetrey, W. R.
POWERIN SPACE:PROBABLESOLUTION- A SOLARPOWERPLANT.
Mechanical Engineering, 81:49-51, Nov. 1959.
Discussion of powersources covering solar energy, the photovoltaic
cell, the solar turboelectric system, and nuclear systems considering
such problems as shielding, heat rejection, and meteoroids.
Flicker, H., Loferski, J. J. and Elleman, T. S.
CONSTRUCTIONOFA PROMETHIUM-147ATOMICBATTERY.
IEEETransactions on Electron Devices, ED-II:2-8, Jan. 1964.
Experiments conductedled to the conclusion that a long-life, small
power source can be constructed by combiningPm147with n/p silicon
cells.
Ford, F. E.
ANAUTOMATICBATTERYFORMATIONSYSTEM.
In Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual East Coast
Conferenceon Aerospaceand Navigational Electronics, 12th, Baltimore,
Md., October 27-29, 1965. Technical Papers, p. 1.5.3-1 to 1.5.3-4.
NewYork, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1965.
Description of a procedure for forming silver-cadmium electrochemical
cells in a mannerwhich optimizes their use in a satellite power
source. For the optimumdesign of a powersource, cells of similar
ampere-hourcapacity at a commonvoltage terminal must be chosen.
An automatic battery formation system is described which can form
up to 20 cells simultaneously and verify that they have the similar
characteristics required.
Fossen,P.
POWERIN SPACE:NEWDEVELOPMENTSSEENPROMISING.
Missiles & Rockets4:36,38,40,42,45, illus., Nov. 3, 1958.
Reviewssomeof the more important electrochemical, solar and
nuclear powersystems and discusses what can be expected of them.
Fouad,A. A. and Walsh, E. M.
A CYCLICANALYSISOFTHEGABOR-TYPEAUXILIARYDISCHARGETHERMIONIC
CONVERTER.
AdvancedEnergy Conversion, 5:71-81, May1965.
A cyclic analysis of a Gabor-type auxiliary discharge thermionic
energy converter is presented. An overall charge balance for the
system is believed to be the key in understanding the behavior of
the ions and hence the converter performance. The analysis takes
into account the phenomenondiscovered by Gaborof the reflection
of slow ions at the electrodes. A so-called critical equation is
developedand discussed.
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Fowler, G. A.
AEROSPACESAFETYOFISOTOPICANDREACTORPOWERSOURCES.
Paper Presented at Geneva,Switzerland, United Nations, 1964. 15p.
(Paper 28/P/286).
Description of safety considerations for radioisotope and reactor-
type SNAPauxiliary powersystemsfor space applications. Safety
requirements and problems for aerospacenuclear powerunits for
all phasesof the handling of the powersupply, from initial factory
assemblythrough launch and possible Earth re-entry, are considered,
including possible launch pad accidents and launch aborts. In
addition, plans for research programsand the results of re-entry
flight tests are described.
Frank, H. A.
ELECTRICALLY-REGENERATIVEHYDROGEN-OXYGENFU LCELL.
AmericanRocket Society SpacePowerSystemsConf., Sept. 25-28, 1962,
5p., SantaMonica, Calif., 1962. (ARSPaper 2563-62).
A description is presented of the status of electro-optical systems
in the developmentof an electrically regenerative hydrogen-oxygen
fuel cell for space application. The system performs the same
function as a secondarybattery in spacecraft, and showspotential
advantagesover batteries from standpoints of energy-to-weight
ratio, cycle life, and operating temperature range.
Franks, R.
DESIGNOFELECTRICINTERCONNECTINGCABLESANDCONNECTORSFORSPACE
POWERSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-3:14-21, Feb. 1965.
Illustration of the steps necessary to develop interconnecting
electric cables which are adequatefor use in space. A typical
electrical powersystem for spaceuse is described. The functions
of electronic, mechanical, and production engineers in designing
such systemsare discussed, and the cable environment is examined
with reference to the requirements that cables must withstand high
vacuum, radiation, vibration, acceleration, and thermal stress.
Various possible interconnecting systemsare considered, possible
causes of failure are evaluated, and insulating materials are
assessed. Commentis madethat an intercabling system of high
reliability is an optimumblend of applicable materials with confor-
mity to the geometric configuration and electrical requirements of
the spacecraft.
Freedman,S. I.
HEAT-TRANSFERCONSIDERATIONSI PACEPOWERSUPPLIES.
In Rohsenow,W. M., ed., Developmentsin Heat Transfer, p. 389-421,
Cambridge,MIT Press, 1964.
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Discussion of the methodsbeing used in the solution of the problem
of external heat rejection in existing and contemplated space power
systems. Predictions of future powersources, their operational
availability, and specific weights are shown, together with a map
indicating the region of applicability of the various systems. It
is shownthat, in long-duration missions, power can only be economi-
cally madefrom solar or nuclear energy. The efficiencies of some
of the available thermoelectrical materials are indicated. It is
noted that, until space power requirements becomelarge enoughso
that multimegawatt power systems are needed, space reactors will
fall in the critical-mass fixed-weight category. The adoption of
electric propulsion will be the deciding actor in the development
of large space powersystems.
Freytag, J. P., Grauleau, D. and Moncorge,G.
APPLICATIONPOSSIBLEDESCONVERTISSEURSTHERMOIONIQUESA PLASMADE
CESIUMA L'ENERGIESOLAIRE[POSSIBLEAPPLICATIONOFCESIUM-PLASMA
THERMIONICCONVERTERSTOSOLARENERGY].
Cooperation Mediterraneennepour l'Energie Solaire, Bulletin 9:19-28,
Dec. 1965. In French.
Examination of the possibility of heating the emitter of thermionic
converter by solar energy. Following a review of certain informa-
tion concerning energy detectors, the developmentof a converter
is described. Results obtained with a carbon arc simulator are
discussed. The electric powerobtainable if the converters are
heated by solar energy in space is determined.
Fuechsel, K. M.
DIRECTCONVERSIONFNUCLEARENERGYINTOELECTRICALORTHRUSTENERGY.
AmericanNuclear Society Transactions, 4:335-336, Nov. 1961.
Abstract of paper 32-7 given at winter meeting, November7-9, 1961,
Chicago.
A description is given showing hownuclear energy is converted
directly into electrical or thrust energy.
"FUELCELL"FORPROPULSION:LOCKHEEDMISSILEDEVELOPMENT.
Financial Times p. 9, Nov. 18, 1958.
Report of announcementby D. M. Eisenberg, of LockheedMissile
SystemsDivision, that Lockheedhas developed "fuel cell" able to
produce ten times the energy of equally heavy car storage battery.
Hepredicted that, in five years time, the cell would be used to
powercars, aeroplanes, and space vehicles. Details and nature of
materials were not disclosed. The battery achieved almost 100%fuel
utilization and efficiency of at least 70%.
FUELCELLOBTAINSHIGHEFFICIENCY.
Electronics, 34:72, Nov. 24, 1961.
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A wafer-type fuel cell, developed by the Armour Research Founda-
tion of Illinois Institute of Technology, and which can supply
electrical power in the high-temperature and radiation environment
of outer space, is described briefly. Using hydrogen and oxygen
for fuel, the cell is composed of an inorganic ion-exchanging
membrane which operates at higher temperatures than the organic
types now in use.
FUEL CELL USES BACTERIA TO PRODUCE POWER.
Missiles & Rockets 8:18, Apr. 17, 1961.
Refers to a cell, developed by Dr. Frederick D. Sisler, Department
of the Interior Geological Survey biochemist, which produces
electricity directly from the decomposition of organic matter.
Potentialities for use in space as well as on earth are indicated.
FUEL CELLS GENERATE INTENSE INTEREST.
Chemical Engineering, 70:54-56, June 24, 1963.
A review of advances in the technology of fuel cells, plus a close
scrutiny of their future uses are presented from a recent Army-
sponsored conference on power sources.
Fujimoto, S.
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THERMO-DIELECTRIC CONVERTER.
Institute of Electrical Engineers (Japan) Journal, 83:10-20, Dec. 1963.
A thermodielectric converter, a generator which utilizes the change
in static capacitance of thermodielectric elements to effect direct
conversion of thermal energy into electricity, is described. This
paper reports on experimental results obtained through the use of
the BaTiO 3 family of melt ceramics with a Curie temperature of
approximately 22°C, covering both static and dynamic characteristics.
Fuschillo, N., Gibson, R., Eggleston, F. K. and Epstein, J.
FLAT PLATE SOLAR THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR FOR NEAR-EARTH ORBITS.
Advanced Energy Conversion, 6:103-125, Apr.-June 1966.
Description of the theory, design, fabrication, and testing of flat
plate thermoelectric generator panels for near-earth orbits. These
panels are capable of producing 3 watts/ft 2 and 15 watts/ib when
operating in such an orbit. The potential advantages of these solar
energy converters, as compared to photovoltaic cells, are discussed.
These include higher radiation resistance, improved power per unit
weight, and lower cost on a per-watt basis.
Fuschillo, N., Gibson, R., Eggleston, F. K. and Epstein, J.
SOLAR THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR FOR NEAR-EARTH SPACE APPLICATIONS.
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, ED-13:426-432, Apr. 1966.
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The theory, design, fabrication, and testing of flat plate thermo-
electric generator panels for near-earth orbits are described.
Thesepanels are capable of producing 3 watts/ft 2 and 15 watts/Ib
whenoperating in a near-earth orbit. The potential advantagesof
these solar energy converters, as comparedto photovoltaic cells,
are discussed and include higher radiation resistance, improved
watts/ib, and lower cost on a per-watt basis.
Fuschillo, N., Gibson, R., Eggleston, F. K. and Epstein, J.
THEORYANDPERFORMANCEOFFLATPLATESOLARTHERMOELECTRICGENERATOR
FORNEAR-EARTHORBITS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-3, Suppl.:652-663, June 1965.
Description of the theory, design, fabrication, and testing of
flat-plate thermoelectric generator panels for near-earth orbits.
Thesepanels are capable of producing 3 watt/ft 2 amd15 watt/ib
whenoperating in a near-earth orbit. The potential advantages
of these solar energy converters, as comparedto photovoltaic cells,
are discussed and include higher radiation resistance, improved
watts/ib, and lower cost on a per-watt basis.
Gaertner, W. W., Schuller, M. and Foodman,H.
MINIMUM-POWERMICROELECTRONICSPACESYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:241-251, Apr. 1964.
Discussion of the design, fabrication technology, and performance
of minimum-powermicroelectronic circuits and subsystems,some
operating with a supply power consumptionof only a few micro-
watts per transistor stage. The advantagesof complementarypnp-npn
circuitry are pointed out and figures of merit for minimumpower
circuitry are defined. The fabrication technology for micropower
microelectronic circuits and its main advantagesare outlined.
Detailed examplesof microwatt NORgates, half shift registers and
amplifier stages are given. Circuit and systems packaging and
interconnection techniques are discussed. The design, construction,
and performanceof a minimumpower seven-bit analog-to-digital
converter and of a 10-channel record and playback amplifier system
for a digital tape recorder, both destined for space applications,
are described in detail. Advancedconcepts such as the construction
of complete subsystemson a single silicon wafer, the possibility
of non-volatile operation with micropower semiconductor circuitry,
and the departure from silicon as a host crystal and substrate to
reduce stray capacitances are pointed out as research goals for the
near future.
Gandel, M. G. and Kinsey, R. H.
HEATDISSIPATIONOFPRIMARYANDSECONDARYBATTERIES.
In AIAAUnmannedSpacecraft Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., March 1-4,
i-_65, p. 190-195. NewYork, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, 1965. (AIAAPublication CP-12.)
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Presentation of a methodfor the determination of thermal data for
batteries employedin spacecraft powersystems. An inexpensive
calorimeter is used, and test results are presented for 30-ampere-
hour, 25-volt nickel cadmiumand 360-ampere-hour,25-volt silver
zinc batteries. The calculations employedare reviewed. It is
found that heat-dissipation values for spacecraft batteries should
be determined experimentally since there is insufficient theoretical
basis for accurate predictions. Thequantities of heat are shown
to be significant, and it is recommendedthat they be considered in
the thermal analysis of spacecraft. Thehigh heat rates obtained
on the overcharge of sealed secondarybatteries are noted, and the
necessity of limiting overcharge to prevent "thermal runaway" is
emphasized. Although caution is advised in extrapolating the
test results to other batteries, it is concluded that the presented
values should allow reasonable approximations to be madefor other
battery designs using the sameelectrochemical systems.
Also in Journal of Spacecraft & Rockets, 2:996-998, Nov.-Dec. 1965.
Gardner, J. W.
DIRECTCONVERSIONFORSPECIALIZEDAPPLICATIONS.
Electrical Times 139:909-912, June 8, 1961.
The purposeof the article is to makea round-up of someof the less-
publicized proposals for direct conversion which, although of
marginal interest for large-scale commercial generation, appear
promising for specialist applications requiring small units of high
reliability in remote locations, e. g., space vehicles. The devices
described are: the photovoltaic cell, the mechanoelectric converter,
and the fission cell.
Garnier, R. C. and Koryu Ishii, T.
MICROWAVESPOWERNEWMOTORSYSTEM.
Electronic Engineer, 25:54-56, Aug. 1966.
Description of a motor poweredby microwaves from inside a waveguide.
The motor is basically a special dc motor without a commutatorthat
is run by rectified rf energy obtained by the antennapickup probe
inside a waveguide. Theprinciples, actual arrangement, and
experimental results are detailed. The waveguidemotor circuit used
in the research is shown, as is a block diagram. The circuit was
madeso that continuous rotation wasmaintained by five steps: (i)
the antenna probe receives rf energy, (2) a diode rectifies the rf
energy, (3) a capacitor and inductor form a filtering network to
increase the rotor coil current, (4) the rotor coil producesa
magnetic field that reacts with the permanentmagnetic field, and
(5) at the proper position in rotation, the antenna cuts itself off
from the impinging rf field so that no reaction betweenthe rotor
coil and permanentmagnetcan exist. Suggestedapplications include
powering space vehicles and remote-controlled vehicles, and the
system maybe useful in servomechanismand instrument motors engineering.
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Garrett, A. B.
BATTERIESOFTODAY
Dayton, Ohio, ResearchPress, Inc. 1957, 216 p.
Principles and operation of storage, primary, solar, and nuclear
batteries, and classical and fuel cells.
Gauvenet,A.
ENERGIEDESERVITUDEA BORD ESVEHICULESPATIAUX(POWERFORTHE
SUPPLYOFDEVICESINSTALLEDONBOARDSPACESHIPS).
In Moureu, H. and Bernard, M. Y., eds., Astronautique et Recherche
Spatiale, p. 151-171, Paris, Dunod,1964. In French.
Consideration of a durable source of power, independent of the
powerplant, for the supply of instruments and devices installed on
spaceships. The subjects discussed are the general characteristics
of sources of instrument power in space, methodsfor the generation
of poweron board spaceships, and the different types of electric
generators that can be installed on satellites, their practical
characteristics, technical details, and applications. It is
concluded that the available engineering and scientific facilities
allow consideration of the use of a great manypower sources suitable
for all spacemissions.
Geisenheyner,S.
ENERGIE-SCHLUESSELZUMWELTRAUM(ENERGYCONVERSIONIN SPACE).
Flug-Revue, p. 18-19, 36, Dec. 1961. In German.
Survey of advancedenergy-conversion techniques for space power
systems. Somedevelopments in ion engines, plasmaengines, solar
and fuel cells, magnetohydrodynamicgenerators, and thermo-electric
and thermionic converters are noted.
Getler, M.
NEWCELLSDUEFORHEAVYSPACEDUTY.
Missiles & Rockets, 10:34-35, illus., June ii, 1962.
Nickel-cadmiumunits produces in NASA-sponsoredpilot plant use
ceramic-to-metal seals, non-wovennylon.
Getler, M.
SOLARSPACEPOWER,THERMIONICFLIGHTEXPERIMENTS UDIED.
Missiles and Rockets, 12:38, 42-43, Apr. 29, 1963.
A study madehere by General Electric Co. scientists indicates that
an experimental solar thermionic power system, operating at about
5%efficiency with a 55-watt output, could be placed in orbit within
two to two and one-half years.
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Gettings, H.
ENERGYCONVERSIONGROWSIN IMPORTANCE.
Missiles and Rockets, 5:22,24,42, Dec7, 1959.
Newstress on spaceand potential commercial uses gives impetus
to search for moreand better ways to convert energy directly to
electricity. Thermoelectricity is mentioned as one of the areas
of energy conversion interesting to the military and someof the
work of ONRand NRLin this area is referred to.
Gettings, H.
PROSPECTSFORTHERMOELECTRICITY.
Missiles & Rockets, 5:29-31, illus., June 22, 1959.
Heavy investment in research gives hope for long-lived powerunits
for space application.
Giacoileto, L. J.
ENERGYSTORAGEANDCONVERSION.
IEEESpectrum, 2:95-102, Feb. 1965.
Study of energy storage and conversion factors as indices of
comparisonbetween the various energy storage methodsand energy
conversion systems. Energy storage factors are very important
for mobile applications and becomecritically important for space
vehicles, where addedenergy is required to transport the fuel to
be used and the terminal velocity of the space vehicle is directly
related to the energy/massstorage factor of the fuel. Chemical
fuels, as represented by gasoline, have roughly the sameenergy/-
massstorage factors. Theother methodsof energy storage, except
nuclear, have smaller energy/massfactors. In a complete system,
the conversion efficiency and the power/massfactor of the conversion
equipmentcontribute significantly to the overall effectiveness.
Gilmore, K.
FUELCELLS.
Electronics World, 68:23-26, 82-85, Sept. 1962.
Newexotic powersources will supply all electrical needs of space
vehicles. Thesecells produceelectricity directly from chemical
reactions with efficiencies far greater than any other non-nuclear
powersystem.
Ginger, D. A., Burton, J. S. and Farmer, G. C. H.
FURTHEROBSERVATIONSONTHEPERFORMANCEOFZINC-SILVERCHLORIDECELLS.
In Proceedings 3rd International Symposiumon Batteries, Bournemouth,
Hants, October 1962, p. 453-464. NewYork, MacMillan, 1963.
This paper is concernedwith the probable mechanismof failure of the
cells at elevated temperatures. The construction and the performance
of improved, 50 mA-hr layer-type zinc-silver chloride cells are
described.
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Ginger, D. A., Burton, J. S. and Keene, D. E.
A RADIO-ISOTOPEOWEREDBATTERYUSINGA KRYPTON-85HYDROQUINONE
CLATHRATESOURCE.
In Collins, D. H., ed., Batteries 2; International Symposium,4th,
Brighton, England, September29-October i, 1964, Proceedings, p. 385-399,
Oxford, PergamonPress, Ltd., 1965.
Description of a radioisotope-powered battery which uses direct beta-
particle collection to negatively charge an electrode. Considera-
tions for the choice of isotope, dielectric, collector (anode), and
shielding for the battery are reviewed. The isotope chosenwas
Kr-85, a gas which, while chemically inert, forms inclusion compounds
or clathrates with certain host materials. The isotope source is
a solid Kr-85/hydroquinone clathrate. The design and operation of
the battery are described, and somepossible low-energy applications
for it are discussed.
Gingrich, J. E.
RADIOISOTOPEFUELEDTHERMIONICSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:669-674, Apr. 1964.
Parametric study of the heat source and system variables madein
order to understand better the interacting variables of the radio-
isotope fuel properties and the operating conditions for thermionic
converters. Fuel bodies and converters of various geometric shapes
were studied with planar, cylindrical, and spherical emitter surfaces.
The problems relating to radiological safety and shielding was
obtained for someof the morepromising isotope fuels. The results
of this study showthat there is no completely ideal radioisotope
heat source for thermionic space power systems and that the more
promising isotope fuels will require important compromisesbetween
system specific weight, radiation shielding, system efficiency, and
isotope containment to produce usable space powersystems.
Gladstone, B.
SOLAR-ARRAY,BATTERYPOWERSYSTEMS.
In Wescon/65;Proceedingsof the Western Electronic Showand Convention,
SanFrancisco, Calif., August 24-27, 1965, Technical Papers, Part 3 -
PowerElectronic. North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.,
1965. 6p.
Study of the savings in satellite power systemswhich are nowpossible
becauseof recent advancesin componentand black-box design. Two
basically newcomponents- Adhydrodenickel-cadmium and silver-
cadmiumcells, and high-frequency silicon power transistors - are
described, and their advantages outlined; design criteria are shown
and applied to a typical example. Someof the concepts described
are said to be applicable to other types of satellite systems i.e.
the idea of energy utilization can be applied to a fuel-cell battery
system, and the concept of regulating the voltage to all major
energy dissipators is valid for almost all satellites.
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Glassman,A. J., Krebs, R. P. and Fox, T. A.
BRAYTONCYCLENUCLEARSPACEPOWERSYSTEMSANDTHEIRHEATTRANSFER
COMPONENTS.
ChemicalEngineering Progress, SymposiumSeries, 61:306-314, 1965.
Discussion of the heat transfer componentswhich constitute an
important part of any Brayton cycle. The most promising power-gene-
ration technique for near future application to missions requiring
power levels greater than several kilowatts for i yr or longer is
the indirect conversion closed-loop heat engine. On the thermo-
dynamicsystemsthat merits consideration for such applications is
the Brayton cycle, which uses an inert gas as the thermodynamic
working fluid. Several configurations being considered for Brayton
cycle space power systemsare described, and the required heat
transfer componentsare indicated. Important system characteristics
such as cycle efficiency and radiator area are related to such heat
transfer componentparametersas reactor temperature, component-
pressure drops, heat exchangereffectiveness, and radiator heat
transfer coefficient. The heat transfer componentfeatures necessary
to makea Brayton cycle attractive for space use are emphasized,and
the ability of available heat transfer componentsto achieve the
required performanceand reliability is discussed.
GOLDGETSROLEIN OUTERSPACE;GENERALE ECTRICUSESHEATFROMRADIO-
ISOTOPESTOFUELITS THERMIONICCONVERTER.
Chemical & Engineering News,37:52, Feb. 9, 1959.
The thermionic converter "boils" electrons off its hot side and
collects themon the cool side to produce an electric current.
Efficiency at present is low, only 4%, but by designing the whole
system for optimumuse of heat and improving the converter, it is
hoped to achieve 10%.
Gold, T.
SOLARPOWERIN SPACE.DESIGNPROPOSAL.
Astronautics, 6:34-35, illus., Feb. 1961.
Developmentof thin metalized plastic sheeting with manysmall holes
for use of photoemitter and collector in space could conceivably
permit generation of as muchas i kw of powerper i0 or 15 ib of weight.
Goldberg, D. C., Young, W. E. and Hundstad, R. L.
MATERIALSREQUIREMENTSFORMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS.
Metal Engineering Quarterly, 3:47-54, Nov. 1963.
While it has been established that, theoretically, magnetohydro-
dynamicsfor powergeneration andpropulsion is desirable and
possible for both terrestrial andspace uses, its realization as an
economicmeansof power generation dependsentirely on the development
of suitable materials. Someof the critical materials requirements
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0
include: capability of withstanding temperatures near 5000 F;
chemical and physical inertness to alkali-seeded gas stream; resis-
tance to thermal shock; resistance to erosion by high-velocity gas
stream; thermal insulating properties; and the ability to serve
either as an electrical insulator or a conductor as application may
require.
Gomberg, L. and Thierfelder, H.
ASSURING RELIABILITY IN AEROSPACE BATTERIES.
l__n_nNational Symposium on Reliability and Quality Control, llth, Miami
Beach, Fla., January 12-14, 1965, Proceedings. p. 459-469. New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1965.
Presentation of a program to assure the design, development and
manufacture of reliable nickel cadmium batteries for such spacecraft
as the Relay, Tiros, and Nimbus. It is emphasized that nickel cad-
mium batteries have three advantages over other types, resulting in
an inherently more reliable battery cell: (i) extensive cycling life
capability (upwards of 4000 cycles); (2) good overcharge capability;
and (3) long-life plate materials. Failure modes and mechanisms,
the defect prevention and detection program, design review, and
reliability prediction are discussed. The internal shocks, stand,
vibration, and capacity tests are considered in the discussion of
failure detection. It is concluded that highly reliable nickel
cadmium batteries are obtainable through the diligent selection of
cells and the application of battery design to best suit the service
required.
Goodyear, J.
POWER FROM THE SUN.
Ordnance 43:323-326, Sept/Oct. 1958.
Briefly refers to solar batteries for use in space technology.
Gordon, G. D.
A 30 KW POWER SUPPLY FROM THIN FILM SOLAR CELLS.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 12p.
(Paper 64-740.)
Proposal for a complete 30-kw powerplant that would weigh about 2500
ib, using 1% efficient solar cells with a power-to-weight ratio
of 15 watts/lb. This includes the supporting structure, electrical
connections, sun sensor, and attitude control, which add 25% to the
weight of the individual cells; storage batteries and power regula-
tion are not considered. It is stated that expected improvement in
cell manufacture might reduce the weight to 800 ibs by the time the
first array is launched. The usual concept of using thin-film solar
cells has been to use high efficiency (5%-10%), large area cells,
mounted on a rigid structure, inflatable sphere, or rotating disk.
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Recent systemstudies showadvantagesin using existing low
efficiency (1%), small area cells, with evaporated interconnections
on a single plastic substrate. It is stated that a roll would be
manufacturedas a unit, unrolled in space, and held out by centrifugal
force. The discussion includes the systemparameters, required
dynamics, attitude control effect, other effects of radiation pres-
sure, and applicability for various missions.
Gould, C. L.
MULTI-KWSOLARCELLPOWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964,
i0 p. (Paper 64-717.)
Reviewof representative space vehicle requirements and presentation
of the effect of these requirements on powersystem optimization and
design. It is stated that the optimization of power utilization,
powerconditioning, and energy storage techniques resulted in re-
duction of power demandsto 16 kw (excluding major experiments and
oxygenregeneration) for a 21-manspace station. Over half of the
powerwas required to be ac, primarily for lights, electronics, and
motors. To maximize inverter efficiency, a +28-volt, O, -28-volt
systemwas selected to allow an inverter input voltage of 56 volts,
while still having 28 volt dc busses. Solar array deployment
schemesare discussed, including designs that use either flexible
thin-film solar cells or a flexible through-type concentrator that
can be wrappedaround the vehicle during launch. The concentrator
design is thermally optimized so that powergains up to 2.4 can be
obtained with concentration ratios of 2.6, correspondingly reducing
the numberof solar cells required.
Gould, C. L
SOLARCELLPOWERSYSTEMSFORSPACESTATIONS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace,AS-2:759-768,Apr. 1964.
Surveyof space station power requirements and an optimized solar
cell powersystem, including someof the characteristics of the solar
cell array, energy storage system, and powerconditioning system.
The cost and complexity are reducedby using lower-cost cells, more
efficient energy storage, power conditioning and powerdistribution
systems, and by using a concentrator that can be wrappedaround the
vehicle for launch. Growthcapability is obtained by adding a
supplementaryexperimental powersystem for operational uses.
Gourdine, M. C.
DIRECTENERGYCONVERSIONA DASTRONAUTICS.
l__n_nAnderson, T. P. and Springer, R. W., eds., Advancesin Plasma
Dynamics;AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
Northwestern University, Biennial GasDynamicsSymposium,6th, Evanston,
Iii., August 25-27, 1965, Proceedings, p. 273-280. Evanston, Iii.,
Northwestern University Press, 1967.
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Re-examinationof previous notions about generating electric
power in space. It is pointed out that there is no a priori reason
to assumethat the energy conversion techniques used so success-
fully on earth will solve the powerproblems to be faced in space.
Astronautics is a science that will be practiced in a new, and
possibly hostile, environment. Therefore, newpowersystems more
compatible with conditions in space should be actively sought. It
is concluded that direct-energy conversion, rather than conventional
energy-conversion techniques, will have to play a major role in
future astronautic systems.
Also issued as AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Paper 65-635.
Gourdine, M. C. and Larsen, H. M.
NUCLEAR-MAGNETOGASDYNAMICPOWERGENERATIONFORSPACEVEHICLES.
NewYork, Society Automotive Engineers, 1963, n.p. (Paper 741C.)
A nuclear-magnetogasdynamic(MGD)power generation system is de-
scribed which is capable of satisfying the long-duration, high power
level mission requirements of space vehicles. In this Rankine cycle
system, radiofrequency (RF) electric fields are used to ionize a
cool supersonic gas, and the Hall effect is used to generate
electrical power. Following an analysis of MGDenergy conversion
and RFplasmaproduction, preliminary design is madeof an experi-
mental systemhaving a generator power density of i0 mega-watts/cu
m in which 5%of the output power is used to produce the cool plasma.
Gradecak,V.
HIGHLIGHTSIN INCONVENTIONALUCLEARPOWERANDPROPULSIONSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Nuclear Science, NS-12:229-239,Feb. 1965.
A survey of several unconventional concepts of nuclear power and
propulsion systemswhich have been proposed during recent years.
The unconventional aspects of these concepts reside partly in their
indicated performancecapability and partly in the scanty discussion
they received thus far by other workers in the field. It is the
objective of this survey to bring these proposals to renewedatten-
tion and discussion amongthose concernedwith progress in space
power and propulsion systems.
Grant, L. J.
POWERSOURCESFORORBITALROCKETS.
Journal of SpaceFlight 3:1-3, Nov. 1951.
Nuclear and solar sources are discussed.
Greenfield, H. H. and Kittleson, R. E.
SPACEPROBERADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRICGENERATORPOWERSYSTEMDESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS.
AmericanNuclear Society Transactions, 4:161-162, June 1961.
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The design of a spaceprobepowersystem is considered using
multiple SNAPIII type thermoelectric generators.
Gritton, D. G. and Bourke, R. C.
RADIOISOTOPE-PHOTOVOLTAICENERGYCONVERSIONSYSTEM.
AdvancedEnergyConversion, 5:119-145, Jly. 1965.
A radiant energy conversion (REC)system basedon the electrical
responseof photocells to thermal radiation emanating from a radio-
isotope-fueled source is described. Someproperties and optimization
requirements of germaniumphotovoltaic cells are given. Principal
elements of the system and analysis methodsof the radiative exchange
problemare described along with performancecalculations. This
system can operate with an efficiency greater than 4%. An upper
limit of 12%can be calculated if efficiency values for the photo-
cell are basedonly on the active cell area and the contacted area
is neglected.
Groll, M. and PruschekR.
TEMPERATURVERTEILUNGIN EINEMSCHNELLENREAKTORMIT THERMISCHENKONVER-
TERNANDERREAKTOROBER-FLAECHE[TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONI A FAST
REACTORWITHTHERMIONICCONVERTERSONITS SURFACE]
AtomkernEnergie, 10:383-391, Sept.-Oct. 1965. In German.
A power supply system for space, consisting of a fast reactor and
thermionic converters (system SRAST),is investigated. Thermodynamic
calculations for the nuclear-calculated reactor with knowngeometry
and flux distribution are carried out. The temperature distribution
in the reactor and the producedpowerare obtained by one- and two-
dimensional calculations. The influence of parameters is discussed.
Grubb, W. T. and Niedrach, L. W.
FUELCELLS.
l__n_nSutton, G. W., ed., Direct EnergyConversion, p. 39-104. NewYork,
McGraw-Hill BookCo., 1966. (Inter-University Electronics Series, vl. 3.)
Discussion of fuel cells, defined as electrochemical devices that
directly convert the chemical energy of a fuel oxidation reaction
into electrical energy. Fuel cells are considered from the point
of view of thermodynamicswhich sets the ultimate limitation on
energy density, from the point of view of the kinetics of electro-
chemical reactions and trasport processes which set practical limits
on energy density and are subject to improvement,and from the
point of view of the state of developmentof representative types
of fuel cells. It is considered that fuel cells will always be
very complexin the chemical sense, and there will be manytypes of
possible fuel cells in keeping with the wide diversity of chemical
reactions that maybe involved.
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Grun, C. and Sulkes, M.
HIGH-ENERGY AND RESERVE BATTERIES.
Machine Design, 35:211-218, Apr. ii, 1963.
Discussion of the construction and performance features of the silver-
zinc and the silver-cadmium (alkaline) battery systems. The study
of the first system covers the vented rechargeable type, the sealed
rechargeable type, and the automatically activated and manually
activated primary systems. Also discussed are two reserve primary
systems: the silver chloride-magnesium and the cuprous chloride-
magnesium types. A graphical comparison of the energy densities of
silver-chloride and cuprous-chloride reserve primaries with the
silver-zinc primary is presented.
Gruntz, R. D. and Rackley, R. A.
SNAP 50/SPUR POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM OBJECTIVES, CURRENT STATUS, AND
LUNAR APPLICATIONS.
In Society of Automotive Engineers, Aerospace Fluid Power Systems and
Equipment Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., May 18-20, 1965, Proceedings,
p. 210-221,232. New York, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1965.
Detailed description of the Snap 50/Spur potassium Rankine-cycle
power-conversion system technology including the status of develop-
ment of the potassium boiler, potassium turbogenerator, condenser/
radiator, pumps, and control system. Current test results and
hardware are shown. A discussion of a potential lunar application
and associated problems is included. Conclusions reached are that
the high-temperature Rankine cycle with potassium as the working
fluid is an excellent choice for applications of this nature because
of the light weight, compact size, and simplicity inherent in this
system_
Guilland, C. and Rodot, M.
LES CELLULES PHOTOVOLTAIQUES - REALISATIONS, PERSPECTIVES D'AVENIR
[PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS - ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS].
Cooperation Mediterraneenne pour l'Energie Solaire, Bulletin 8:152-161,
May 1965. In French.
Review of the properties and performance characteristics of silicon
and other solar batteries and a discussion of prospective developments
in this field. In such batteries solar radiation gives rise to
minority carriers (electrons or holes) in a heterogeneous structure
consisting of a p-n junction. Manufacturing techniques for the
production of Si solar batteries are described. A typical current-
voltage curve is presented, and it is shown that at maximum
efficiency the voltage = 0.45 v, while the current = 75 ma, for a
3-cm 2 battery illuminated by the sun at local noon in Paris. The
spectral response for Si cells is illustrated. The short-circuit
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current varies linearly with the intensity of the incident light.
The theoretical efficiency of present Si batteries is about 16%,and
about 19%for GaAsbatteries. Experimentswith CdTein thin layers
which exhibited the sameelectrical, optical, and photo-conductive
properties as CdTein the bulk state are described.
Gummel,H. K. and Smits, F. M.
EVALUATIONOFSOLARCELLSBYMEANSOFSPECTRALNALYSIS.
Bell SystemTechnical Journal, 43:1103-1121,May1964.
Outline of an approach for testing of solar cells, and description
of a test set and evaluation procedure of test results. Outer
space short-circuit current is calculated from spectral response
measurementsperformed on the cells. Fromthis, and from additional
measurementsthat determine the forward diode-characteristic, the
maximumobtainable powerand the voltage at which maximumpower is
delivered are computed. It is stated that the accuracy of outer
space short-circuit current predictions is ± 2 to 3%whensuitable
standards are employed.
Gustavson, J.
WHEREWILLELECTRICPOWERCOMEFROMIN SPACESHIPS?
Aviation Age, 29:186-189, diags., Apr. 1958.
A discussion of the three most likely sources for power: chemical
batteries, atomic batteries, and thermocouples.
Gyftopoulos, E. P. and Hatsopoulos, G. N.
THERMIONICNUCLEAREACTORS.
Electrical Engineering, 82:108-116, Feb. 1963.
A unique powersystem for space, submarine propulsion, and applica-
tions in remote areas should result from the successful coupling of
nuclear reactors with thermionic converters. Three conceptual
designs of thermionic nuclear reactors are reviewed to establish
requirements for performancecharacteristics and materials and to
pinpoint someof the problem areas.
Hagemann,E. R.
R. H. GODDARDANDSOLARPOWER1924-1934.
Solar Energy, 6:47-54, illus., Apr./June 1962.
From1924 through 1934, Professor Robert H. Goddard,primarily known
for his rocket work, engagedin considerable research in solar power
and conversion. Hewas granted five patents and constructed several
laboratory test models of his various apparatus. Goddard's princi-
pal contributions were his correction of errors in the work of others
and his conversion studies. Heenvisioned his work being applied
both to space travel and to supply abundant and cheapterrestrial
power.
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Hagis, W., Dobry, T. and Dix, G.
NUCLEARSAFETYANALYSISOFSNAP3. FORSPACEMISSIONS.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1960. 12p. (Technical Paper 142-60.)
SNAP-3is an auxiliary powerunit which converts the decayheat from
radioisotope fuel into electrical power. Results are summarizedof
a study of the propagation of radiation from the fuel in case of
post-orbital re-entry or an abort. Possible locations of impact
were plotted. The effects of aerodynamicheating on the formation
of radio-polonium aerosol were studied. Results indicate that
SNAP-3would be acceptable for operational missions.
Halas, E.
SUPERCONDUCTINGPOWERGENERATORS.
GroundSupport Equipment, 6:19-21, 1964.
Discussion of the advantagesexpected to accrue from the use of
of cryogenic, superconducting generators for military ground-based
power-generation systems. It is indicated that, becausetheoretical
power density is related to flux density by a square factor and
becausesuperconducting magnetscan generate flux densities appre-
ciably greater than conventional magnets, it is expected that new
generators having advantagesof low weight (and therefore high
mobility) and reliability of operation will becomeavailable. Topics
discussed include: recent developments, unit sizes and prime movers,
normal generators and superconducting generator concept, alterna-
tor generator and inductor generator, normal conductors and super-
conductors, and the need for increased emphasison development.
Halasz, D. and Szendy,K.
THEMEDIUM-POWERTHERMIONICGENERATOR.
Acta Technica, 48:125-141, 1964.
The design and conditions necessary for a medium-powerthermionic
generator are described.
Hamilton, R. C.
SOLARPOWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1961. 6p. (ARSTechnical Paper 2168-
61.)
Describes briefly the characteristics of solar radiation, solar
power system selection criteria, and optimization requirements.
Also gives brief notes on solar concentrators, photovoltaic power
systems, photoemissive solar converters, thermoelectric solar
converters, solar thermionic converters, solar dynamic systems and
energy storage.
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Hamilton, R. C. and Laue, E. G.
SPACECRAFTSECONDARYPOWEREQUIREMENTSDURINGTHESIXTIES.
In Conferenceon SpaceTechnology, Dallas, Tex., April 11-13, 1960.
Papers. Electrical Engineering in SpaceTechnology, p. 112-119, New
York, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, Dec. 1960.
A summaryof the secondaryelectric power during the 1960-65period
for a typical spacecraft is shownin a table. For the future, the
reactor-powered thermoelectric converter knownas SNAP-Xwhich
provides 200 to 300 electric watts appearsattractive for some
missions. Developmentof morerugged fuel cells for energy storage
applications is proceeding, and will be neededduring the sixties.
Hannemann,D.
EIN RADIONUKLIDGENERATORMI THERMIONISCHEMWANDLER[ ADIONUCLIDE
GENERATORWITHA THERMIONICCONVERTER]
l_n_n[Energy Supply in Space]DeutscheGesellschaft fur Rakententechnik
und Raumfahrt, Symposium,Stuttgart, WestGermany,December8, 1965,
Lectures, vl. 2, p. 221-234. Munich, DeutscheGesellschaft fur
Raketentechnik und Raumfahrt, 1966. In German.
Description of a proposed isotope battery or radio nuclide generator
using the oxide of strontium 90 as the isotope charge. A descrip-
tion is given of the decay schemeof strontium 90, and a comparison
is madebetweenthe specific powersof strontium 90 and its oxide
as a function of time. The characteristics of a proposed thermionic
converter capable of achieving an efficiency of about 15%are cited.
A structural analysis is madeof an isotope battery using the oxide
of strontium 90 as the isotope charge and a thermionic converter to
produce an output of i00 watts. Methodsof ensuring goodheat
insulation, in order to achieve the desiredheat-flux concentration,
are suggested, as well as a methodof ensuring a sufficiently large
radiating surface to cool the collector of the thermionic converter.
An estimate is madeof the gammaradiationdose rate at a distance
of i m from the isotope container, and shielding measuresto
decrease the radiation losses are suggested.
Hanson, K. L.
A SURVEYOFTECHNIQUESFORPREDICTINGTHESPACEOUTPUTOFPHOTOVOLTAIC
DEVICES.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers, 1962. 8p. (ASME
Preprint Paper no. 62-WA-194.)
Major problemareas in predicting the output of photovoltaic power
supplies for space vehicles are identified. The accuracy requirements
are defined, and present methodsof prediction are described and
evaluated with respect to the requirements. It is concluded that
refinement of present methodswill be sufficient for future needs,
but correlation and additional high-altitude experimentation are
needed.
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Harashima,O., Kano, Y., Tsuru, H. and Ono, H.
DETERIORATIONFSOLARBATTERIESUNDERHIGHENERGYELECTRONBOMBARD-
MENT.
In_____Nomura,T., ed., International Symposiumon SpaceTechnologyand
Science, Tokyo, Japan, August 27-31, 1962, 4th Proceedings, p. 718-723.
Tokyo, Japan and Rutland, Vt., JapanPublications Trading Co., 1963.
Description of a laboratory electron bombardmenttest on solar
cells conducted for the purpose of obtaining basic data for the
estimation of the life of solar cells in space. Dueto the fact
that, in space radiation, protons are muchless numerousthan
electrons, the studies were first begunwith electron bombardment
tests. Plotted is the anticipated conservation rate of solar cells,
as a function of exposure time. It indicates that the conversion
rate of satellite-borne solar cells with no protecting plates will
be reduced to approximately 30%of the initial value after one year
in orbit, but that it will be possible to keep the rate at not less
than 70%if the cells are properly protected by sapphire coatings.
It is noted that there maybe considerable error in the estimation
and in the wayof simulating the VanAllen belt, and it should be
noticed that the estimation has beenmadeon the assumption that
the satellite spendsall its time in the VanAllen belt.
Harmon,D. and Rasmussen,R.
TEMPERATURE,ILLUMINATIONI TENSITYANDDEGRADATIONFACTOREFFECTSON
SOLARCELLOUTPUTCHARACTERISTICS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
78-84, Jly. 1966.
Investigation of a procedure which describes the manipulation of
the solar cell I-V curve to account for all factors affecting the
output power, except charged particle irradiation damage. The
results of empirically derived procedure showexcellent agreement
with the measureddata and find support in theory and in the
literature. Comparisonsare madewith previously used I-V curve
shifting techniques, and an exampleof the complete procedure is
given.
Harris, D. W. and Epstein, J.
THEINTEGRATIONOFRADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRICSYSTEMSANDSPACECRAFT.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1964, 9p. (Paper 921C.)
Discussion of problems associated with the integration of radio-
isotope thermoelectric systems and various types of satellites. The
effects of the devices upon spacecraft thermal balance, mechanical
integrity and configuration, mission interference, and electrical
compatibility are explored. Aerospacesafety and its dominant
role in the practicable use of the devices are considered.
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Hart, A. B.
FUEL CELLS,
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:58-61, May-June 1963.
Fuel cells will be needed in the next decade as primary electric
generators of intermediate power, i. e., i00 W. and I0 kW., for
spaceflights lasting from a few hours to several days or weeks.
Principles of their operation, particularly in relation to the
factors and processes which control power yield and heat loss, are
discussed. At the present time the most reliable device available
is basically a hydrogen/oxygen cell working at I00-200oc. with
concentrated potassium hydroxide or an ion exchange resin as the
electrolyte. The gases may be carried cryogenically or in chemical
form. Brief reference is made to other types of fuel cell.
Hart, V. B.
ELECTRICITY FOR SPACE VEHICLES.
New York, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1959. n.p.
(Paper CP-59-978.)
Factors such as weight, new sources of electrical energy, long
periods of flight, and very large power systems, which contribute
to the problem of supplying electricity for space vehicles, are
discussed. Research work areas where more effort must be expended
are: electric power system design and control, and power conversion.
Harteck, P. and Dondes, S.
NEW USES FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY IN OUTER SPACE.
New York, American Astronautical Society, 1967. 13p. (Paper 67-115.)
The use of radioisotopes in small power-generating plants is pre-
sented as one method for solving the power-supply problem.
Hartman, D. A.
ADAPTIVE POWER CONDITIONING FOR SOLAR CELL ARRAYS.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-2, Suppl.:
43-47. Nov. 1966.
Technique for the design of power-conditioning equipment which ensures
optimal power transfer from a solar-cell array to its load. This
new concept, called "adaptive" power conditioning, forces a solar _
cell to operate at its maximum power point, regardless of its
environment, its impedances, or changes in the source volt-ampere
characteristics. When load demands decrease, the adaptive feature
is automatically disabled and surplus energy remains in the solar
array without contributing to satellite overheating or battery over-
charging.
Hartman, G. F.
ELECTRONIC BATTERIES.
Electronic Equipment Engineer, 6:67-70, illus., Apr. 1958.
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Missile batteries trigger take-off devices, fire propulsion fuel,
drive blowers and other continuous operations after take-off,
energize guidance control circuits and mechanisms,and power teleme-
tering equipment. High power output for weight and size (I00 watts
to 22 kw) makesilver-zinc batteries prime choice.
Harvey, D. G., Dick, P. J, and Fink, C. R.
ISOTOPE-GENERATORRELIABILITYANDSAFETY.
SPACE.
Nucleonics, 21:56-59, Apr. 1963.
II - RADIONUCLIDEPOWERFOR
Demonstration of the reliability and safety of operation of radio-
isotopic powerunits for space missions. Operating experience with
SNAPpower generators indicates that the reliability of the unit is
completely satisfactory, and health and safety can be guaranteed
against a wide gamutof abnormal circumstances.
Harvey, D. G. and Morse, J. G.
RADIONUCLIDEPOWERFORSPACEMISSIONS.
Nucleonics 19:69-72, illus., Apr. 1961.
Concernsthe AEC-sponsoredSNAPprogramsof the type which convert
heat developed in radioactive decay into electrical energy.
Harvey, R. J. and Hatsopoulos, G. N.
ISOTOPICFUELEDTHERMIONICGENERATORS.
In Symposiumon Ballistic Missile and SpaceTechnology, 5th, Los
Angeles, Calif., Aug. 1960. Proceedings Propulsion and Auxiliary Power
Systems,ed., by D. P. LeGalley, p. 409-441, illus., NewYork, Academic
Press, 1960. (Ballistic Missile and SpaceTechnology, vl. 2.)
Progress of the thermionic generator phase in the SNAP-3program is
outlined.
Harvey, R. J.
NUCLEARTHERMOELECTRICPOWERSUPPLY.
NewYork, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1959, n.p. (Paper
CP59-911.)
Nuclear power, with its self-contained long-lasting fuel package,
its compactdesign, and capability _ high-temperature operation,
opensup one of the morepromising avenuesof inquiry. Direct
conversion of nuclear heat to electric power is especially attractive
for space vehicles in view of the necessity for long, reliable life.
This paper summarizespreliminary work on a thermoelectric space
powersupply, operating from a reactor heat source. The study,
which resulted in a conceptual design, wascarried out with reference
to a set of specifications describing the moreor less ideal space
powersupply, namely; electrical power output of 2 to i0 kw; no
repetitively movingparts or coolant loops; malntenance-free operation
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at full power for a minimumof one year; orbital or post-launch
startup capability; five-year lead time for developmentof proto-
type; and minimumoverall weight and size, consistent with the
other requirements.
268. Hatsopoulos, G. N.
THERMIONICENERGYCONVERSION.
l__nnlntersocietyEnergy Conversion Engineering Conference,Los Angeles,
Calif., September26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 217-230 NewYork,
AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics andAstronautics, 1966.
Summaryof the current understanding of the phenomenathat take place
in a thermionic converter and results of the advancesmadein thermi-
onic converter performance. The advantagesand limitations of
thermionic converter are discussed and thermionic systemsare reviewed.
The basic componentsof a thermionic converter are a hot electrode(the emitter), a colder electrode (the collector), and two electri-
cally conducting leads that connect each of these electrodes to two
power terminals. The basic phenomenain a cesium diode are described
as well as the phenomenacausedby the presenceof cesium in a diode.
269. Haug, W. and others.
ENTWURFSSTUDIEEIN RENERGIEVERSORGUNGSANLAGEFUE RAUMFLUGGERAETEMIT
EINEMTHERMISCHENKERNREAKTOR(T IKT-50) [DESIGNSTUDYOFA NUCLEAR
POWERPLANT(TRIKT-50)FORSPACEFLIGHT].
AtomkernEnergie, 10:363-367, Sept.-Oct., 1965. In German.
The specific weight of a nuclear electric powerplant for space
flight with an electrical output of 50 kWis estimated. The electric
energy is obtained by direct conversion of thermal reactor heat by
meansof thermionic converters. Somepre-established constructive
sketches have resulted in a numberof data. The plant is described
and the approximatemassesof the essential componentsare given.
270.' Haviland, R. P. and House, C. M.
HANDBOOKFSATELLITESANDSPACEVEHICLES.
Princeton, D. VanNostrand Co., Inc., 1965. 457p.
This handbookis intended to provide a thorough treatment of the
subject areas and problems that must be considered during the
preliminary stages of satellite or space-vehicle system design.
Spacepower is one of the topics discussed.
271. Hayden, J. T.
AUXILIARYELECTRICALSUPPLIESIN SPACEVEHICLES.
World Aviation Electronics, 2:68-72, Feb. 1962.
Methodsare enumeratedin use andproposed, for generating power
for apparatus in satellite andother spacevehicles. The methods
are comparedin terms of the power-to-weight ratio and expected life.
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Hazard, H. R.
MULTIFUELTHERMALENERGYCONVERTERS.
l__n_nPowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 16th, May19-21, 1964, p. 124-
126, RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
Portable power sources designed to burn various solid fuels appear
feasible and practical. In the 150-watt size range either a Rankine-
cycle unit or a thermoelectric unit is attractive. A Stirling-
cycle unit appears less attractive, but would be moresatisfactory
in larger sizes where efficiency would approach15 percent. Size
and weight of solid-fueled powersources will be greater than for
liquid-fueled units, and moreoperator attention will be required.
Heacock,R. L.
SCIENTIFICINSTRUMENTSIN SPACEXPLORATION.
Science, 142:188-195, Oct. ii, 1963.
General discussion of the principles and techniques of scientific
experiments in space. Spacesystemsconstraints are discussed,
including power, communications, temperature control, and steriliza-
tion.
HEAT-HAPPYBATTERIES.
Science News,91:166, 1967.
Long-life silver-zinc batteries for space vehicles, capable of with-
standing temperatures up to i00 degrees C., are reported in produc-
tion at Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Calif. Heart of the
units is the separator, a device placed betweenthe electrodes to
permit ions to travel betweenelectrode compartments,while blocking
off the passageof material from the electrodes themselves. The
newbatteries use separators madeof a chemically inert, inorganic
material called Astroset, which reportedly will not degrade in
very high temperatures, unlike the organic, cellophane-like
separators previously used. Intended for space vehicles, satellites
and military communications, the batteries have gone through more
than 900 discharge-recharge cycles at roomtemperature and 400
cycles at I00 degreesC.
Heath, A. R. Jr. and Hoffman, E. L.
REVIEWOFSOLARCONCENTRATORECHNOLOGY.
l__n_nIntersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., September26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 231-237. NewYork,
AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
Continuing developmentof solar concentrator technology has
been directed toward the improvementof methodsand materials of
construction to satisfy the particular design requirements of
various space power conversion devices. Descriptions of fabrication-
techniques as well as a brief discussion of recent results from
investigations madeon concentrators are presented.
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Heins, J. F.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED, LIGHTWEIGHT 60 KW ENGINE-GENERATOR
SYSTEM.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-2: Suppl.:
125-129, Jly. 1966.
Description of the construction and performance of a light-
weight, high-performance engine-generator system capable of pro-
viding reliable, high-quality electric power at a lower mission
weight than presently available engine-generator sets. The system
is a 60-kw, 120/208- or 240/416-v, 400-cps unit.
Henderson, R. E.
DESIGN APPLICATIONS OF DIRECT ENERGY CONVERTERS.
New York, American Society of Mechanical Engineer, 1950, 7p. (Paper
65-MD-50 .)
Discussion of devices that convert chemical, nuclear, thermal, or
radiative energy directly to electricity without the aid of moving
parts. The common source of potential for all these devices arises
from the electron theory of solids. Thermionic converters are
high-temperature devices for converting thermal energy to electrici-
ty. Efficiencies of the order of 10% can be achieved. The thermo-
electric converter utilizes semiconductors and in theory can operate
at greater than 10% efficiency. The photovoltaic converter converts
radiant energy directly to electricity, utilizing silicon and germa-
nium cells. Efficiencies as high as 15% have been observed.
Electrochemical converters, solar thermionic converters, radioisotope
thermophotovoltaic converters, and electrochemical engines are
described.
Henderson, R. E. and Bradley, T. G.
POTASSIUM-WATER-OXYGEN FUEL CELL BATTERIES FOR SPACE APPLICATION.
New York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1964, 17 p. (Paper
64 - WA/ENER-3.)
Description of an alkali-metal fuel cell, the system of components
required to sustain its operation, and the weight optimization
of this system for two space applications. The concept is that of
a combined liquid-metal cell and an air-amalgam cell. The liquid
metal cell develops electrical energy by reacting K and Hg to form
a potassium amalgam. The air-amalgam cell takes potassium from the
amalgam to combine with oxygen and water to make KOH. Thus, potassium,
water, and oxygen must be stored as reactants, with KOH.being the
product of the reaction. System components required include a
radiator to remove excess heat from the electrolyte efflux, storage
for KOH added by the cell, and heat exchangers and pumps. An
energy analysis is presented which accounts for all major energy
transfers, both electrical and thermal, to ascertain the attendant
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levels of availability. It is shownthat manipulating certain
primary factors leads to minimumweight for electrochemical power
sources. Twosystemsare compared: (i) an orbital powersupply
where the electrochemical device is used to store electrical power
developedby a set of solar cells, and (2) a lunar powerunit for
use in a mobile vehicle which must be recharged or refuelled upon
return to a central depot.
Henderson,R. E. and Dresser, D. L.
THERMIONICCONVERTERSFORSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
Society Automotive Engineers Journal, 69:72-77, illus., Aug. 1961.
Twotypes of thermionic converters are being considered for solar
thermionic systems to provide electrical powerfor space vehicles:
the vacuumdiode and the vapor diode. To illustrate the application
of both these types, two systems are described. The first illustrates
the use of the vacuumdiode in a system for a low orbit satellite
mission. In the second, the vapor diode is used in a system designed
as a Mars space probe. Basedon SAEPaper 350C.
Hernquist, K. G.
ROCKET'SEXHAUSTHEATIS TURNEDTOELECTRICPOWER;THERMIONICGENERATOR.
Electrical Engineering, 79:170, illus., Feb. 1960.
Also in Franklin Institute Journal, 269:155-156, Feb. 1960, and
AmericanSociety of Naval Engineers Journal, 72:108, Feb. 1960with
slightly different titles. They represent RCApress releases.
HIGHVOLTAGEDERIVEDFROMHEATSOURCES.
Electronic Industries, 19:7, Jan. 1960.
Refers, briefly, to a newdevice, announcedby International Tele-
phoneand Telegraph Co., that can produce high-voltage electricity
directly from the warmingpower of a sunbeamor other heat source.
Called a ferroelectric converter, the device mayhave far-reaching
effects in space communicationsand space travel.
Hir_ch, R. L. and Holland, J. W.
PROBLEMSA SOCIATEDWITHTHEDEVELOPMENTOFA THERMIONICCONVERSION
REACTOR.
Paper presented at the ARSSpacePowerSystemsConference, Santa Monica,
Calif., Sept. 27-30, 1960. NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1960.
12p. (Paper 1338-60.)
A conceptual design of a 300 kw(e) thermionic space power reactor
is described with a subsequentdiscussion of associated development
requirements. The thermionic converter is integrated into the nuclear
reactor core in such a manner that the fuel material also serves as
the cathode of the converter. The thermionic fuel elements are
assembledinto a close spacedhexagonal lattice to form a 0-in. in
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diameter by 10-in. long cylindrical reactor core. Assumptionsof
converter performanceare based on a reasonable extrapolation of
current experimental data. The requirements that exist for all
materials within the thermionic cells include high temperature capa-
bility, physical and chemical compatibility, fabricability, and joina-
bility, and ability to withstand thermal cycling and a high radia-
tion environment. The techniques for increasing core performance
by thermionic converters are discussed.
Hittman, F. and Silverstein, C. C.
RADIOISOTOPE-FUELEDTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORS.
l__n_nEngineeringDevelopmentsin EnergyConversion; International Con-
ference on Energetics, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.,
August 18-20, 1965, Proceedings, p. 156-173. NewYork, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1965.
Discussion of the possibilities of advantageoususe of radioisotope-
fueled thermoelectric generators (RTG)in both space and terrestrial
applications where long life and reliability are important. It is
noted that, for space applications, thermoelectric generators are
particularly attractive for missions requiring tens to hundreds of
watts of electrical energy for extendedperiods. In addition, for
space missions of long duration, where a source of solar energy
cannot be used, they maybe today the only practical wayof generating
the required amountsof power. In terrestrial applications, where
long life, freedom from the logistics of refueling and dependability
of operation are required, RTGsalso appear to have a promising
future.
Hoffman, B. and Shair, F.
THEAPPLICATIONOFALKALIMETALVAPORSYSTEMSTOMHDSPACEPOWER
GENERATORS.
In Proceedings of 1963High-TemperatureLiquid-Metal Heat Transfer
TechnologyMeeting. OakRidge National Laboratory, September4-6,
1963, p. 316-352. 1964. (ORNL-3605,vl. 2.)
This report describes a theoretical and applied research program
directed toward prolonging the lifetime of magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)
energy converters by reducing the necessary operating temperatures
to the range i000° - 2000°K. Theprocess of interest is the use of
the magnetically induced electric field in the MHDgenerator for
electrical breakdownof appropriate working fluids. Workwas
directed toward the use of alkali metals for Rankine (vapor) cycles
(although the results are applicable to Brayton cycles with certain
nuclear reactors) and alkali metal seedednoble gases for studying
the basic parametersof the breakdown.
Holechek, J. J.
CHEMICALHEATINGFORMISSILEBATTERIES.
In PowerSourcesConference. Proceedings, 15th, 1961, p. 89-92, figs.,
Red Bank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1961.
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Someof the activation devices developed for general application
to the zinc-silver oxide primary battery are indicated. Investigation,
thus far, has furnished proof that chemical heat and heat exchanger
devices are feasible.
Hottel, H. C. and Erway, D. D.
COLLECTIONOFSOLARENERGY.
I__n_nIntroduction to the Utilization of Solar Energy, p. 86-106, McGraw-
Hill BookCo., NewYork, 1963.
Description of the principles of operation of flat-plate solar
energy collectors. Data are presented on the typical performances
of these collectors, and design methodsand equations are given.
Someapplications of flat-plate collectors in space powersystems are
briefly considered, and it is noted that they are noncompetitive
with other potential power systemsbecauseof their unfavorable
specific weight.
Houck,O. K. and Heath, A. R., Jr.
CHARACTERISTICSOF OLARCONCENTRATORSASAPPLIEDTOSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1964. 34p. (Paper 867C.)
An analysis is presented of current solar concentrator types when
integrated into complete space powersystemswith various electrical
conversion methods. Concentrator designs such as inflatable-rigidlzed,
petal, one-piece, and Fresnel are treated in the paper and their
size, weight, and packaging characteristics, whencombinedwith
dynamicand static conversion schemes,are illustrated. Information
presented in the paper provides insight into the selection of
concentrator designs for space power applications.
Houston, J. M.
A SURVEYOFTHERMIONICCONVERSIONFORSPACEPOWER.
l__n_nNeremRecord1965; Northeast Electronics Researchand Engineering
Meeting, Boston, Mass., November3-5, 1965, Papers. vl. 7, p. 144, 145.
Boston, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Boston Section,1965.
Evaluation of the thermionic converter, a device which converts heat
into electrical energy by using the thermionic emission of electrons.
Themotive diagramand current-voltage characteristics are given for
an ideal converter, and values are plotted which showhowmaximum
efficiency and powerat maximumefficiency vary with emitter tem-
perature for two emitter-collector spacings. A cutaway drawing is
given of a solar-thermionic converter developedby ThermoElectron
Engineering Corporation, and an idealized cross section of a nuclear
thermionic fuel rod is shown.
Houston, J. M. and Webster, H. F.
THERMIONICENERGYCONVERSION.
l__n_nAdvancesin Electronics and Electron Physics, vl. 17:125-206, New
York, AcademicPress, 1962.
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This paper surveys the state of thermionic converters. Thesedevices
convert heat energy into electrical energy by utilizing the thermi-
onic emission of electrons. The poweroutput and efficiency of such
devices have reachedaround 5 watt/cm2 at 15%efficiency.
Howard,H. J. and Laughlin, R. M.
THEUSEOFCHEMICALPOWERSYSTEMSIN THECONSTRUCTION,SERVICINGAND
OPERATIONOFMANNEDSPACESTATIONS.
I__nnProceedings of the MannedSpaceStations Symposium,Los Angeles, 1960,
p. 254-258, NewYork, Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, 1960.
Systemsusing chemical fuels will be neededto supply electrical and
hydraulic power in the space station support vehicles and for
standby power on the space station itself. It is hypothesized that
the open cycle hydrogen-oxygensystem, which stores hydrogen in its
liquid state, is the lightest, and has several advantagesand bene-
fits, would be the best for the space ferry.
Also in Aero/SpaceEngineering, 19:62-63, May1960.
Howard,P. L.
NEWDEVELOPMENTSAREIMPROVINGPERFORMANCEOFSILVER-ZINCBATTERIES.
Electronic Industries, 17:61-63, illus., Jly. 1958.
Developments,materials, and techniques that offer the most promising
prospects for this powerful cell are presented. Someof the more
prominent applications are mentioned, including missiles and rockets.
Howard,P. L.
THESEALEDSILVER-CADMIUMBATTERY.
Electrochemical Technology, 1:272-276, Sept.-Oct. 1963.
Requirementsfor 90- to 100-mincycles of a 30- to 40-min discharge
and a 60- to 70-min recharge necessitated the developmentof a new
design: a sealed silver-cadmium battery which could be recharged
during this period. A report of this developmentand on cycling
results is given here. Over 7000cycles have beenobtained at 50%-
capacity discharge a lO0-min cycle of 35 min of discharge and 65
min of recharge. A discussion of charging characteristics and
voltage is given. This systemmakesit possible to achieve a sizable
decrease in the weight and volumeof a battery to be used in a
satellite regime.
Howard, P. L.
THESILVER-ZINCRECHARGEABLEATTERY.
Institute of Radio Engineers ConventionRecord4(Part 6, Manufacturing
Electronics):132-136, illus., 1956.
Describes the characteristics, operation and applications of the
Yardney Silvercel battery designed to solve power requirements where
space and weight are important.
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Howard,R. C. and Rasor, N. S.
NUCLEARTHERMIONICSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
From18th Annual IAS Propulsion Meeting, Cleveland, Mar. 1963. 62p.
Thevarious concepts for utilizing thermionic conversion in space
reactor powerplants are described and evaluated.
Howard,R. C.
THERMIONICREACTORSYSTEMS.
AmericanNuclear Society Transactions, 3:383, Dec. 1960.
Indicates three basic approachesto incorporating thermionic cells
into reactor systems for use as space, marine, and central station
powerplants.
Article with sametitle appears in Nuclear Science and Engineering
10:173-182, June 1961.
Howson,R. P., Roberts, D. H. and Wilson, B. L. H.
SOMETHERMALCONSIDERATIONSNTHEUSEOFSOLARCELLS.
British Institute of Radio Engineers Journal, 22:519-525, figs.,
Dec. 1961.
The dependenceof solar cell characteristics on temperature is
demonstrated. The radiation balance of solar cells in space is then
discussed for different configurations of the cell assemblyand for
different orbits and it is shownthat these can have considerable
influence. Meansof achieving temperature stabilization are described
The value of surface coatings is discussed briefly.
Huffman,F. N.
CONCEPTUALDESIGNOFA THE_IIONICSPACEPOWERPLANT.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, 1959. n.p.
(Paper CP59-910.)
The current search for a reliable and simple space vehicle power
plant has stimulated studies of thermoelectric, photoelectric and
thermionic schemesfor the direct conversion of heat to electricity
without rotating parts. Treated here in elementary fashion are
the basic principles of thermionic conversion, and a conceptual
design is presented for a 25-kw space powerplant subject to the
constraint of no repetitive moving parts.
Hughes,W. L., Summers,C. S. and Allison, H. J.
ANENERGYSYSTEMFORTHEFUTURE.
Institute of Electric_l and Electrou_c Engineers Transactions, IE-10:
108-111, May1963.
A technique for the practical utilization of solar energy on a
continuous basis to provide bulk power is described. The output
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of solar energy converters is used to produce hydrogenby pressure
electrolysis of water. Theenergy stored in the hydrogen can be
efficiently transformed into electrical energy by the use of
hydrogen-oxygenfuel cells.
Hunrath, G.
APPLICATIONOFSOLARENERGY.
In Battery Researchand DevelopmentConference, llth, 1957, p. 99-102,
illus., Fort Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Engineering Laborato-
ries, 1957.
Results of rocket experiments at White SandsProving Groundindicate
that it is possible to design a solar energy conversion system
capable of furnishing poweron a long term basis for the various
satellite instrumentation, and thereby increase the value of the
data obtained from the various experiments that will be made.
Hunrath, G.
SOLARPOWERSUPPLIESFORGROUNDUSE.
In PowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 17th, 1963, p. 8-11.
Bank, N.J., PSCPublications Committee,1963.
Red
The programat the U.S. ArmyElectronics R&DLaboratory, covering
the conversion of solar energy into electrical power is directed
toward investigating system feasibility for military groundapplica-
tions. Various designs of solar photovoltaic energy converters are
described.
Hunrath, G.
SOLIDSTATEPOWERSUPPLIES.
Control Engineering, 8:173-177, illus., Sept. 1961.
Silicon photovoltaic cells and thermocouplescan convert solar energy
and heat into electrical energy. Both meansof energy conversion
are potential self-contained powersupplies for control and data
handling systems. Prime applications have been in satellites and
other inaccessible military systems, but isolated examplesof
industrial use already exist. Device characteristics such as capacity,
efficiency, and weight, and system considerations are covered to
acquaint control engineers with this newsolution to the remote
power supply problem.
Hunter, G. S.
CELLSTUDIES PURSOLARPOWERADVANCES.
Aviation Week and SpaceTechnology,87:94-107. 1967.
Investigations by various companiesand governmentlaboratories into
the basic efficiency of the solar cell are delineated. "Amongthe
anticipated advancesare better understanding of the fundamental
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processes in the energy conversio_ mechanism of the cell, leading
to: more adaptive, stable and diversified cell configurations;
inproved fabrication methods involving new cell materials, film
deposition techniques and bonding media."
Huth, J. H.
ASPECTS OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC (MHD) GENERATOR FOR SPACE.
Paper presented at the ARS Space Power Systems Conference, Santa
Monica, Calif., Sept. 27-30, 1960. New York, American Rocket Society,
1960, n.p. (Paper 1320-60.)
This paper discusses the general characteristics, problems, and work
in progress on magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) electrical-power generators.
It is concluded that MHD generators will initially find their main
application as a source of short-duration large power pulses.
Huth, J. H.
DIRECT POWER CONVERSION - PART i.
l__n_nAlperin, M. and G. P. Sutton, eds. Proceedings of Advanced
Propulsion Systems Symposium, Los Angeles, 1957, p. 145-149. New York,
Symposium Publications Division, Pergamon Press, 1959. (International
Series on Aeronautical Sciences and Space Flight, _ymposia, vl. 2.)
This paper reviews some of the motivations for interest in direct
power conversion from the point of view of providing energy for
space vehicles. A brief review of the many proposed direct-conver-
sion devices is given, including solar cells, fuel cells, and
thermocouples.
Huth, J. H.
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM ROCKETS.
Paper presented at the Semi-Annual Meeting of the American Rocket
Society, Los Angeles, May 9-12, 1960. New York, American Rocket Society,
1960, 14p. (Preprint 1147-60.)
The characteristics of magnetohydrodynamic generators, as applied
to ground-base chemical-rocket exhausts, are discussed. Simple
open-cycle units can have ultimate efficiencies up to 40%, and can
provide electrical power on very short notice. More specifically,
rocket-powered MHD generators are suited to applications requiring
hundreds or thousands of electrical megawatts for a few minutes.
Within this range power densities (including the magnet) of at
least 250 kw/ft J can be foreseen. The main problems center about
developing suitable materials for operation near 2000 to 3000°K. No
moving parts are required in the MHD generator, where these tempera-
tures manifest themselves.
Huth, J. H.
POWER SUPPLIES FOR ORBITAL AND SPACE VEHICLES.
l__n_nOrdway, F. I. III, ed., Advances in Space Science, p. 11-157, New
York, Academic Press. 1959.
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A discussion of power sources for space which touches on the
following topics: environmental conditions which may affect the
performance of power sources, power demands, primary sources of
power, conversion techniques, and problems of joining various
components into a complete system. A bibliography of 84 reference
is appended.
Huth, J. H.
WHAT POWER SOURCES IN SPACE?
Astronautics, 3:24-25, 62-64, illus., Oct. 1958.
Forecasts use of certain oxidic materials such as ferrites and
titanates which may exhibit desirable thermoelectric properties at
temperatures as high as 600-i000°C.
HYDROCARBON FUEL CELL.
Engineer, 215:1055-1058, June 7, 1963.
The General Electric Company, presented the first public demonstra-
tion of a new type of fuel cell, which operates on a wide variety
of common hydro carbon fuels, including ordinary diesel oil. Fuel
cells, convert chemical energy directly into electrical energy.
They use common fuels and oxygen, but without combustion or moving
parts. Because the fuel cell does not employ a heat cycle, the
efficiency is inherently more than twice that of the best conven-
tional power generators. Of all the several so-called "unique"
energy conversion methods principally useful as portable power
sources, the firm is most optimistic about fuel cells, and a large
number of space, military and marine uses await their further
development.
lles, P. A.
APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR CELLS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY.
l__nNomura, T. ed., International Symposium on Space Technology and
Science, Tokyo, Japan, August 27-31, 1962, 4th, Proceedings, p. 711-717.
Tokyo, Japan and Rutland, Vt., Japan Publications Trading Co., 1963.
Discussion of solar cells which have been used as secondary power
source for reasonably long periods (over a month) by most satellites
and space probes. Solar cell properties are summarized in order
to examine how cell performance may be affected by rocket launching
conditions or by the operating environment in orbit. A survey is
also provided of the fashion in which the design of solar cells and
of arrays of cells has enabled successful operation under these
conditions. An outline is also furnished of some of the present
research work aimed at still better performance. Briefly examined
are some of the present developments which should provide the frame-
work for improved solar cell power supply design in the near future.
In conclusion, it is reviewed how solar cell power supplies have
proved satisfactory and reliable for many secondary power needs, and
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how there is still hope for improvedperformance. Thepower
provided has increased by a factor of 104, and someplans envisage
provision of more than i0 kw. It is noted that, becauseof the
proved performanceof solar cells, solar powershould continue to
be converted with photovoltaic cells in manyfuture satellites and,
perhaps, on small planetary exploring vehicles.
IMPROVEDBATTERYMEETSOUTERSPACEREQUIREMENTS.
Electronics 34:110, 112, illus., Jan. 13, 1961.
Gives details of a rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery with a true
hermetic seal. It maybe used in conjunction with solar cells as
a power source in satellites.
Ingling, W. G. and Clark, W. W.
EVALUATIONOFSECONDARYBATTERIES.
l__n_nPowerSources Conf., Proceedings, 17th, 1963, p. 122-124, RedBank,
N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1963.
Final results in terms of cycle life for each of 10-cell groups and
batteries are given.
Inman, B. D.
THERMALGENERATIONFELECTRICITYANDTHERMOELECTRICHEATPUMPS.
ArmedForces ChemicalJournal, 13:20-21, Nov/Dec. 1959.
This is a brief resumeof the Navy's thermoelectricity program and
a forecast of important special purpose military applications for
thermal electricity.
loffe, A. F.
THERMOELECTRICANDTHERMALPROPERTIESOFSEMICONDUCTORS.
Journal de Physique et de Radium,18:209-213, Apr. 1957.
Discussion with reference to the application of semiconductor thermo-
couples for power supply.
ION-MEMBRANEFU LCELLPASSESTESTFORSPACEUSE.
Electronic Design, 10:48, Mar. 15, 1962.
The cell is poweredby hydrazine mixed with nitric acid.
Isaacs, H. H.
SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND DECISION THEORY TECHNIQUES FOR THE SELECTION OF
ROCKET POWERPLANTS.
Fusees, 22:32-39, 1963.
Discussion of a concept of decision making, examining the problem
of initial selection of a rocket powerplant for a new application.
The characteristics and methodology of Operations Research are
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reviewed and related to SystemEngineering, SystemAnalysis, and
SystemDesign. The process of powerplant selection for a given
application is described. Methodsof decision makingrelating to
this problem are explored. Factors of comparisonare listed, and
meansof evaluating non-specifics are discussed.
Jackson, W. D.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICPOWERGENERATION- A STATUSREPORT.
Electronics and Power, 10:258-263, Aug. 1964.
Description of the historic and theoretical backgroundof the
developmentof magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)power generation, and a
survey of promising recent applications, such as topping devices
and space vehicle powersystems. It is stated that MHDpowergenera-
tion has nowprogressed to the point where several applications are
receiving detailed attention and others are in prospect. Electrical
power generation onboardboth surface vessels and submarinesmay
be achieved using modified versions of space-vehicle systems, and
high-power, short-duration powergeneration seemsespecially
suited to MHDmachines.
Jackson, W. D.
PLASMA-MHDPOWERGENERATION.
In NeremRecord1965; Northeast Electronics Researchand Engineering
M-_eting, Boston, Mass., November3-5, 1965, Papers. vl. 7, p. 138, 139.
Boston, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Boston
Section, 1965.
Discussion of MHDnuclear-electric space powersystemswhich use
noble gases seededwith small amountsof alkali metal vapors as the
working fluid. The high-temperature working fluid is expandedto
a velocity of about 300 m/sec in the isentropic process. The high-
velocity flow is adiabatically diffused at the generator exit to
eliminate frictional dissipation and to minimize compressorwork.
Cooling occurs by radiation to space. Theworking fluid is
adiabatically compressedand heat is addedby a gas-cooled nuclear
reactor to return the working fluid to its initial state. The
plasma-MHDpower generation cycle retains the potential advantages
of an all-gas system for spaceapplications and offers high-
temperature operation without turbo machinery.
Jasinski, R. J. and Kirkland, T. G.
FUELCELLS- A STATE-OF-THE-ARTEPORT.I.
Mechanical Engineering, 86:51-57, Mar. 1964.
Discussion and evaluation of individual fuel cells for conversion
of chemical energy to low-voltage direct-current electricity.
Classification by fuel is considered definitive, the fuels being
non-hydrocarbons, hydrocarbons, reformed fuels, and specialty fuels.
Cell configuration and technology are primarily controlled by the
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fuel factor. Powerdensity, power-weight ratios, and electrode
size are major parameters for evaluation of performance. Six
hydrogen/oxygenfuel cells are described, and this is considered
to be the simplest and hencemost advancedcell. Sodium-amalgam/-
oxygen, ammonia,and hydrazine cells are outlined, with the note
that the hydrazine cell is, from the engineering viewpoint, as
advancedas the hydrogen cell. Hydrocarbonfuels including
alcohols are considered, with the observation that these mayhave
an early commercial applicability. Hydrocarbonsmaybe utilized in
reformed fuels by converting themto more reactive materials. Solar
energy maybe used to regenerate reaction products. Biochemical
energy from microorganismsmaybe direct or indirect, probably the
latter. Zinc/oxygen fuel cells have produceda current density of
75 amp/-sq ft with a cell voltage of 0.9 volt.
Jasinski, R.
HIGH-ENERGYBATTERIES.
NewYork, PlenumPress, Division of PlenumPublishing Corp., 1967. 326 p.
A summaryof the basic principles and technology of battery perform-
ance, emphasizinghigh-energy batteries, is given in this text.
Surveyedinformation covers the time period from 1945 to the present.
Within the context of this volume the term high-energy battery
applies to a minimumenergy density of at least i00 watt-hr/ib for
primary batteries and 50 watt-hr/ib for secondarybatteries.
Jenny, E.
SURVEYOFTHEFOURMOSTIMPORTANTPROCESSESFORTHEDIRECTCONVERSION
OFENERGY(HEATINTOELECTRICITY).
Bulletin de Societe Royale Belge Electrique, 78:227-248, Jly.-Sept. 1962.
In French.
This survey considers methodsbased on chemical cells, thermoelectri-
city, thermionic generators, and magnetohydrodynamicgenerators.
In each case, the principles and the practical designs and develop-
mentsare described.
Johnson,K. P.
DYNAMICVERSUSDIRECTCONVERSION.
Paper presented at the ARSSpacePowerSystemsConference, Santa Monica,
Calif., Sept. 27-30, 1960. 27 p., NewYork, AmericanRocket Society,
1960. (Paper 1321-60.)
Theperformancecapabilities of advancednuclear dynamic and nuclear
direct conversion space electric powerplants are comparedon a ib/
kwbasis.
Johnson,K. P.
SECONDARYNUCLEARPOWERPLANTS.
Space/Aeronautics, 37:71-74, illus., Apr. 1962.
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Reviewspresent state of the art and future systems for providing
nuclear electric power for spacevehicles. Emphasizesthe need
for higher radiator temperatures to make possible power units
capable of delivering levels over 510 kw.
Johnson, R. A., Morgan, W. T. and Rocklin, S. R.
DESIGN, GROUND TEST AND FLIGHT TEST OF SNAP 10A, FIRST REACTOR IN
SPACE.
Nuclear Engineering and Design, 5:7-21, Jan.-Feb. 1967.
Discussion of the reactor-thermoelectric system and development
program that preceded the flight of SNAP IOA, the first nuclear-
reactor space power system. The endurance test experience gained
from the nuclear ground test system is emphasized, and the flight
test is described. The nuclear ground test demonstrated a capa-
bility of starting on a single command and operating for i0,000
hr unattended. A consistency of operation was demonstrated which
assures that reactor thermoelectric systems can be designed for
operation with passive control - i. e., with the control System de-
activated after a short initial control period.
Jones, K.
SECONDARY POWER IN ADVANCED FLIGHT VEHICLES.
Aero/Space Engineering, 18:54-57, 63, Aug. 1959.
Systems are defined here as all electric, hydraulic, and pneumatic
power required to operate subsystems. The principal requirements
for national, military, or scientific exploratory systems are
reviewed. Systems discussed include: total secondary power required;
possible sources of power, including atomic and chemical batteries,
solar cells, thermionic converters, thermopile generators, fuel
cells, atomic power units (isotope and reactor), and magnetohydro-
dynamics. A quantitative definition of hyperenvironments for
electrical systems is also tabulated.
Jones, R. A. and Keeler, J. S.
FLIGHT VEHICLE POWER.
New York, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1959. 9p. (Preprint I05U.)
The requirements of space power systems for the following purposes
are first considered: boost glide vehicle power, short duration
satellite (auxiliary) power, electrical thrust'power, long duration
satellite (auxiliary) power. The way in which these requirements
may be met by the following energy conversion systems is then
discussed: batteries, fuel cells, chemical dynamic systems, nuclear
power systems, and solar power systems.
Jones, R. A. and Keeler, J. S.
BETTER ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICES ARE NEEDED.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 68:30-33, Jan. 1960.
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Major conversion devices discussed are batteries, fuel cells,
chemical dynamicsystems, nuclear power system and static solar
systems.
Kammpermann,H.CATHODICPROTECTIONAGAINSTCORROSIONA DTHEAPPLICATIONOFISOTOPE
BATTERIES.
In Industrial Applications for Isotopic PowerGenerators, p. 191-193,
Paris, EuropeanNuclear Energy Agency, 1967.
Electric power supply requirements are assessed, with particular
reference to cost of supply, and powersupply problems in remote
areas considered. Examplesof apparatus and protection systemsare
given.
Kantrowitz, A.
POWERIN THESPACEAGE.
Astronautics, 6:54-55, 118-119, Oct. 1961.
The article indicates in what way the current enthusiasm for mag-
netohydrodynamicsstems from close relationship both to nuclear
energy and space flight.
Kantorwitz, A. and Brogan, T.
VERYHIGHPOWER,LIMITEDDUTYCYCLE,ROCKETDRIVENMHDGENERATORS.
l__n_nProceedingsof the IDA Pulse-PowerConf., February 4-5, 1963, p.
132-162. Washington, D. C. Institute for DefenseAnalysis, 1963.(S-I04)
With the use of an MHDgenerator the heat released in the combustion
chamberof a rocket engine can be converted to electric power at
an efficiency approaching that of a complete utility plant, while
preserving advantagesin weight, cost, and size.
Kaye, S., Weiman,I. and Wright, W. V.
A NEWRADIATIONDAMAGERESISTANTSOLARCELL.
NewYork, AmericanRocketSociety, 1962. 24 p. (Paper 2567-62.)
The design and performanceof an experimental silicon p-n junction
solar cell intended for space application is described.
Kelly, C.
FLIGHTVEHICLEPOWERFORECASTS.
In Snyder, N. W. ed., SpacePowerSystems, p. 625-632, illus., NewYork,
A-_ademicPress, 1961. (Progress in Astronautics and Rocketry, vl. 4.)
Forecasts of optimumapplication of energy conversion methodsare
presented and described. Commentis offered on the more significant
problemsand intriguing aspects of certain specific energy conversion
methods.
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Kemp,B.
WHATMAKESGUIDEDMISSILESTICK?
NewYork, AmericanElectronics Co., 1958, 95 p.
In the chapter about missile electronics (pp. 55-62), solar batteries,
thermocouples, radioactive batteries, and nuclear fission generators
of missile are described, discussed, and diagramed.
Kennerud,K. L.
ELECTRICALCHARACTERISTICSOFSILICONSOLARCELLSAT LOWTEMPERATURES.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems, AES-3:586-590,
Jly. 1967.
Experimentally determined values of open-circuit voltage, short-
circuit current, and maximumpowerfor p on n and n on p silicon
solar cells are presented.
Kerr, D. L. and Gessner, R. L.
MINIMIZINGTHEWEIGHTOFTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORSIN SPACEAPPLICATIONS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
1959. n.p. (Paper CP59-937.)
The importance of reliability andweight as performance criteria for
equipmentto be used in space vehicles is stated. The inherent
potential advantageof a thermoelectric generator and other static
devices from the standpoint of reliability is pointed out. Theneed
is indicated for makingweight estimates of thermoelectric generator
systems on a consistent basis for purposesof evaluation and direc-
tion of future work. A thermoelectric senerator system for providing
auxiliary power for space vehicles is defined, and somediscussion
is given of the role of efficiency in weight minimization. Finally,
an approach for predicting and minimizing the weight of a thermo-
electric generator is briefly outlined and results of a numberof
calculations using this procedure are presented.
Also in Egli, P. H., ed. Thermoelectricity, p. 47-74, illus.,
NewYork, Wiley, 1960.
Kerr, D. L.
THERMOELECTRICELEMENTSIN SPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
I__n_nSnyder, N. W., ed., Energy Conversionfor SpacePower, p. 85-109,
illus., NewYork, AcademicPress, 1961. (Progress in Astronautics
and Rocketry, vl. 3.)
A discussio_ is presented of someof the characteristics, potentia-
lities, and problemsencounteredin the design of thermoelectric
generators for space applications. Onemeansof classifying the
basic configurations possible is according to the meansof rejecting
heat from the cold junction, i. e., whether it be to a secondary
heat transfer fluid which in turn passes through the radiator or
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whether the generator waste heat is carried directly to the
radiating surfaces by thermal conduction from the cold junctions.
Presented are results of some studies which have been made of
the latter case where the generator is integral with the radiator.
Two types of construction have been investigated which can be termed
the "sandwich" type and the "side fin" type. Estimates of the
minimum weight obtainable from each are presented for particular
materials properties. Comparison of these indicates that a combi-
nation of the two types of construction will result in the least
weight.
Kerr, R. L.
FUEL CELL ORBITAL EXPERIMENT.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, AS-2:789-799, Apr. 1964.
The design, experimental fabrication and environmental evaluation
of a capillary-type hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell have recently been
completed. This unit is the first of several fuel cells to be
developed as electrical power sources for extraterrestrial applica-
tions.
Kershaw, W. L.
RADIOISOTOPE POWER SOURCES.
I__nPower Sources Conference, Proceedings, 16th, 1962, p. 64-67, Red
Bank, N. J., PSC Publications Committee, 1962.
Radioisotope fueled thermoelectric generators have proved to be
practical devices for use in remote locations.
Kessler, J. R.
HYPERGOLIC FUELED RECIPROCATING SPACE POWER UNIT.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Sep. 1964,
8 p. (Paper 64-755.)
Description of a hypergolic, Space Power Unit (SPU), designed and
built for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, It is stated that the
SPU concept holds promise of being an attractive, practical solution
to some of the electrical power generation needs currently foreseen
for future manned and unmanned exploration of space. The concept
embodies design features which provide high reliability, economy,
long life, and simplicity of design and ease of maintenance. It is
noted that integration of the total system into other space vehicle
or planetary base required subsystems should be straightforward
and readily achieved. All investigations conducted to date point
to the complete feasibility and future potential of the concept.
Kilbon, K.
ENERGY CONVERSION.
Radiotronics, 28:3-7, Jan. 1963.
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Newelectronic technology, foundedupon pains-taking research, is
preparing a future era of noiseless generators that function with-
out movingparts to transform heat, light, and chemical energy
directly and simply to abundantelectric power- first in handy
packagesfor use anywhereon earth or in space, and eventually in
great central stations serving urban industrial complexesacross
the continent.
Kipp, E. W., Schlotter, W. J. and Cahill, J. E.
APPLICATIONOFBATTERYPOWERSUPPLIESIN RE-ENTRYANDRECOVERYVEHICLES.
AmericanRocketSociety SpacePowerSystemsConf., Sept. 25-28, 1962.
Santa Monica, Calif., 1962. n.p. (Paper 2507-62.)
Behavior of batteries is reported.
Kirkland, T. J. and Jasinski, R.
FUELCELLS- STATEOFTHEART.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transaction, IE-10:
112-124, May1963.
The current intensive effort on fuel cell research and development
is justified by the potential uses and advantages. Manyindustrial
laboratories are investigating someform of mobile power in which
high efficiency, low manufacturing cost, and low maintenanceare
the most important factors. Another potential large application
for fuel cells and the one that is receiving the most attention at
this time is in aerospacevehicles where this form of powersatis-
fies manyspecial needs.
Kittl, E.
THERMALENERGYCONVERSION.
l__nnBattery ResearchConference. Proceedings, 12th, p. 113-115, Fort
Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Research& DevelopmentLaboratory,
PowerSourcesDivision, 1958.
Relates the thermal energy conversion aspects of solar and nuclear
forms of energy.
Klass, P. J.
ARPASTUDIESAUXILIARYSPACEPOWER.
Aviation Week, 71:89-91, 93, 95, 97, Jly. 13, 1959.
Briefly lists someof the industrial concerns actively investigating
meansfor generating electric power, and describes their objectives.
The article also indicates someof the morepromising possibilities
for electric power systems for space vehicles, amongthem the solar
thermoelectric system, solar thermionic system, and the nuclear
thermoelectric system.
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Klass, P. J.
SOLARENERGYCOULDRIVESPACESHIP'SELECTROSTATICPOWERDRIVE,IRE
HEARS.
Aviation Week,62:76-82, illus., Apr. 25, 1955.
An electrostatic powerplant fueled by the sun's energy maypower
spaceships, according to Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger, ex-Germanrocket
scientist. The ship would carry 40 or more large parabolic reflectors
for converting solar energy into electric power.
Klass, P. J.
THIN-FILMSOLARCELLSBOOSTOUTPUTRATIO.
Aviation Week& SpaceTechnology; 83:67-70, Nov. 29, 1965.
Newtypes of lightweight polycrystalline solar cells madefrom
materials other than long-used silicon promise a ten-fold increase
in output-to-weight ratio, thereby opening up newspace power
options.
Klem, R. L. and Dingwall, A. G. F.
SILICON-GERMANIUMTHERMOELECTRICPOWER-GENERATINGDEVICES.
I__n_nEngineering Developmentsin Energy Conversion; International
Conferenceon Energetics, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.,
August 18-20, 1965, Proceedings, p. 141-155. NewYork, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1965.
Evaluation of the progress in work on silicon-germanium (SiGe)
thermoelectric alloy power sources. The principles of thermoelectric
energy conversion are reviewed and the efficiency of SiGeand other
thermoelectric alloys is assessed. The mechanical and chemical
characteristics of SiGe alloys described include high melting point,
unprotected operation in air and vacuumenvironments, low vapor
pressure, improvedstrength, low weight, low coefficient of thermal
expansion, advancedcontacting technology, and high figure-of-
merit. The SNAPIOApower system is given as an exampleof the use
of SiGe for space applications. The Soviet "Romashka"thermoelectric
system and the RCAdeveloped "Air-Vac" thermocouple construction
are described.
Klem, R. L.
THERMOELECTRICENERGYCONVERSION.
Signal, 18:52-56, Aug. 1964.
Discussion of the theoretical fundamentals and practical applica-
tions of thermoelectricity with emphasison the latest high-
efficiency silicon-germanium thermoelectric power generators using
relatively straightforward construction techniques. The SNAP-IOA
nuclear-reactor system using a thermoelectric converter, and the
SNAP-17Aradioisotope-thermoelectric system, designed for space
use, and applying strontium 90 as the thermal-energy source, are
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described in detail. Thermoelectric generators using fossil-
fuels heat sources are briefly surveyed. The ability of silicon-
germaniumthermoelectric material and the associated structures
to operate successfully without protection in the combustiongases
of fossil fuels is indicated.
Klem, R. L. and Helwig, W. J.
THERMOELECTRICTE HNOLOGYFORSPACE-POWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1965, 8 p.(Paper 65-469.)
Description of design considerations and performancedata for
silicon-germanium thermoelectric converters which can be used in
nuclear applications (such as SNAP10A)with either reactor or
isotope heat sources. As an alternative to increasing the heat re-
jection at the cost of increased radiator weight, raising the source
temperature provides a meansof increasing the temperature drop
across the thermoelectric materials and thus increasing the con-
version efficiency. The new Si-Ge thermoelectric alloys have such
physical and electrical properties that temperature limitations
are usually imposedby other factors in the system rather than by
the material. Coupling of heat from a nuclear source to the actual
conversion systemby meansof a liquid-metal loop is discussed,
as well as the "air-vac" thermocoupleconfiguration for radiation-
type coupling. Si-Ge thermoelectric modulescan withstand launch
and space operational environments. Theyhave exhibited stable
operation over a period of years. Powerlevels in the kw range
are achievable.
Knoernschild, E.
PROBLEMED RENERGIEWANDLUNGMIT IONENKONVEKTION[PROBLEMSOFENERGY
CONVERSIONBY IONCONVECTION].
Raumfahrtforschung, 9:7-16, Jan.-Mar. 1965. In German.
Energy generators aboardspace vehicles should guarantee a long-
duration reliable operation for monthsor years. This goal seems
to be easier to realize with systemswithout moving parts, i. e.
by thermionic or magnetohydrodynamicgenerators. Far less known
are systems using the ion convection for energy conversion; in
principle the inversion of the ion propulsion. While in this case
ions are accelerated in an electric field by consumptionof
electric energy in the case of an ion converter the working medium
is expandedand accelerated within a nozzle. Theworking medium
then is ionized and forced to run against the self induced electric
field. The reduction of the kinetic energy of the working fluid
is converted into electric energy. The operational characteristics
of such an ion convection converter are shownand possible applica-
tions discussed; published proposals and test results are examined.
An optimization of the ion convection converter showsthat this
methodcan competein certain areas with the knowndirect conversion
methods.
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Kobayashi, M., Ishikawa, Y., and Hayashi, K.SOLARBATTERIESFORTHEUSEASTHEPOWERSOURCEOFUNATTENDEDU.H.F.
REPEATERS.
NECResearchand Development,1:20-25, Oct. 1960.
The transmitter-receiver equipment, which has an average consump-
tion of 4.5 W, is supplied by NiCd cells charged from solar
batteries with a peak output of 70 W.
Koch, W. and Menke,H.
TECHNISCHEASPEKTEDERMODERNENPLASMAFORSCHUNG[TECHNICALASPECTS
OFMODERNPLASMARESEARCH].
ETZ, 84:65-75, Feb. ii, 1963. In German.
Plasmaphysics, due to the intensive efforts to perfect controlled
nuclear fusion, and to research on space flight, has developed into
a large, independent, technical field of research. Beginning with
nuclear fusion research, a numberof other newfields of applica-
tion of the fourth state of aggregation of matter were found for
technical purposes. Theseare mainly magnetohydrodynamicgenerators
for the generation of electricity from thermal energy without the
intervention of a mechanical stage, and electrical space flight
drive systemswith particularly goodmethodsof control. For
electrical engineering this field of plasmatechnique presents a
numberof problems, and several special ones are discussed in more
detail.
Koerner, T. W. and Paulson, J. J.
NUCLEARELECTRICPOWERFORSPACEMISSION.
AerospaceEngineering, 20:18-19, 44-46, 48-49, May1961.
Study considering nuclear electric power, applications for planetary,
interplanetary and lunar exploration, for secondarypower require-
ments, and for the final phasesof propulsion to place a spacecraft
at its destination. Radioisotope thermoelectric generators are
considered most suitable for use where a small amountof power for
an extendedperiod is required.
Koerner, T. W.
STATICPOWERCONVERSIONFORSPACECRAFT.
Astronautics and AerospaceEngineering, 1:89-92, May1963.
As spacecraft increase in complexity, power conditioning becomes
an increasingly important, sophisticated aspect of systems design.
Kofskey, M. G. and Glassman,A. J.
TURBOMACHINERYCHARACTERISTICSOFBRAYTONCYCLESPACE-POWER-GENERATION
SYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers, 1964, 46 p.
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Results of an analytical study of turbomachineryrequirements and
configurations for Brayton cycle space-powersystems. Basic
turbomachinery requirements are defined and typical effects of such
system design parameters as power, temperature_pressure, and
working fluid on turbomachinery geometryand performanceare
explored. Typical turbomachinery configurations are then presented
for systemswith poweroutputs of i0, i00, and i000 kw.
Kohl, J.
EXOTICPOWERSOURCES.
Electrical West, 131:38-41, Jly. 1964.
The operating principles of controlled fusion, MHD,thermionic
emission fuel cells, and thermoelectric generators are outlined.
Anticipated efficiencies and sizes, fuels and heat sources required,
applications, and current status of research are discussed.
Kopecky, J. and Kajfosz, J.
NUCLEARBATTERIES.
Jaderna Energie, 10:203-210, June 1964. In Czechoslovakian.
A review is given on the direct conversion of nuclear into electric
energy. Individual direct conversion methodsare described and
comparedtogether from the point of view of its properties and
utilization possibilities. The main perspectives of further deve-
lopment of this branch are indicated.
Kordesch, K. V.
LOWTEMPERATUREFU LCELLS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
806-812, May1963.
Proceedings, 51:
Fuel cells have emergedfrom the research laboratories and are now
in the state of being actively developed for various military and
commercial purposes. The paper tries to describe the principal
problemswhich had to be overcometo build reliably operating, rela-
tively inexpensive cells. The different systems presently used are
comparedwith each other and the possibilities of the use of cheap
hydrocarbon fuels in low temperature cells is discussed.
Kortier, W. E. and Pobereskin, M.
RADIOISOTOPE-FUELEDTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORS.
Battelle Technical Review, 13:3-8, Dec. 1964.
The need for dependable, unattended sources of power is being
filled increasingly by radioisotope-fueled thermoelectric generators.
Here is a discussion of problems involved in their design and some
steps being taken for improving such devices.
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Krausz, A.
NON-NUCLEAR POWER SUPPLIES.
Space/Aeronautics, 44:118-122, 1965.
Review of present trends in research on various nonnuclear power
sources for spacecraft. In discussing solar power supplies,
special mention is made of the development of large, deployable
solar arrays and thin-film photovoltaic devices. The realization
of the full potential of focused solar energy is said to require
the use of static energy converters like the thermionic diode
rather than dynamic conversion methods. Three kinds of alkaline
batteries for supplying power to spacecraft during dark time are
discussed, together with certain measures that can be taken to
minimize the effects of gassing in the event of overcharge. Three
fuel-cell systems that have been developed for the US manned space
program are described. Certain remarks are made concerning the
devices needed for generating electrical power in the form required
by the power-using equipment.
Krausz, A.
POWER SOURCES.
In Balakrishnan, A. V. ed., Space Communications, p. 213-250.
York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1963.
New
General considerations regarding power requirements for satellites
or spacecraft carrying communications or data-processing equipment.
The primary energy sources available are described, and methods
of converting primary energy to usable electrical energy are
discussed in some detail, including photovoltaic energy conversion,
thermionic conversion, and batteries and fuel cells. Briefly de-
scribed is the electric-power-supply subsystem for an orbiting
geophysical observatory.
Kueser, P. E., McCabria, J. L. and Naumer, D. A.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM A SOLAR HEATED THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
UTILIZING THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, AS-2:675-681, Apr. 1964.
Presentation of data on a nominal 14-watt solar thermoelectric
generator utilizing thermal energy storage. During operation,
thermal energy was supplied to the unit for 55 minutes of each 90-
minute cycle. The generator continued to supply electric power
during the remaining 35 minutes, utilizing the stored thermal
energy. This cycle simulates a 300-mile Earth orbit.
Kueser, P. E., Merrill, P. S. and Tauch, F. G.
STATIC NUCLEAR THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEM FOR SPACE.
Applications and Industry, 64:402-405, Jan. 1963.
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A completely static nuclear-powered thermoelectric generator is
discussed. The reactor, designed for SNAP-Z0, uses U235-zirconium-
hydrided fuel moderator and is capable of operating a thermoelectric
generator at a hot-side temperature of 1,000 to 1,200°F. A pro-
totype thermoelectric generator is described that produced 250 watts
of electric power at space operating temperatures. Waste-heat
radiator for the system, having constant and tapering fin thicknesses,
are discussed.
LaBatte, J. J.
400 CYCLE TO 400 CYCLE BUFFER POWER SUPPLY FOR INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, AS-2:1006-I012, Apr. 1964.
Application of a unique form of motor-generator set as an isolating
device in the power system of a space vehicle. The M-G set acts
as a buffer - i. e., it isolates electronic circuitry comprising
the inertial guidance system from primary power line transients. The
set consists of: an extremely low-slip polyphase induction motor
driving a unique brushless ac generator, and an integral voltage
regulator. A description of the rotating machinery of a typical set
is given.
LaFond, C. D.
BATTERIES RETAIN THEIR POWER ROLE.
Missiles & Rockets, 6:15-17, Aug. 24, 1959.
Survey shows that electrochemical batteries are desirable auxiliary
power sources for many missile and satellite uses -- sales expected
to grow lO-fold.
Lalli, V. R.
PYROTECHNICS FOR EFFICIENT PREHEATING OF SPACE POWER SYSTEMS.
Space/Aeronautics, 44:99, i01, 102, 104, 106, Nov. 1965.
Discussion of pyrotechnics for efficient preheating of space power
systems by simple, lightweight chemical blends that produce heat
pyrotechnically. Such a blend consists of some active element like
boron, zirconium or magnesium and some compound like molybdenum
trioxide, barium chromate or cupric oxide. Ignited by a rise in
the temperature of any portion of the blended chemicals, it reacts
exothermically, producing fixed quantities of heat with an accuracy
of 2 to 3% of the desired temperature. The proper pyrotechnic
blend depends primarily on the power system to be preheated. Theore-
tical analysis shows that a preheating system should weigh about
24 lb. It appears that pyrotechnics should be the first choice
for preheaters.
Lanaman, J. H., Morrow, R. J. and Tesdall, D. W.
CHILLDOWN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR S-IVB SPACE VEHICLE.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, AS-3:Suppl.: 173-178, June 1965.
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Description of the electrical system used to drive the chilldown
motor pumps on the S-IVB space vehicle. This system consists of
a 56-v battery supplying power to the two three-phase solld-state
inverters which in turn drive two cryogenic motor pumps. Included
is a short description of the overall chilldown system requirements.
The advantages of the ac system over the dc system are discussed
with emphasis on weight and reliability. Two functionally identical
1.5-kva inverters were designed. One inverter uses germanium
transistors in the output stage while the other uses silicon transis-
tors. Both inverters were designed to have a quasi-square wave
output. The inverter circuitry is described and the advantages of
each are discussed including a comparison of weight, size, operating
temperature, efficiency and voltage rating.
Lander, J. J.
SEALED SILVER-ZINC BATTERIES.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 8 p.
(Paper 64-749.)
Presentation of a systematic approach used to elucidate and optimize
the important internal design factors governing cycle life and
energy yield of hermetically sealed secondary silver-zinc batteries.
Data are presented which establish the effects on cycle and mercury
content in the zinc plate. Addition of palladium to the positive
plate is shown to increase recharge capability. It is stated that
data for energy yield of plate packs where total equivalent amounts
of active material are distributed among several plate number combi-
nations show that yields increase as plate thickness increases.
Sealed operation was accomplished for hundreds of cycles with minor
internal pressure build-up by controlling the upper limit of charge
voltage. The following conclusions are made: i) sealed operation
of silver-zinc batteries is practical, 2) substantial progress has
been made in improving life, and 3) considerable improvement in
performance is still possible.
Lang, R. and Lubin, B. T.
A BASIC THERMOELECTRIC UNIT - SEEKING EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT.
Aerospace Engineering, 21:6-15, illus., Feb., 1962.
A logical procedure for the design of a solar thermoelectric power
unit for planetary fly-by vehicles or orbital satellites is de-
scribed. Theoretical performance is shown to agree with the results
of prototype tests.
Langpape, R.
THE THERMIONIC ELEMENT AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR SPACE NAVIGATION.
Atomwirtschaft, 9:121-125, Mar. 1964. In German.
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The application of thermionic elements in combination with suitable
heat sources, for example a high temperature reactor, for the
generation of power in a space vehicle is discussed.
Lashkarev, G. V., Taranets, A. M. and Fomenko, V. S.
SOLAR PHOTOELECTRIC BATTERIES.
Novye Istochniki Elektricheskoi Energii, Kiev, p. 71-86, 1962.
Russian.
In
Lawson, L. J.
FUEL CELL POWER CONVERSION BY THE A. C. LINK TYPE STATIC INVERTER.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-2, Suppl.:
160-163, Jly. 1966.
The recent development of a lightweight, highly efficient ac link-
type static inverter (cycloinverter) provides a new power conver-
sion candidate for consideration by the aerospace systems designer.
This inverter can be used in power systems provided by fuel cells,
conventional aircraft dc generators, or batteries. The ac link
inverter has become fully practical by selection of a system imple-
mentation in which each power modification necessary for the
generation of high-quality ac power is accomplished in the most
efficient manner which will not contribute significantly to weight.
The resulting system combination of chopper, transformer, cyclo-
converter, and filter is superior in kva per pound and efficiency
to conventional inverters for the same system requirements. The
new inverter has also been applied to ac electric adjustable speed
drives using polyphase squirrel cage induction motors for lightweight
aerospace system applications.
LeBlanc, A. R. and Grannemann, W. W.
THERMIONIC GENERATOR FOR RE-ENTRY VEHICLES.
Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers, Proceedings, 52:1302-
1310, Nov. 1964.
The design of a hypersonic plasma thermionic generator for use on
reentry vehicles is described. Calculations were made to decide
electrical parameters of the experimental device. A test model was
built and inserted in a nitrogen or an argon plasma jet to simulate
reentry conditions. Graphite was the only materials of those tested
that met, somewhat, the qualifications required for operation of
the generator.
LeDuc, J. A. and Lurie, C.
BARIUM FUEL CELL SYSTEMS.
I__n_nCollins, D. H. ed., Batteries 2; International Symposium, 4th,
Brighton, England, September 29-October i, 1964, Proceedings, p. 371-
383. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1965.
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Study of fuel cell systems using solid metallic barium as the fuel
electrode and oxygenor chlorine as the cathode. Experimentson
such cells were conductedusing various aqueouselectrolytes. The
results indicate that these cells can operate well at high current
drain at ambient temperature and pressure, and that they are
theoretically capable of operating at higher net energy densities
per unit volumethan any other electrochemical power source in use
or under consideration.
Lee, H. S. and Corcoran, E. G.
ADVANCEDDYNAMICPOWERGENERATINGSYSTEMSFORSPACEVEHICLEAPPLICATIONS.
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical
Congress, 17th, Madrid, Spain, Oct. 9-15, 1966, Paper. 7 p.
Comparisonof the Rankineand Brayton cycles for application in
powergenerating systems for spacecraft. The Rankine cycle uses a
two-phaseworking fluid and a pumpfor fluid circulation; the
Brayton cycle uses a compressorto circulate an inert gas which
acts as the working fluid. The former systemhas the advantagesof(I) high thermodynamicefficiency for a given operating temperature
range, (2) minimumradiator and boiler surface areas becauseof the
nearly isothermal heat rejection and heat addition processes, and(3) lower back work for cycle operation. Themajor advantagesof
the Brayton-cycle system are (i) use of a single-phase inert gas
as the working fluid, thus eliminating the problem of separating a
two-phase fluid, (2) reduction of contamination and materials com-
patibility problems, and (3) lower developmentrisks than for the
Rankine-cycle system employing liquid metals.
Lee, J. M.
THERMOELCTRICGENERATORFORPORTABLEEQUIPMENT.
Electronics, 19:196,202, May1946.
Banksof chromel-P/constantan thermocouplesembeddedin ceramic
material and heated by a gasoline burner give power outputs up to
20 watts at 12 volts. The couples have a useful life of about
2000hours, and the generator weighs about 2-1/2 poundsper watt
output.
LeGrives, E.
INTERETDELA CONCENTRATIONDURAYONNEMENTSOLAIREPOURLESCONVER-
TISSEURSPATIAUX[SIGNIFICANCEOFCONCENTRATINGSOLAR ADIATIONFOR
SPACECONVERTERS].
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical
Congress,16th, Athens, Greece, Sept. 13-18, 1965, Paper. 51 p. In
French.
Evaluation of the respective merits of different types of direct
and indirect converters with particular emphasison preconcentra-
tion of solar radiation. The future developmentpossibilities of
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thermophotovoltaic generators of the p-i-n type are discussed.
Methods for concentrating solar radiation are described in terms
of the optical degree of precision required for the desired tempera-
ture level and the mode of deployment. The formulas given for a
conic reflector with an axial column and a reflector of the thin,
stabilized Fresnel disk type should permit attaining the dimensions
required for converters with more than i00 kw power. Such high-
power solar generators could find application in missions for
exploring the solar system. Deep penetrations of the solar gravita-
tional field can be expected using a heliothermal or helioelectric
drive.
Leisenring, J. G.
COLLECTOR DESIGNED FOR SOLAR-THERMIONIC SPACE SYSTEM.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 68:50-55, Aug. 1960.
This paper describes thermionic converters, their operating charac-
teristics, and their use in power conversion systems. It presents
a detailed analysis of a solar-thermionic space power system. A
solar collector design study is part of this analysis.
Leisenring, J. G.
THE THERMIONIC POWER CONVERTER AND ITS APPLICATION.
New York, Society of Automotive Engineers Inc. 1960, 29 p. (Paper 159C.)
The fundamental operating characteristics of the thermionic con-
verter and its applications are described. The heat source may be
solar, chemical, or nuclear. The production of electrical energy
for use in ground, space, airborne or sub-surface systems by therm-
ionic conversion has no limitation if the heat source and heat sink
requirements can be met. One particular system, a solar-thermionic
space power system, is analyzed in detail.
Lemaignen, J.
DESCRIPTION DES PRINCIPAUX TYPES DE PILES A COMBUSTIBLE [DESCRIPTION
OF THE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF FUEL CELLS].
Entropie, p. 74-72, Mar.-Apr. 1967. In French.
Description of fuel cells, classified according to the nature of
their electrolytes: solid, molten, or aqueous. Cells with a refrac-
tory electrolyte operating at high temperature, cells with ion ex-
change diaphragms, cells of the Broers and Ketelaar alkaline carbon-
ate type, and cells with an aqueous electrolyte, of which the Bacon
cell is the prototype, are considered. Included in the latter cate-
gory are cells with molten fuel and Redox cells. For each, the
principle of operation is outlined, a typical structure is described,
and the performance obtained is given. An attempt is made to
compare the different developments and to summarize their particular
fields of application.
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Lemaignen, M.
REVUE DES PILES A COMBUSTIBLE ET, PLUS SPECIALEMENT, DES PILES A
MEMBRANE EN VUE DE LEUR APPLICATION SPATIALE [REVIEW OF FUEL CELLS,
ESPECIALLY MEMBRANE CELLS, AND THEIR SPACE APPLICATION].
Doc-Air-Espace, p. 3-12, Mar. 1964. In French.
Review of various types of fuel cells. Their history is briefly
recalled. Fuel cells functioning at very high temperatures (l,000°C
and above) are discussed, and their performances given. They are
considered of interest because of the possibility of utilizing hydro-
carbons as fuel. High-temperature cells (500-800°C) are described.
They are intended to use natural gas, with, ultimately, double the
efficiency of present installations. The Bacon cell operates at 200-
250°C, with favorable characteristics, but requires among other
things an extreme degree of purity of oxygen and hydrogen. The
US General Electric fuel cell is briefly mentioned. Low-temperature
cells with liquid and solid electrolytes receive attention. The
performances of membrane cells are discussed with reference to
polarization, efficiency, weight, and their applicability as a source
of energy for space vehicles. The French Thomson-Houston Company
is undertaking fundamental research in the field of fuel cells.
Leonard, A.
OUT-OF-PILE THERMIONIC SPACE POWER SYSTEMS USING A GASEOUS HEAT-TRANSFER
FLUID.
In Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., September 26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 332-341. New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
The out-of-reactor thermionic power system, employing an inert gas
as the medium for heat transfer from the reactor to the thermionic
converters, is shown to promise specific masses comparable with current
in-reactor concepts because of high allowable gas temperatures. This
system, moreover, has two important advantages over the in-pile sys-
tem - namely (i) by separating the converter and the reactor fuel
elements, it simplifies the structure and reduces the development
difficulties of both of these items, and (2) the testing rate of
out-of-pile thermionic converters is much faster than that of in-pile
converters. On the other hand, the out-of-pile system takes on dif-
ficult high temperature materials problems and thermionic element
design problems associated with the large variation in the heat-
transfer-fluid temperature as it passes through the converter. The
creep-rupture problem for this system is therefore discussed, and
the optimization of the converter configuration is analyzed in some
detail.
Leovic, W. J. and Mueller, M. W.
DESIGN OF A SOLAR-POWERED THERMIONIC DIODE.
Electrical Engineering, 79:979-986, illus., Dec. 1960.
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Intense interest in thermionic conversion in the field of space power
supplies rests on two inherent properties of this type of conversion
process: (I) solar energy can be converted to electric energy with-
out use of moving parts of any kind; and (2) diode anode can operate
at temperatures between 600 and 1500°K permitting efficient rejec-
tion of heat by radiation only. Diode has additional advantages of
instant and repeatable start-stop capabilities.
Leovic, W. J., Mueller, M. W. and Stevenson, C. G.
PERFORMANCE TEST OF A CUBICAL CAVITY SOLAR THERMIONIC GENERATOR.
New York, American Rocket Society, 1962, ii p. (Preprint 2554-62
A solar test program carried out on a prototype thermionic generator
is described. The program, which is designed to evaluate the per-
formance of the generator in conjunction with a five-foot precision
solar concentrator, shows the ability of such a combination to
produce very nearly its design power output levels in a space environ-
ment. A description is given of all specialized equipment and
techniques employed in carrying out the tests and evaluations. The
pertinent data and results are summarized and analyzed for all major
phases of the solar test effort. The major phases include the
evaluation of concentrator efficiency, flux profile and power dis-
tribution measurements, cavity absorber efficiency, the environmental
chamber and the influence of the transparent vacuum enclosure, a
comparison and correlation of solar test generator performance with
laboratory test data, and an extrapolation of the earth-bound test
results to the true space environment.
Leovic, W. J. and Kamien, C. Z.
SOLAR THERMIONIC POWER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 38 p.
64-735.)
(Paper
The results of solar evaluations of a i00 watt thermionic generator
conducted under a solar flux range of 80 to i00 watts/ft 2 are
presented. Generator performance optimization, misorientation,
cyclic and transient response tests were accomplished. Good correla-
tion of the generator's solar performance with laboratory performance
was obtained and indicated that at the 130 watts/ft 2 solar flux
level of outer space, the generator would be capable of achieving
the full design power output of i00 watts. Generator power output
was reduced up to 10% under a solar concentrator misorientation of
6 minutes of arc, illustrating the need for high accuracy concen-
trator orientation devices. In addition, results of cyclic and
continuous life test of practical hardware thermionic converters
are given for three design iterations. Discussion of design details,
and life limiting characteristics of each design, through a two
year development period illustrate the progress made in extending
the continuous life operation to over 3600 hours and cyclic life
operation beyond 2330 deep thermal cycles (55 minutes ON, 35 minutes
OFF). These converters employ a tantalum emitter operating at a
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design temperature of 2000°K and a molybdenum collector at 900°K.
They are rated at 16.5 watts at 1.0 volts or 24.8 watts at 0.7
volts.
Lespinasse, B.
LA CONVERSION DE L'ENERGIE LUMINEUSE EN ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE - LES
CELLULES PHOTOVOLTAIQUES AU SILICIUM. III. [CONVERSION OF LUMINOUS
ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY - SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS. III].
Sciences et Industries Spatiales, 2:71, 73-80, 1966. In French.
Review of manufacturing techniques of silicon photovoltaic cells,
a consideration of the special problems concerned with the utiliza-
tion of solar cells in space, and a description of the chief factors
affecting the design of a solar generator. Single crystal growing
techniques, diffusion methods, and electrode forming procedures
are discussed. The action of electrons and protons on silicon
solar cells is considered. The calculations for determining the
area required for a given power output of a solar generator are
developed for the case of a stabilized and for a nonstabilized satel-
lite.
Lespinasse, B.
LA CONVERSION DIRECTE DE L'ENERGIE CHIMIQUE EN ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE -
BATTERIES ET PILES A COMBUSTIBLE. II. [DIRECT CONVERSION OF CHEMICAL
ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY - BATTERIES AND FUEL CELLS. II].
Sciences et Industries Spatiales, 1:63-68, 1965. In French.
Discussion of rechargeable chemical batteries. Such batteries must
be able to withstand numerous charging and discharging cycles,
be leakproof, have high specific capacity, and must function satis-
factorily at temperatures from -i0 to +40°C. The chemical reactions
involved in nickel-cadmium batteries are described, followed by
similar consideration of silver-cadmium batteries. The two types
are compared, and possible improvement by use of an auxiliary elec-
trode is discussed.
Lespinasse, B.
LA CONVERSION DIRECTE DE L'ENERGIE THERMIQUE EN ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE -
LES DIODES THERMIONIQUES [THERMIONIC DIODES - DIRECT CONVERSION OF
THERMAL ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY].
Sciences et Industries Spatiales, 3:41-48, 1967. In French.
Consideration of thermionic diodes, in which the working fluid is
an electron gas, as a means of converting thermal energy directly
into electrical energy. The generalities of thermionic conversion
are discussed. A thermionic diode consists of two electrodes - an
emitter and a collector - placed closely to each other. The emitter,
at high temperature, discharges electrons across the gap to the
collector, which is at low temperature, causing a current to pass
in the exterior circuit. The diode may be of vacuum or gas type.
Cesium plasma diodes are described in detail.
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i88. Leventhal, E. L. and Berganini, D. F.
SNAPOODLED MONSTRATIONDESIGNSTUDY.
I__n_nNational AerospaceElectronics Conference, 17th, Dayton, Ohio,
May10-12, 1965, Proceedings, p. 151-164. Dayton, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton Section, 1965.
389.
Description of SNAPOODLE,a device for simultaneous generation of
propulsive thrust and auxiliary electric power. In this device
a POODLEisotope thrustor is coupled to an appropriate thermal-to-
electrical energy converter to producea combinedisotope-fueled
space engine plus electric-power generator. To prevent the
isotope fuel from exceedingits melting temperature under any con-
ditions, the POODLEis passively controlled. This control is
effected by designing the thrustor thermal shield to function also
as a temperature-limiting radiator, a technique which permits a
complete shutdown(zero thrust) capability, but it requires that
approximately 40%of the isotope thermal energy be radiated away
to space. SNAPOODLEinvolves the emplacementof a thermoelectric
converter arounda POODLEthrustor in such a mannerthat the waste
heat passes through the converter system before being radiated to
space, allowing part of that heat to be converted to electrical
power. Thus, it is possible simultaneously to generate both thrust
and electrical power from a single unit at a higher total thermal
efficiency than either componentseparately.
Leventhal, E. L.
SNAPOODLEISOTOPETHRUSTER/ELECTRICPOWERUNIT.
I__n_nRadioisotopes for Aerospace; Proceedingsof the First Symposiumon
Radioisotope Applications in Aerospace,Dayton, Ohio, February 15-17,
1966. Part 2 - Systemsand Applications, p. 409-426. NewYork,
PlenumPress, Division of PlenumPublishing Corp., 1966.
SNAPOODLEis a radioisotope powereddevice designed to provide a
spacecraft with both electric powerand thrust. It combinesin a
single unit a thermoelectric generator and a POODLEtype thruster.
The paper describes the SNAPOODLEconcept, results of thermal
analyses_,and calculations of performancecapability for a typical
SNAPOODLEconfiguration. The potential savings realized by combining
the electric power and low thrust propulsion functions in a single
SNAPOODLEunit are described. Performancedata are given for
both the thrust and no-thrust conditions.
390. Levine, J. D.
OXYGENAS A BENEFICIALADDITIVEIN CESIUMTHERMIONICENERGYCONVERTERS.
Journal of Applied Physics, 38:892-893, Feb. 1967.
Description of a technique for direct controlled diffusion of pure
oxygen into the interelectrode space of operating thermionic
converters. A semipermeablesilver membraneis used as the electron
collector in an oxygendiffusion process that proved beneficial for
converter performance.
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Lewellen, W. S. and Grabowsky,W. R.
NUCLEARSPACEPOWERSYSTEMSUSINGMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICVORT ES.
ARSJournal, 32:693-700, figs., May1962.
A magnetohydrodynamicgenerator is proposed as a conversion
mechanismfor a Rankine-cycle electric powersystem using a nuclear
reactor as the energy source. Fundamentalrelationships existing
betweenthe various parameters of the magnetohydrodynamicvortex
are presented and discussed. A comparisonof the vortex and linear
channel MHDgenerators is made,and it is demonstrated, that under
certain conditions the vortex is superior. Certain design considera-
tions relative to the working fluid and fabrication materials are
given. The system's performanceis comparedto a similar system
using a mechanical turboalternato_ for conversion. The chief
advantageof the magnetohydrodynamicsystem is that it is designed
to operate at considerably higher temperatures than a high speed
turbine, permitting the overall temperature level of the system
to be raised accordingly. This yields a weight reduction of the
order of 50%and higher for systemswith power levels of i00 kw
and higher.
Lieber, R., Kolodkin, S., Schneider, A. and Perkel, H.
PROGRESSIN MISSILEANDAEROSPACEAUTOMATICCONTROL.
IEEE International Convention Record, 13(pt. 6):16-20, 1965.
Discussion illustrating howmissile guidance and autopilot control
systemsbased on array radar and digital computerscan be rapidly
adapted to a wide range of threats or environments. A description
is given of space vehicle and satellite control systemswhich
utilize on-board microcircuit computersand inertial devices to
makepossible the implementation of complexguidance laws having
optimal properties in flexible situations. It is pointed out that
guiding a vehicle to a target and/or maintaining attitude according
to a desired programrequires that meansbe provided for sensing the
controlled vector, modifying the sensedvalue according to some
desirable guidance law, and causing the resultant to be applied to
the power elements of the vehicle.
Liebhafsky, H. A.
FUELCELLSANDFUELBATTERIES- ANENGINEERINGVIEW.
IEEESpectrum, 3:48-56, Dec. 1966.
Discussion of the usefulness of fuel cells and fuel batteries, and
of the problems relating to them. The conventional fuels for these
devices - hydrogen, compromisefuels, and hydrocarbons - are
investigated, and the efficiency, reliability and working life,
and unit capital costs of fuel cells and batteries are studied.
Electrical problemsof the fuel battery and possible future applica-
tions (such as for central power stations) are considered.
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Liebhafsky, H. A. and Grubb, W. T., Jr.
THE FUEL CELL IN SPACE.
ARS Journal, 31:1183-1190, Sept. 1961.
Survey of fuel cell technology for space operations. It is
concluded that if the severe reactivity and invariance requirements
can be met even moderately well, the device should prove useful on
missions too long for primary batteries. Fuel cells should also
prove an attractive alternative to secondary batteries on extremely
long missions in which fuel can be regenerated by using another
form of energy, preferably that of the sun.
LIGHTWEIGHT SOLAR CONCENTRATOR DEVELOPMENT.
Solar Energy, 5:24-28, illus-., Jan,-Mar. 1961.
The objective of the present research program is to develop a light-
weight solar concentrator that will provide sufficient solar
energy for space vehicle power conversion equipment. Solutions to
processing problems such as tooling and parting of the lightweight
replica mirror are discussed.
Linden, D.
ADVANCED POWER SOURCES FOR COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS.
Institute of Radio Engineers, Transactions. MIL-4:497-501, illus.,
Oct. 1960.
Portable electrical power sources are being used in increasing
numbers for a variety of applications on the ground and in outer
space. The trend to miniaturization and transistorization has
accelerated this practice. Chemical, nuclear, and solar energy
are the three prime sources that are being used in power sources
which will fulfill the new requirements. Each of these sources,
in combination with new electrical conversion devices, has advanta-
ges and unique characteristics which make it desirable for this
application. The characteristics of various types of recently
developed electrical power sources are described and compared,
and data are presented which illustrate the best operating conditions
for each system.
Linden, D. and Daniel, A. F.
NEW BATTERIES FOR THE SPACEAGE.
Electronics (Bus. ed.) 31:59-65, illus., Jly. 18, 1958.
Limitations and applications of some of the latest developments,
including the thermal cell, are discussed. Included is data to
aid in the selection of batteries for present and future missile
applications.
Linden, D. and Daniel, A. F.
NEW POWER SOURCES FOR SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS.
Electronics, 32:43-47, Mar. 20, 1959.
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Chemical, nuclear, and solar energy are prime sources expected
to fulfill requirements for portable electrical power in space.
Descriptions and tables are given that indicate characteristics and
potentialities of each.
Lindley, B. C.
THE APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR LARGE-SCALE SPACE POWER.
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:92-98, May-June 1963.
Possible types of nuclear reactors and energy convertor suitable
for the generation of power in space are surveyed. Estimates of
probable performance are given.
Lindley, B. C.
THE PROSPECTS FOR CLOSED-CYCLE MPD POWER GENERATION.
I__nnEngineering Developments in Energy Conversion; International
Conference on Energetics, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.,
August 18-20, 1965, Proceedings, p. 125-140. New York, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1965.
Discussion of the practicability of energy conversion using closed-
cycle MPD systems with cesium-seeded monatomic gases as the working
fluid. Types of ionization techniques and their practical
implementation are outlined. Various technical aspects of closed-
cycle conversion - such as operating pressure, specific power,
choice of heat source, and superconducting field coils - are
discussed. Some recent experiments are briefly described, and some
results are given. It is concluded that MPD plants could be in use
for special applications - such as power supplies for space vehicles
and satellites - in a few years.
Lindley, B. C.
SPACE DEMANDS NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS.
Engineer, 194:457-458, Oct. 5, 1962.
Attention must be given to the interaction between the power source
and the space system. The primary areas to be studied involve thermal,
electrical, and radiation integration. The techniques used to analyze
these interfaces are straightforward, standard analytical procedures,
and in general problems can be easily resolved. It is evident,
however, that the isotopic power system is not a simple plug-in
device. It can be best applied to space systems specifically designed
for its use.
Ling, R.
NEW ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNIQUES FOR SPACE VEHICLES.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 67:56-57, Dec. 1959.
Discussion of chemical, solar, and nuclear systems for secondary
power sources with the objectives of longer duration of operation
and improved recycling characteristics at high temperatures.
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Lingle, J. T.
RELIABLENERGYCONVERSIONPOWERSYSTEMSFORSPACEFLIGHT.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-3, Suppl.:543-549, June 1965.
Description of low-voltage converter-regulators, which provide
the key to the utilization of newenergy-conversion power sources
in future space applications. It is nowpossible to use transistor-
converters to boost the low voltage level of thermionic, fuel-cell,
thermoelectric, and electrochemical sources to a higher, moreusable
regulated voltage. Improvedlow-voltage converter-regulators have
efficiencies between70 and 90%. This approachwill allow the
designer of space powersystems to achieve higher reliability with
single-cell sources coupled to low-voltage converter-regulators.
Linkletter, J.
IS THISTHE10-YEARBATTERY?
Popular Mechanics, 115:112-114, 237, 255, Feb. 1961.
Describes a nickel-cadmium ceramic seal battery which will last
ten years in outer space.
Litz, L. M. and Kordesch, K. V.
TECHNOLOGYOFHYDROGEN-OXYGENCARBONELECTRODEFUELCELLS.
In Fuel Cell Systems,p. 166-187, Washington, D. C., AmericanChemical
Society, 1965.
Someconsiderations involved in producing rugged, long life, high
current density batteries basedon the carbon electrode fuel cell
are presented.
Lloyd, W. W.
THETHEORYANDAPPLICATIONOFSOLARCELLS.
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:110-117, Jly-Aug. 1963.
The theory of photovoltaic action is outlined, mention being made
of the effect of temperature and radiation bombardment,and methods
of manufacture are described. Applications in satellites and in
land-based devices are considered.
Lodzinski, R. J.
5-KWHYDROCARBON-AIRFUELCELLPOWERSOURCE.
I__qnSzego,G. C. and Taylor, J. E., eds., SpacePowerSystemsEngineering
p. 1043-1048,NewYork, AcademicPress, Inc., 1966.
A fuel cell power source is described which utilizes a reformer
to supply the hydrogen and producesa net output of 5-kw electrical
powerat ii0 v and 60 cps. Major emphasisis placed upon the fuel
cell temperature and moisture control systems. A compressorin
the reactant air system provides the required oxygen for fuel cell
operation. This air is pumpedthrough a scrubber that removesthe
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carbon dioxide with an aqueousKOHsolution. The scrubber unit
also heats and humidifies the air prior to entering the cell. By
cooling the fuel cell exhaust air stream, somewater is recovered
to aid in making the systemself-sufficient in moisture. A vacuum
producedin a chamberadjacent to the hydrogen side of the cell
maintains finer moisture control. The fuel cell module temperature
is controlled by a forced circulation liquid cooling loop, which
is also used for heating the moduleduring startup. A hydrogen
storage system provides fuel to the cells during rapid load changes
until the reformer can produceenoughfuel to carry the load.
Batteries, chargedduring cell operation, are used to powerthe
required auxiliaries during startup and shutdown.
Lof, G. O. G.
DEVELOPMENTOFSOLARENERGYFORINDUSTRIALANDDOMESTICUSES.
I_n_nU. S. Congress, 86th, 2nd Session. Joint Committeeon Atomic
Energy. Subcommitteeon Researchand Development. Hearings. Frontiers
in Atomic Energy Research, March1960, p. 359-366, Washington, D. C.
GovernmentPrinting Office, 1960.
In the section on small scale power generation, photoelectric,
thermoelectric and thermionic power generators are briefly discussed.
Mention is madeof solar energy converters or collectors, solar re-
frigeration, auxiliary power in space, and long range research in
solar power.
Loferski, J. J.
RECENTRESEARCHONPHOTOVOLTAICSOLARENERGYCONVERTERS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Proceedings, 51:667-
674, May1963.
This paper contains a review of recent work on photovoltaic cells
fabricated from semiconductors other than silicon; the effects of
radiation on silicon n/p and p/n cells, and gallium arsenide p/n
cells; and thin film photovoltaic cells.
Loftus, W. D.
CELLEQUALIZATIONTECHNIQUES.
I_n_n21st Annual AerospaceElectrical/Electronics Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., Oct. 9-11, 1963, p. 41-62, AerospaceElectrical Society, 1963.
Spacevehicle power supply system requirements are presently most
nearly fulfilled by certain alkaline secondarybatteries coupled to
solar cells. Inherent small differences in the capacity and internal
resistance of individual cells becomemore diverse during life of
the cycled battery. Voltage equalization and reversal protection
of individual cells can prolong life and upgrade the battery perform-
ance. Equalization and anti-reversal devices have been designed
for the nickel-cadmium system and experimental charge control circuits
operated, with good results, for several hundred cycles.
ii0
411. Lombardo,A. R.
ELECTRONICSAROUNDTHEMISSILE. I.
Interavia, 19:1643-1646,Nov. 1964.
Description of the componentsand functions of the ground-support
equipmentused to maintain a continuous monitoring of Minuteman
missile status and to control launch operations. Thebasic re-
quisites imposedon the missile system (intercontinental range,
high accuracy, capability of remaining in a state of readiness for
long periods of time in an unmannedlaunch facility) have resulted
in a widely dispersed installation mode,which in turn dictates
complex, highly reliable support equipmentthat consumesup to
75%of both research and operational funds. Besides the determina-
tion of malfunctions and the control and initiation of launchings,
the costs include the transportation, erection, and lowering of the
missile into the silo; the supply of normal and emergencypower
and environmental control for personnel and equipment; the detec-
tion of security violations; data acquisition and communications
links; and fail-safe mechanismsto prevent unauthorized or inadvertent
launch.
412. Lombardo,A. R.
ELECTRONICSAROUNDTHEMISSILE.
Interavla, 20:71-75, Jan. 1965.
II.
Description of the on-board electronics systems for the Minuteman
WeaponsSystemWS133, their interdependenceduring systems readiness
with the various auxiliary systems, and their in-flight operation,
as well as their support andmaintenanceproblems. The subjects
treated are: (i) prelaunch readiness, (2) launch sequence, (3)
guidance and control system developmentand test, (4) logistics and
the operational missile, and (5) logistics and maintenance.
413. LONG-LIFEPROTOTYPEATOMBATTERYSHOWN.
Aviation Week,66:78, 80, Apr. i, 1957.
A nuclear battery is described which will retain half-power for 2.6
years and can possibly be used for long-life space satellites.
414. Lubarsky, B. and English, R. E.
NON-PROPULSIVEPOWERSYSTEMSFORLONG-TIMEAPPLICATIONS.
Paper presented at CAI-IASJoint Meeting, Montreal, Oct. 17-18, 1960.
NewYork, Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences_1960. n.p. (Paper
60-97.)
At present, solar photocells are the prominent source of powerfor
longtime, nonpropulsive applications in space, and will maintain this
prominencefor powersbelow a kilowatt or so. Thermoelectric
power supplies are being developedfor use with solar radioisotopic,
and reactor energy sources; these systemswill be useful in those
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applications involving impact or long periods of darkness. Turbo-
generator systems employing solar and reactor energy sources are
being developed for powers of several kilowatts and up; their
use for nonpropulsive applications is several years away. Thermionic
emitters are the basis for promising future systems, but their real
potential cannot yet be evaluated.
Luft, W.
RANDOMLY ROTATING SPHERICALLY ARRAYED SILICON SOLAR ENERGY CONVERTERS.
Solar Energy, 4:33-39, illus., Oct. 1960.
Since spherical arrays of silicon solar cells are contemplated for
the photovoltaic conversion of solar energy in certain satellite
projects, various aspects of the solar cell matching problem arising
from the nonuniform irradiation and temperature in an unoriented
randomly spinning converter are discussed, and a sample calculation
of power output is given.
Luft, W. and Escoffery, C. A.
SILICON PHOTOCELLS TO UTILIZE SOLAR ENERGY.
Automation Progress, 5:332-336, Oct. 1960.
The direct conversion of solar energy into useful heat or electricity
will obviously constitute one of the major sources of future power.
Every day, more energy reaches the terrestrial atmosphere from the
sun than has been used up by mankind in all history. One of the
more promising devices for utilizing it is the silicon photovoltaic
cell with its conversion efficiency of about 12%. It is an obvious
source of power for satellites and similar special applications.
In quantities it could be produced for about $5/Kwh, but, at present,
its first costs and also the added cost of storage batteries, which
are usually needed, are its chief limitations.
Luft, W. and Nash, H.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
Semiconductor Products, 3:39-42, illus., June 1960.
The performance of silicon cells in converting radiant energy into
electrical energy is dependent on the cell temperature. Most affected
by temperature is the optimum power transfer characteristic, which
has a temperature coefficient of -0.6% per degree centigrade. In
a space environment the temperature of a solar collector is determined
by the radiation equilibrium and hence by the optical characteristics
of its surface. Conventional silicon solar cells have optical
characteristics which produce higher surface temperatures than
desired for good operating efficiency. Optical coatings have been
developed which notably reduce the temperature, with corresponding
increase in power output.
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Luke, K. P.
PHOTOIONIZATIONFCESIUMATOMSBY SOLARADIATION.
LOW-TEMPERATURECESIUMTHERMIONICDIODE.
Solar Energy, 9:110-112, Jly.-Sept. 1965.
APPLICATIONTOA
The result obtained indicates that solar radiation is capable of
producing a significant numberof cesium ions in the cesium thermionic
energy converter.
Lukovtsev, P. D.
ELECTROCHEMICALSOURCESOFELECTRICURRENT.
Priroda 48:22-28, Dec. 1959. In Russian.
Electrochemical sources of electric powerare relatively insensitive
to external effects due to temperature, shocks, vibrations, moisture,
etc. For this reason, electrochemical sources of current can be used
to supply electric power in connection with manyapplications for
which other sources of powerare unsuitable. This includes applica-
tions on artificial satellites andpilot balloons.
Lunz, R.
SEALEDCELLSWITHSOLARCONVERTERS.
In Battery Researchand DevelopmentConference, llth, 1957, p. 89-92,
Fort Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Engineering Laboratories, 1957.
Relates somedetails of an investigation to determine the voltage and
cycle life characteristics of sealed and vented rechargeable cells
whenused with silicon solar converters as power supplies for
electronics and instrumentation of satellites. Data obtained to date
indicates that the use of sealed nickel-cadmium cells with solar
converters offers great promiseas the power supply for satellite
operations.
Lutz, D. and others.
PARAMETERSTUDIEEBERSCHNELLEREAKTORENMIT THERMIONISCHENKO VERTERN
IN DERSPALTZONE(SYSTEMSRIKT) [PA_TER STUDYOFFASTREACTORSWITH
INCORETHERMIONICCONVERTERS(SYSTEMSRIKT)].
AtomkernEnergie, 10:368-374, Sept.-Oct. 1965.
Fast reactors with convection-cooled incore thermionic converters in
the power range of 300 to i0 O00kWthare investigated with respect
to the application as powersupply for space vehicles. For a large
numberof those thermionic reactors values for powerweight and
specific cost are presented. Theaptitude of liquid metals as coolant
for fast ther_ionic reactors in a powersupply system for space
vehicles is discussed.
Mackay, D. B. and Leventhal, E. L.
SOLARTURBOPOWERPLANTDESIGN.
Journal of Engineering for Power(ASMETransactions Series A).
Oct. 1960.
82:315-323,
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Discussion of the design of a lunar-based powerplant poweredentire-
ly by solar radiation. Factors affecting power plant design and a
discussion of a performancebasis for a working fluid are also pre-
sented. Graphsand equations which illustrate theory, optimize
results, and demonstrate inter-component relationships are included.
A design for a new compactpowerplant is introduced.
Magee,V.
RADIATIONRESISTANTHIGHEFFICIENCYSILICONSOLARCELLSFORSPACE
VEHICLEPOWERSUPPLIES.
l__n.nConferenceon Componentsand Materials Usedin Electronic Engineering,
London, England, May17-20, 1965. p. 14-1 to 14-7. LondonInstitution
of Electrical Engineers, 1965, (lEE ConferencePublication No. 12).
The basic theory, manufacture, and performanceevaluation of high-
efficiency solar cells for space vehicles. The Sunprovides 1.4 kw/
m of receiver-surface radiant energy. A 10%conversion by silicon
solar cells can generate 140 watts of electrical power. The advan-
tages of such cells are lightweight, high efficiency, and long-term
reliability in space vehicles; the disadvantages are high cost and
difficult fabrication problems for the large area arrays. Basic
silicon solar cell theory is described. Cadmiumsulphide thin-film
technology maysupplant the silicon solar cells in somefields of
application.
Mahefkey,E. T. Jr. and Berganini, D. F.
RADIOISOTOPEOWERSUBSYSTEMSFORSPACEAPPLICATION.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1965, 12 p. (Paper 650791.)
Examination of the technical advancementsnecessary to realize the
potential utility of radioisotope power subsystems. Isotope heat
source and conversion devices are considered. A survey of isotope
production costs and rates is presented. Isotope heat source,
cladding compatibility, and operational safety requirements are re-
viewed. The performanceof the Brayton (argon) and Rankine (mercury
and Dowtherm"A") cycles is outlined. Thermoelectric and thermionic
converter performance is also reviewed.
Mahefkey,E. T. Jr. and Manikowski, A. F. Jr.
RADIOISOTOPEOWERSUBSYSTEMSFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
l__n_nNewDimensions in SpaceTechnology; SpaceCongress, 2nd, CocoaBeach,
Fla., April 5-7, 1965, Proceedings, p. 205-224. CocoaBeach, Canaveral
Council of Technical Societies, 1965.
Surveyof the current technologies of energy converters, isotopic fuel
form and cladding material compatibility, and launch and operational
safety requirements.
Malohn, D. A.
1.5 KWSOLARDYNAMICSPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 12 p.
(Paper 64-725.)
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Description of the concept and developmentstatus of a solar dynamic
energy conversion system employinga Rankine cycle and using an
organic substance as the working fluid. It is stated that the
current hardware is designed to operate with the energy from a 10-
ft ground test collector, which will provide approximately 0.24 kilo-
watts of useful electrical power. Theboiler-heat receiver and the
radiator/condenser have beendesigned for this power level; however,
the rotating equipment is designedto produce 1.5 kw of electrical
power. By modifying the turbine inlet nozzles, the combinedrotating
unit (CRU)is compatible with the 0.25-kw power level. Therefore,
it will be possible to operate an entire system on solar energy(0.25 kw) and also meet the contract powerrequirement of 1.5 kw.
Mannal, C.
RECENTPROGRESSIN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transactions, NS-I0:8-
17, Sept. 1963.
This paper briefly reviews advancesin magnetohydrodynamicpower
generation with particular reference to both land-based and aerospace
designs. A brief connnentis also madeon aerodynamicadvances.
Marslco. B. and Traversa, G.
LA CONVERSIONEDIRETTADELL'ENERGIANEI VEICOLISPAZIALI[DIRECTENERGY
CONVERSIONIN SPACEVEHICLES].
Rivista Aeronautica, 41:1755-1778, Dec. 1965. In Italian.
Discussion of energy sources to be used advantageously for direct
conversion in various types of powerplant for spacecraft. It is
noted that electricity is the most convenient form of energy for
space vehicles whenthe criteria are suitability for on-board instru-
ments, practicality, compactness,and ability to meet environmental-
control and lighting requirements. The advantagesof direct energy
conversion are discussed.
Martin, O.
DIE SONNENSTRAHLUNGALSHILFSENERGIEQUELLEFURSATELLITENUNDRAUMSCHIFFE[SOLARRADIATIONASANAUXILIARYSOURCEOFENERGYFORSATELLITESAND
SPACEVEHICLES].
HermannOberth-Gesellschaft, Mitteilunge, 2:155-164, Nov.-Dec. 1965.
In German.
Examination of the possibilities of utilizing solar energy for the
power requirements aboard satellites and space vehicles. Themain
problem in any system designed to harness solar energy is conversion
efficiency. Theefficiency of thermal conversion is determined in
part by the degree of precision with which the mirror for capturing
solar radiation is constructed. A graph illustrates the comparative
efficiencies of balloons, parachutes, deployable structures,
segmentedmirrors, and metal mirrors, respectively, in order of in-
creasing efficiency.
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Martin, O.GEGENWARTIGERSTAND ERBEMUHUNGENUMDIE SONNENSPIEGELFURRAUMSTATINEN
UNDRAUMSCHIFFE[PRESENTSTATEOFEFFORTSIN DEVELOPINGTHESOLAR
MIRRORFORSPACESTATIONSANDSPACECRAFT].
Astronautik, 4:2-13, Jan.-Feb. 1967. In German.
Examination of present capabilities for employing solar mirrors to
provide auxiliary energy for space vehicles. Concentrators of
parabolic shapewith precise geometrical accuracy and high reflective
efficiency are required to harness the energy of the sun properly.
Methodsof evaluating and testing solar-power-plant componentsare
described.
Mason,J. F. and Wolff, M. F.
MISSILEANDSPACELECTRONICS.
Electronics, 34:87-118, illus., Nov. 17, 1961.
Powergeneration (solar, nuclear and chemical) is discussed on p.
106-107. A figure depicts estimated electric power requirements.
Massie, L. D.
ADVANCEDSOLARCELLS.
Space/Aeronautics, 42:60-65, Sept. 1964.
Discussion of flexible, lightweight, thin-flim solar cells.
May, J. R.
THEEFFECTOFENVIRONMENTONTHEDESIGNOFA SOLARCONCENTRATOR.
In Institute of Environmental Sciences. Proceedings 1960, p. 419-424,
Mt. Prospect, Ill., The Institute, 1960.
The use of solar energy for space vehicles is the primary subject.
Mayer, S. E. and Ritchie, I. M.
THEUSEOFHIGHTEMPERATURETH RMOELECTRICMATERIALS(SILICIDES) FOR
POWERGENERATIONIN SPACE.
Paper presented at the ARSSpacePowerSystemsConference, Sept. 27-30,
1960, NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 12 p. (Paper 1279-60.)
This paper discusses the possible use of somedevelopmental high-
temperature thermoelectric materials - the silicides - for space
applications. Calculations of efficiency and power-weight ratio are
carried out for present typical materials and materials which might
reasonably be expected to result from present work. It is shownthat
even though these materials leave a lot to be desired in terms of
efficiency, the power-weight ratios are more favorable than other
materials industrially available.
Mayo,K. E.
ANEVALUATIONOFPRIMARYELECTRICALPOWERSUPPLIESIN THEONETOTEN
WATTRANGEFORLONGTIMEREMOTEUNATTENDEDTERRESTRIALUSE.
FromInstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Region 3 Annual
Meeting and Technical Conference, Clearwater, Fla., May1964. 18 p.116
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The following nine classes of energy converters are evaluated on
the bases of size, weight, reliability, relative cost including
handling and storage, and availability: Seebeckgenerators, chemical
fuel cells, Nernst generators, magneto-hydrodynamicor plasma
generators, thermionic generators, photoelectric generators, batteries,
electromechanical generators, and biochemical and bioelectric
generators. It is concluded that electrochemical fuel cells and
thermoelectric generators competefor optimumselection within the
specified constraints. The disadvantageof fuel cells is that fuel
is bulky and heavy comparedto isotopes; however, whenshielding for
isotopes is considered, the choice maybe marginal.
McClelland, D. H.
DEVELOPMENTOFA CONCENTRATINGPHOTOVOLTAICPOWERGENERATOR.
NewYork, AmericanRocketSociety, 1962, 13 p. (ARSPreprint no. 2497-62.)
The poweroutput of a solar cell panel can be increased by the use
of auxiliary reflectors or other types of optical concentrating
devices. The use of concentration with solar cell systems is discussed
and is contrasted with the situation for high temperature solar power
converters involving heat engines. Theoretical performanceand
weight estimates are given for various configurations of concentra-
ting photovoltaic systems. Designand selection of componentsand
materials are discussed, including cells, cell panels, concentrators,
filters, and coatings. A 50-watt ground test model is described
and experimental performanceresults are given.
McClelland, D. H., Springer, L. M. and Stewart, D. E.
LARGEALL-METALSOLARCONCENTRATORSF R PACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 12 p.
(Paper 64-457.)
Discussion of the design of lightweight, accurate, highly reflective
solar concentrators for large solar-dynamic electric power systems
for space vehicles. Folding petal mirrors up to 50-ft diam. and one-
piece mirrors up to 30-ft diam. are considered. The various power
conversion cycles are discussed. Required concentrator diameter is
given as a function of systempower level and power conversion
efficiency. Design problemsof large furlable concentrators and one-
piece concentrators are discussed_ including booster weight capability,
allowable payload volumeand envelope, accuracy and reflectance re-
quirements, and reliability considerations. Design features of 20-
ft and 30-ft diam. one-piece mirrors and a 45-ft furlable mirror are
described, including performance, structural integrity, weight, pack-
aging techniques, fabrication methods,and reliability.
McClelland, D. H., Pichel, M. A. and Springer, L. M.
SOLARCONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENTFORSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Special Publication
S-45, 102-115, Feb. 1963.
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Three types of light weight solar concentrating mirrors which
represent different structural concepts are described along with
experimental performance results that are comparedwith calculated
performance for idealized reflectors; discussion of mirror testing
methods.
McClelland, D. H.
SOLARCONCENTRATORSFORHIGHTEMPERATURESPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
I__n_nSnyder, N. W. ed. SpacePowerSystems,p. 129-152, figs., NewYork,
AcademicPress, 1961. (Progress in Astronautics and Rocketry, vl. 4.)
Basic problems in the developmentof light-weight, high efficiency,
solar concentrating mirrors for space power systemsare discussed.
Also issued as ARSPaper 1314-60.
McClelland, D. H.
SOLAR-MECHANICALPOWERSYSTEMSLOOKGOODFOREARLYSPACEFLIGHTS.
Space/Aeronautics, 34:131-132, 135, 140, 144, 146, 150, 154, figs.,
Nov. 1960.
The combination of dynamicheat engines and electric generators to-
day offers the only practical possibility for a space powersystem
in the 1-20-kw range, it is claimed. Here is a report on the
basic design and performancecharacteristics of such systems.
McCusker,T. J.
PARAMETRICDESIGNSTUDYFORA 1500WATTSOLARTHERMIONICORBITALPOWER
SYSTEM.
Los Angeles, Calif., Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, 1964. 14 p.(Paper 62-118.)
Description of a thermionic orbital powersystem consisting of the
following components:(1) solar thermionic generators, (2) orientation
systems for alignment of the generators with the Sun, (3) storage
batteries for use in the shadedportions of the orbit, (4) power
regulators for both battery and system load, and (5) a generator
deploymentsystem. The performance characteristics of each compo-
nent are determined, and are used to establish the energy and power
balances of the system.
McGuire, F. G.
NASASPACELABPLANSOUTLINED.
Missiles & Rockets, 5:24-26, June 22, 1959.
Solar thermoelectric systemswere amongthe promising auxiliary power
systems for space vehicles considered at the American Rocket Society's
1959semi-annual meeting.
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Mcllroy, W. and Kunen, A. E.
MHD APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE AND GROUND PDWER.
International Congress and Exposition of Automotive Engineering, Jan.
9-13, 1961, Detroit, Mich. New York Society of Automotive Engineers,
1961, 21 p. (Preprint 312B.)
Discussion of working problems of pulsed plasma generators, and of
the importance of specific impulse and energy conversion efficiency
in the selection of a working engine. The development of the
plasma pinch engine is presented as an example of an accelerator
in the development stage. The application of MHD to electrical
generation is described briefly. A short description is also given
of analytical work that has been done on the application of a
magnetic field to a high power thermionic converter to increase its
efficiency.
McJones, R. W. and Bass, W. A.
DYNAMIC ENGINES VERSUS FUEL CELLS FOR SPACE POWER SYSTEMS.
Los Angeles, Calif., Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, 1962, ii p.
(Paper 62-119.)
Study of hydrogen-based power systems utilizing either mechanical
engines or electrochemical cells for use in medium-duration space
missions. The results indicate that straight hydrogen expansion
utilizes waste heat but involves large propellant storage volume;
either electrochemical or mechanic equipment are believed to be
more practical. Stoichiometric hydrogen/oxygen engines offer
minimum propellant weight and volume , but require radiators for
heat rejection, as does the fuel cell. Stoichiometric engines and
fuel cells differ primarily in their fixed weights. Fuel-rich
hydrogen/oxygen cycles eliminate radiators but require additional
propellant, and only mechanical engines can presently implement
these cycles.
McKechnie, R. M., III.
FUEL-CELL-INVERTER/CONVERTER SYSTEM SYNTHESIS.
I__nnWong, C. M.ed., Space Electronics Symposium; Proceedings of the
Joint American Astronautical Society and Aerospace Electrical Society
Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., May 25-27, 1965., p. 1-35 to 1-45. New
York, American Astronautical Society, 1965.
Description of the synthesis of a fuel-cell inverter/converter system.
A technique for the derivation of the parameters needed for fuel cell
synthesis has been developed. Using these parameters it is easy
to synthesize the fuel-cell inverter/converter system and study
system performance for various conditions. This technique has been
used to measure the parameters of a space power system. Test data
on the Apollo and Gemini fuel cell power plants are presented, and
the adequacy of the parameters used for the synthesis is discussed.
An example of a fuel cell inverter simulation is given.
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McKinnon,R. A.
LITHIUMHYDRIDENERGYSTORAGEIN SPACEPOWERAPPLICATIONS.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Special Publication
S-145, 13-26, Feb. 1963.
Lithium hydride is shownto be attractive meansof energy storage and
several of its characteristics are more fully explored; practical
problems in employing lithium hydride in hardware developmenttest
units are discussed, and energy release test results are given;
various methodsof energy storage are described and their performance
compared.
Means,P.
THESEARCHFORSPACEVEHICLEPOWER.
Missiles & Rockets, 5:22-25, Jly. 27, 1959.
Thermoelectric generators and thermionic converters are briefly
referred to as possible sources.
Means,D. B.
UNLIMITEDPOWER.
Carnegie Technical, 25:26-27, Apr. 1961.
Methodsof converting solar energy into electrical energy are
discussed in terms of their acceptability as space power systems.
Meier, D.
SEARCHFORNEWSOURCESOFPOWER.
Science Digest, 50:77-79, Dec. 1961.
A general article directed mainly to the search for low cost power
for undervelopedareas. Mention is, however, madeof the progress
in use of solar batteries for space missions, and the advantages
of fuel cells.
Meier, G.
HILFSENERGIEVERSORGUNGBEI FERNLENKWAFFEN[AUXILIARYPOWERSUPPLYFOR
LONG-RANGEUIDEDMISSILES].
Flugwehr und - Technik, 27:7-10, Jan. 1965. In German.
Brief survey of the auxiliary powersupply required to activate the
control and guidance system of a missile. The requirements posed to
the control system and its elements, such as electronic receivers,
electronic computers, sensors (servos and accelerometers), and the
system that uses the signals from these elements to activate the
rudders or the jet-deflection nozzle, are outlined. The type of
storage batteries used to supply the electrically driven elements,
the generators that activate the hydraulic servomotors of the hydraulic
system, and the hot-gas servomotors of the pneumatic system are
examined.
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Menetrey, W. R.
SPACE APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR ENERGY.
l_n_nZarem, A. M. and Erway, D. D., eds., Introduction to the Utiliza-
tion of Solar Energy, p. 326-382, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
1963.
Discussion of possible space applications of solar-thermal and
solar-photovoltaic devices. Considered are space vehicle require-
ments, solar collector area requirements, and different types of
available power systems. Discussed in detail are photovoltaic solar
conversion panels, including panel structural characteristics and
weight, electrical characteristics, and predicted panel operating
capabilities; solar concentrator design, including analyses of an
iaeal concentrator, and of the effects of reflector surface devia-
tions; and general system design considerations, including theoretical
limits on the utilization of solar energy, and various factors
associated with efficiency and reliability.
Menetrey, W. R.
ESTIMATE OF SOLAR-THERMIONIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 27 p.
(Paper 64-718.)
Discussion of the general performance expected from a solar-thermionic
system in 1970. It is stated that, by that time, it will be possible
to have operational solar-thermionic systems in a variety of sizes,
depending upon application and effort placed on development. A
weight comparison is drawn between photovoltaic panels and solar-
thermionics in spacecraft operations which range from Mars to Mercury.
It is shown that solar-thermionic systems weight compares favorably
with the weight expected for photovoltaics; it is noted that definite
weight advantages occur in Sun-probe missions which travel close to
the Sun.
Menetrey, W. R. and Burns, J. D.
A SURVEY OF POWER SYSTEMS FOR SPACE APPLICATION.
In Conference on Space Technology, Dallas, Tex., April 11-13, 1960.
Papers. Electrical Engineering in Space Technology, p. 56-66, New York,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Dec. 1960.
Design characteristics and problem areas associated with some impor-
tant solar power system components are emphasized. A general discus-
sion is included regarding the power levels at which each system will
be useful. Components and subsystems discussed in detail include
photovoltaic cell arrays, the solar concentrator used in high tempera-
ture thermal systems, the absorber used for absorbing solar radiation
and the thermionic diode.
Menke, H. H. and Schmidt, E. F.
ISOTOPE BATTERY WITH THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR.
l__nnIndustrial Applications for Isotopic Power Generators, p. 451-459.
Paris, European Nuclear Energy Agency, 1967.
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The requirements of an isotopic battery are low weight, high
reliability, and high efficiency. Low weight can be obtained by the
use of aluminum, magnesium,and alloys of these elements for the
manufacture of construction parts, and the selection of an isotope
fuel such that the weight of the radiation shielding is as low as
possible. Reliability and high efficiency are a function of the
operational temperature. A high temperature differential of the
thermocouples is essential to high efficiency of the thermoelectric
converters, and, therefore, results in the most economical use of
the isotopic heat source energy. However, a high operating tempera-
ture decreases the reliability of isotopic batteries due to
decreased material strength to resist shock and vibration damage.
An optimum operating temperature condition considering both reliabi-
lity and efficiency must be obtained. Since the construction of an
isotopic battery is already technically solved, the application
of such systems is but a question of how the costs of the isotopes
can be reduced.
Menke,H. and Pegel, K.
STROMVERSORGUNGSSYSTEMEMIT FLUSSIGMETALLKREISLAUFFEN[SYSTEMSFOR
GENERATINGCURRENTWITHLIQUID METALCYCLING].
Raumfahrtforschung, 9:138-144. Jly.-Sept. 1965. In German.
Discussion of developments in the field of space-power systems using
metals in the liquid state as part of a closed cycle. Electrical
energy requirements for the larger satellites, space probes, and
mannedspacecraft are within the i- to lO0-kw range; time require-
ments are of the order of months to several years. Sources of
energy for such systems are chemical, solar, or nuclear. Chemical
sources are not suitable for long-term missions because of low
specific power output. Solar cells are only adequate for low power
requirements due to the limitations inherent on the area of the
solar radiation absorbers. Nuclear power systems are most adapted
to requirements, using liquid recycled metals such as Li, Na, Mg, K,
or Hg as thermodynamicheat exchangers and as coolants. The characte-
ristics and performances of a magnetoplasmadynamic(MPD)and a
magnetohydrodynamic(MHD)nuclear power system are described.
Merrill, P. S. and others.
SNAP-10EXPERIMENTALTHERMOELECTRICGENERATOR.
AdvancedEnergy Conversion, 2:281-285, Jan.-June 1962.
An experimental thermoelectric generator for the SNAP-10(Systems for
Nuclear Auxiliary Power) power system is described. Preliminary tests
results are presented for a unit mounted on an electrical heat source
which simulated a nuclear reactor.
Mesmeringer, J. C.
ELECTRICALSOLARPOWERSUPPLYSYSTEMCONSIDERATIONSFORUK-2/S-52
INTERNATIONALSATELLITE.
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l__n_nA nual East Coast Conference on Aerospace and Navigational Electronics,
10th, Baltimore, Md., October 21-23, 1963, Proceedings, p. 1.3.3-1 to
1.3.3-3. North Hollywood, Western Periodicals Co., 1963.
Description from a functional standpoint of the power supply of the
UK-2/S-52 satellite. It is stated that the consideration and analysis
of environmental and operational requirements, as well as the require-
ments imposed by the satellite configuration, influenced the UK-2/S-
52 power source system design, the detail specifications for the
batteries and solar paddles, and the testing of these and associated
subassemblies. Also discussed are the load analysts results and
some of the performance characteristics of the solar paddles, the
main batteries, and the power source control and protective circuits.
Significant routines of the test procedures for paddles and batteries,
as well as some of the test results, are also dealt with.
Metzger, W. H., Jr. and Sherfey, J. M.
ELECTROCHEMICAL CALORIMETRY. III.- THERMAL EFFECTS OF NICKEL-CADMIUM
BATTERIES.
Electrochemical Technology, 2:285-289, Sept.-Oct. 1964.
Discussion of calorimetric measurements made during various charge-
discharge cycles of nickel-cadmium cells proposed as satellite power
sources by NASA. The purpose of the measurements was to determine
the heat change involved when the cells were operated at various
charge and discharge rates, the problem being directly related to the
thermal balance of the Numbus satellite. The electrochemical reactions
of three types of sealed nickel-cadmium cells took place in a
calorimeter, illustrated and briefly described. Typical curves of
heat changes as a function of time during operation are presented
and discussed. The heat of reaction of oxygen with the constituents
of the cell was measured, and agreement was obtained with the litera-
ture value for the heat of formation of cadmium oxide.
Miller, B.
NUCLEAR-THERMIONIC POWER UNIT PROPOSED.
Aviation Week, 75:61, 63,665, illus., Jly. i0, 1961.
The powerplant, called STAR (Space Thermionic Auxiliary Reactor), is
intended to satisfy the electric power needs of avionic and instrumen-
tation gear of future manned and unmanned space vehicles. The STAR
concept envisions a cylindrical power supply comprised of a number of
repetitive series-connected rings each containing thermionic diodes,
fuel elements, and reflectors. Specific power requirements can be
satisfied by adding enough rings to produce the desired power.
Miller, B.
THERMIONIC CONVERTER READIED FOR SPACE.
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 76:109, iii, 113, Apr. 16, 1962.
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Componetsare described of a system called SET(Solar Energy Thermionic
ConversionSystem). Its design falls within an envelope of parameters
suitable for an Atlas-Centaur boosted Mariner spacecraft.
Miller, D. T. A.
A COMPARISONFFOURAUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEMSFORSHORTDURATIONMISSILE
APPLICATIONS.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1960, 38 p. (Preprint 232A.)
The four systems comparedare: flywheel, silver-zinc battery, solid
propellant, and bottled gas. Themission for which the auxiliary
powersystems (APS)are required is a duty cycle of i00 secondsat
an averageoutput of i0 h.p. A detail evaluation of the APS's is
carried out and it is concluded that the bottled gas system is un-
suitable, the flywheel and solid propellant systems have a good
performanceunder favorable load conditions only, while the battery
system is versatile and requires the minimumdevelopmenttime.
Milliron, J. R.
NUCLEARBATTERIES.
Electrical Manufacturing, 56:125-131, Nov. 1955.
Termedalso "atomic" and "radioactive" batteries, these powersources
convert radioactive isotopes into electrical energy; fundamental
principles are reviewed and three basic types of cells, contact poten-
tial_ solid dielectric, and solid state are described; solar battery.
Moncrief, J. L.
FUELCELLS- A NEWELECTRICALPOWERSOURCE.
In National Electronics Conference, 22nd, Chicago, Ill., October 3-5,
1966, Proceedings, p. 94-96. Chicago, National Electronics Conference,
Inc., 1966.
Survey of the potentials of fuel cells as a low-voltage power source.
All fuel cells are nowvery expensive becauseof the materials used
and the "handmade"type of fabrication and assemblytechniques required.
Difficult technical problemsmust be overcomebefore direct utiliza-
tion of standard liquid fossil fuels such as gasoline or jet fuel
will be practical. However, fuel cells have these advantages: (i)
they are not limited by Carnot cycle efficiency; (2) they do not
give off noxious fumes; (3) they are almost completely silent; (4)
their powerdensity is greater than that of batteries and engine
generators for initial weight per kilowatt; and (5) their present
high cost can be expected to decrease, as a result of present R and
D efforts, to the point where they will be able to competewith special
purposebatteries and engine generators.
Morasca,N.
LE PILE THERMOELECTRICHEE LE PILE COMBUSTIBILI[THERMOELECTRICCELLS
ANDFUELCELLS].
Rivista Aeronautica, 37:1251-1259, Aug. 1961. In Italian.
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Discussion of thermoelectric cells and fuel cells, and of the
possibilities they offer as sources of electric power. The operation
of thermoelectric cells and of hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells is
described, and possible applications to space and surface transport
and to electric power stations are noted.
MORE ELECTRICAL POWER FOR SPACE.
Aircraft & Missiles, 4:23-29, May 1961.
AEC's SNAP units pack isotope and reactor-type generators and promise
abundant electricity for power-starved satellites.
Morehouse, C. K., Gliksman, R. and Lozier, G. S.
BATTERIES.
Institute of Radio Engineers, Proceedings, 46:1462-1483, Aug. 1958.
A review of chemical compositions, structures, performance character-
istics and applications of various primary and secondary batteries,
including nickel-cadmium, zinc-silver oxide and cadmium-silver oxide.
Nuclear and solar batteries are also reviewed. There is a bibliography
of 108 references.
Morgan, K.
THERMIONIC GENERATION.
Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers Transactions, E-7; 175-
181, Dec. 1964.
This paper discusses the principles of thermionic generators. The
characteristics of a thermionic diode are reviewed and an idealized
model of a generator is set up. Several ways of overcoming the
effects of space charge, the most significant defect of an ideal
generator, are considered.
Morgulis, N. D.
LE CONVERTISSEUR THERMOELECTRONIQUE (OU CONVERTISSEUR A PLASMA) [THE
THERMOELECTRIC CONVERTER (OR PLASMA CONVERTER].
Collection Espace et Electronique. Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 1965. 92 p.
A brief examination is given of the physical principles of the
thermoelectric method for the direct transformation of thermal
energy into electric energy. Thermoelectron and thermionic emission,
space charge and its neutralization, general properties of thermo-
electric converters, and some laboratory models and proposed designs
of converters are considered.
Morse, E. M. and Lawson, D. L.
ZINC-SILVER OXIDE BATTERIES FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS.
I__nnPower Sources Conference, Proceedings, 16th, 1962, p. 127-130, Red
Bank, N. J., PSC Publications Committee, 1962.
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It has been shown that the silver-zinc primary battery has been
fulfilling a large role as a basic power supply for orbiting vehicles
during the initial states of space exploration.
Morse, J. G.
ENERGYFORREMOTEAREAS.
Science, 139:1175-1180, Mar. 22, 1963.
Generators fueled with radionuclides are supplying power in small
terrestrial and space systems.
Morse, J. G. and Fink, C. R.
FROMSNAP3 TO IMP - THEEVOLUTIONOF SPACEISOTOPICPOWER.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:642-645, Apr. 1964.
Description of the SNAP's 3, 9A, ii and the IMP (Interplanetary
Monitoring Probe) generators, emphasizing the unique and developmental
features of each, as well as those time-tested, operationally success-
ful features which have remained unchangedafter close official
scrutiny.
Morse, J. G. and Harvey, D. G.
ISOTOPICPOWERSOURCESCOUPLEDWITHTHERMOELECTRICCONVERTERS.
United Nations, International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, 3rd, Geneva, Switzerland, May 1964, 15 p. (Paper 28/P/217.)
Discussion of design considerations for SNAPradioisotope-fueled
thermoelectric generators for long-term operations. Heat-source
fuels and encapsulation materials are reviewed, and typical thermo-
electric generator characteristics are described. The use of radio-
isotope units for space and for terrestrial applications is noted.
Morse, J. G. and Harvey, D. G.
NUCLEARENERGYIN SPACE-- RADIOISOTOPEAUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEMS.
Aerospace Engineering, 20:8-9, 58-62, figs., Nov. 1961.
This new, rugged, compact and reliable device (converting heat to
electricity without moving parts) operates independently of solar
transients and is adaptable to power needs in space.
Morse, J. G.
RADIONUCLIDEPOWERSOURCES.
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:87-92, May-June 1963.
Reviews the fundamental characteristics of power sources in which the
decay heat of a radioisotope is converted into electricity by some
direct energy conversion device- a thermoelectric converter in pre-
sent devices.
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Morse, J. G.
THE SNAP RADIOISOTOPE POWER SYSTEM.
l__n.nSimnad, M. T. and Zumwalt, L. R., eds., Materials and Fuels for
High-Temperature Nuclear Energy Applications; American Nuclear Society,
National Topical Meeting, San Diego, Calif., April 11-13, 1962, Proceedings,
p. 47-59. Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1964.
Brief consideration of some of the unique aspects of the technical
problems encountered in the development and use of a SNAP radioisotope
power system, emphasizing those design requirements related to the
employment of high-temperature materials in such systems. The radio-
isotope heat power system is briefly described, and the radioisotope
heat source is considered. Energy-conversion systems are discussed
in terms of thermoelectric and thermionic conversion.
Morse, J. G.
SNAP RADIOISOTOPIC POWER SYSTEMS.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions, NS-9:34-44, illus., Jan. 1962.
A summary is presented of SNAP radioisotopic power supplies.
Moss, T. S.
THE POTENTIALITIES OF SILICON AND GALLIUM ARSENIDE SOLAR BATTERIES.
Solid State Electronics, 2:222-231, May 1961.
The theory of the spectral response of a p-n junction solar battery
unit is given, and detailed comparisons are made of the expected
performance of silicon and gallium arsenide units.
Murphy, J. S.
CASE FOR RELIABLE MISSILE BATTERIES.
Missiles & Rockets, 1:106, 108, 110-112, illus., Dec. 1956.
Requisites of missile power sources; some typical discharge rates of
storage batteries in missile applications; specific weights and
volumes of missile batteries; and brief descriptions of the most
important and practical systems under study and development.
These include primary system ((one-shot application) silver-zinc,
water-activated, mercury-cell and common dry cell); secondary systems
((rechargeable)-silver-zinc; lead-acid; nickel-gadmium); and silver-
zinc system, either primary or secondary, which is said to be superior
to others in missile applications because of weight, volume and elec-
trical behavior.
Nash, H. and Luft, W.
IMPROVED SILICON PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS.
Electronic Industries, 18:91-95, Aug. 1959.
Improved process for manufacturing of silicon solar cells described
which offers high conversion efficiency and cell construction that
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permits reliable mounting. Electrical characteristics of cells are
given, and data for solar cell design in space environments and
temperature control presented.
Naymark,S.
NUCLEARPOWERPLANTSFORSPACE-VEHICLEAPPLICATION.
I__n_nAmericanAstronautical Society. Advancesin the Aeronautical Sciences.
Proceedings, 6th, NewYork City, 1960, p. 643-658, NewYork, MacMillan,
1961.
This paper addresses itself basically to the potential place of
nuclear energy powerplants for space powerapplications and to their
advantagesor disadvantages as comparedwith other types of power-
plants.
Neubert, W. E.
SEAWATERBATTERYAUTOMATICFLOWREGULATIONVALVE.
U. S. Patent 3,154,040, July 6, 1962, (to The United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy).
An underwater electrically propelled missile comprising a sea water
battery for supplying electrical power to the missile, a closed loop
sea water conduit system connected to said battery for directing sea
water from the sea through the battery and then returning to the sea,
a flow regulation control valve placed within said conduit system
having a bypass for permitting a pre-determined minimumflow of sea
water through said valve, a moveablespring biased flow restricting
meansslideably connected to said valve and being positioned to
receive dynamicforces imparted by the sea water flowing through said
valve, wherebysaid flow restricting meansis displaced by the
dynamicforces to regulate betweena predeterminedmaximumand said
predetermined minimumthe flow of sea water through said valve in
direct proportion to the dynamicforce exerted by said sea water on
said flow restricting means. (U.S. Patent Off.Off.Gaz., 807:885,
Oct. 27, 1964.)
NEWFUELCELLFORSPACE.
Missiles and Rockets, ii:ii, Aug. 13, 1962.
Refers to the developmentof a unique solid-state fuel cell for
generating electric power in space. Sucha fuel cell requires no
pastes or liquid chemicals to produce its chemical electricity.
NEWMETHODSOFELECTRICPOWERGENERATION.NO. I.
Engineering, 210:84-86, illus., Jly. 8, 1960.
Reports the investigation of four unusual methodsof electric power
generation, employing fuel cell, thermoelectric, thermionic and
magnetohydrodynamicgenerating principles, respectively. While none
of these methodshas so far reached large-scale application in
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central power stations, they already are finding important uses in
special fields, such as portable powergenerators for the armed
forces and electrical energy sources for missiles and other space
vehicles.
Newton, J. S.
HOWTOSELECTPOWERSYSTEMSFORAEROSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1960, 12 p. (Preprint 232D.)
A very generalized discussion of factors affecting the selection of
auxiliary powersystems for use in aircraft and space vehicles.
Ningard, E. R. and Banks, H. O.
ELECTRICALGENERATIONBYDIRECTCONVERSIONUSINGISOTOPES.
Nuclear Science & Engineering, 2:151-152, June 1959.
Isotope-powered generators present an attractive methodof converting
decay heat of radioisotopes into useful electric power. Strontium-
90 and lead tulluride have been chosenfor the powersources and
thermoelectric materials. Twostudies are reported; one covering a
lO0-w design for land or sea application and the other a parametric
study of space powerapplications for optimization _ conditions.
To provide 2000watts of thermal power, 15 kg of Sr_v will be
employedas a strontium titanate-chromium cermet. The present design
consists of seven strontium titanate cylinders with cladding placed
in a circular arrangementin a cylindrical block, which serves as the
heat source.
Nolan, R. M.
SUNTOCOOLSPACESHIPELECTRONICCOMPONENTS.
Missiles and Rockets (Newsand Bus, ed), 4:39, 41, illus., Oct. 13, 1958.
Work in progress indicates that it is possible to construct a thermo-
electric solar converter which is comparablein efficiency with the
silicon solar cell under free spaceconditions. The thermoelectric
converters could be usedwith concentrators to increase their
efficiency resulting in increased utilization of power from the sun.
North, N. B.
PREDICTINGTHEPERFORMANCEOFSOLARCELLSIN SPACE.
Space/Aeronautics, 37:77-79,81,83, June 1962.
Relationships are reviewed betweenthe essential parameters of solar-
cell performanceand the changesin cell temperature incident
illumination, and solar-energy spectrumas one goes from lab
conditions to space. A methodis given for constructing monographs
for conversions from sea level characteristics to determine cell
performance in spacecraft.
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NUCLEAR-THERMOELECTRICGENERATORDEVELOPED.
Electrical Engineering, 80:392, May1961.
Refers to a completely portable nuclear auxiliary power device,
which weighs less than 40 pounds, producesapproximately 150 watts
of electric powerand is designed for one year of continuous unattended
operation. It uses radioactive isotopes, such as Curium242 as its
heat source. It is designated the NAP-IO0.
Nuyts, J. and Goullin, J. P.
UTILISATIONDESISOTOPESDANSL'INDUSTRIESPATIALE[UTILIZATIONOF
ISOTOPESIN THESPACEINDUSTRY].
RevueFrancaise d'Astronautique, p. 212-221, Dec. 1966. In French.
Discussion of the criteria of selection of different radioisotopes
for use in space science. Invariant characteristics and character-
istics which can be improvedare reviewed. The properties of the
different isotopes selected are tabulated. Possible space applica-
tions include the production of electric energy.
O'Brien, J. F.
ISOTOPICPOWERSOURCES.
I__nnHoehn, A. J., ed., Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
1966Region Six Annual Conference, Tucson, Ariz., April 26-28, 1966.
Papers, vl. 2, p. 587-597. Tucson, Ariz., ConferenceRecord Committee,
1966.
Outline of the accomplishmentsof the Subsystemfor Nuclear Auxiliary
Power(SNAP)radioisotopic thermoelectric generator (RTG). These
RTGshave been used in all environments currently of interest to man,
both as electrical power sources for spacecraft and deep sea beacons
and as the vehicle used to pioneer the safety of nuclear power in
space.
O'Connor, J. J.
ENERGYSYSTEMSIN SPACE.
Power, 106:57-64, illus., Apr., 1962.
Auxiliary electric power applications are mentioned with a comparison
of today's silver-zinc cells with increased needs of future space
flights. Nuclear energy appearsmost practical source.
Ogburn,G. H., Jr.
NUCLEARENERGYPOWERSOURCES.
In PowerSourcesConference, Proceedings, 14th, 1960, p. 12-18, Red
Bank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee, 1960.
The applications of small lightweight nuclear power sources for
operation without maintenance for long periods of time in remote areas
are discussed. Suchsources cost and weigh less than conventional
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chemical batteries. The SNAPprogram, which is developing several
devices under i kw(e) output, is described. SNAPi0 is a reactor
energy source giving 0.3 Mw(e) output from U235-Zrhydride fuel, and
is a static compactunit with no cooling system. Someof the
possible isotopes for use in radioisotope energy sources and their
characteristics are given. SNAPIII is fueled by Po210 whereas
SNAPIA is fueled by Ce144 and is designed for use in space. Other
radioisotopic units being developedare briefly described, e. g
thermionic units and units utilizing a long-lived radioisotope iSr90).
Ogburn,G. M.
SNAP-3- A RADIOISOTOPE-FUELEDTHERMOELECTRICGENERATOR.
l__n_nTabanera, T. M, ed., Advancesin SpaceResearch; Proceedingsof the
First Inter-American Symposiumon SpaceResearch, BuenosAires, Argentina,
November1960, p. 411-416. Oxford, PergamonPress, Ltd; NewYork,
MacMillan Co., 1964.
Description of a proof-of-principle device for converting the heat
from radioisotope decay into useful electrical power. Fueled with
2100 c (0.48 gm) of polonium-210, the 4-1b demonstration unit delivers
4.0 watts of electricity and can deliver roughly i0,000 watt-hours
over a period of 280 days. The principle of operation (employing
the Seebeckeffect to convert the heat generated by radioactive disin-
tegration into electricity) is described, and details of the SNAP-3
containment structure and the thermoelectric assemblyare given.
Oldekop, W. and Budnick, D.
DIE BEDEUTUNGDERKERNENERGIEFURDIE RAUMFAHRT[SIGNIFICANCEOFNUCLEAR
POWERFORSPACEFLIGHT].
I__nBlenk, H. ed., Scientific Association for Air and SpaceTravel and
GermanAssociation for Rocket Technologyand SpaceTravel Research,
Annual Meeting, Berlin, WestGermany,September14-18, 1964, p. 437-443,
Braunschweig,WestGermany,Friedrich Viewegund Sohn, 1965. In German.
Reviewof the basic principles and present developmentof nuclear-
power systemsapplicable to spaceflight. Three types of system -
isotope batteries, energy-source reactors, and nuclear drives - are
considered. It is noted that, in isotope batteries, radioisotopes
act as heat sources for thermoelectric or thermionic generators.
Characteristics of several isotopes are comparedtabularly, and the
SNAPradioisotope systems are discussed. Energy-source reactors a_e
those used with thermoelectric, turboelectric, or thermionic energy
converters as energy sources for electric propulsion systems. Nuclear
drives are those in which nuclear reactors are used in place of
chemical combustionchambers,for rocket-propulsion systems. It is
noted that nuclear power probably has an important role to play in
spaceflight.
Oman,H. and Street, G., Jr.
EXPERIMENTALSOLARTHERMIONICCONVERTERFORSPACEUSE.
Electrical Engineering, 79:967-972, illus., Dec. 1960.
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A high-pressure cesium-vapor thermionic converter appears to be
promising source of powerfor space vehicles. On the basis of an
analysis described in this article, it was found that a converter
with cathode temperatures of 3000to 3500degrees Rankinewill result
in low systemweight and high overall efficiency.
Oman,H.
SOLARMACHINESIN SPACE.
Industrial Research, 3:62-69, Oct. 1961.
Survey of recent research and technological advancesin the conver-
sion of solar energy to electric power. Several approachesto the
design and construction of sunlight concentrators for space use
are discussed, as are somepromising concepts for energy-conversion
plants.
Osborn, G. A. and Salmon, T. W.
APPLICATIONOFTHEELECTROMAGNETICGENERATORTOSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:857-866, Apr. 1964.
Description of a converter of the solid rotor inductor alternator
type whichmakes it suitable for space power applications. The
mannerin which space power requirements are met by induction features
is defined. The effects of space powerrequirements on the electro-
magnetic nature of the machineare reviewed, and certain power
quality trends are projected. The specific aspects covered are:
the solid rotor converter, including the principles of operation,
comparisonof the inductor and Lundell, radial and axial air gap
inductor alternators, and comparisonof the latter; environmental
conditions; losses, forces, and torques, such as pole face losses,
armature conductor losses, magnetic forces, and electromagnetic
torques; electrical output, covering power quality, excitation and
regulation, and frequency.
Osborn, G. A.
DESIGNOFULTRAHIGHSPEEDALTERNATORSYSTEMSFORMOBILEPOWER.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic systems, Suppl. AES-2:
103-105, Jly. 1966.
To meet the demandfor lightweight mobile power, turboalternator
sets can be operated at ultrahigh speedsapproaching i00,000 rpm.
Thehigh-frequency alternator output is converted by static devices
to standard ac frequencies and/or dc power for utilization. This
paper describes the design of brushless alternator systems for such
applications. The particular suitability of the homopolar inductor
generator is cited. Special features are described, including
methodsof limiting pole face losses, windage and other losses.
The operating conditions require particular attention to material
selection. Interface problemsbetween the alternator and turbine
are also discussed.
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Osgood,C. C. and Winkler, S. H.
OPTIMIZINGTHEDESIGNOFA SOLARPOWERSUPPLYSYSTEM.
In Advancesin Astronautical Sciences, vl. 6, p. 607-620, NewYork,
AmericanAstronautical Society, distributed by PlenumPress, 1961.
This paper presents all the knownsignificant parameters in-
fluencing a solar powersupply design and showshow they can be
integrated to yield an over-all design which is optimized for total
weight and volume.
Osmun,W. G.
SPACENUCLEARPOWER- SNAP-50/SPUR.
Space/Aeronautics, 42:38-45, Dec. 1964.
Description of project intended to demonstrate the feasibility of
a lightweight, high-output nuclear electric system for space
auxiliary power and electric propulsion.
OXYGENFUELCELLSYSTEMFORSPACEVEHICLES.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1962, n. p. (Paper 2560-62.)
An attempt is madeto showhowhydrogen-oxygenfuel cells are
integrated into an optimumpowerplant for a spacemission. Cell
performanceparameters are also discussed. TheHydrox cell, which
employshydrogenand oxygenreactants, dual porosity nickel-nickel
oxide electrodes, and aqueouspotassiumhydroxide electrolyte is
considered.
Palmquist, N. B.
SATELLITEAUXILIARYPOWERSYSTEMS.
I__nnPlanetary and SpaceScience, vl. 4, Proceedingsof the Fourth
AFBMD/SRLSymposium. Advancesin Ballistic Missile and SpaceTechnology,
p. 202-225, NewYork, PergamonPress, Jan. 1961.
General requirements of auxiliary power systemsare presented.
Preliminary studies, design approaches, and hardware development
of the prime energy equipment andpower conversion equipment are
discussed. The auxiliary powersystem is formulated, and its flight
performance is evaluated. A brief look at future systemssuch as
solar photovoltaic, nuclear, thermoelectric, and high energy batteries
is also presented.
Pasciutti, Eo Ro
SOMERELIABILITY/EFFICIENCYASPECTSOFLOWINPUTVOLTAGEINVERSION/CON-
VERSIONFROMRADIOISOTOPICTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORPOWERSOURCES.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
458-465, Nov. 1966.
The transistor componentfailure possibilities due to voltage and
power stress conditions existent in low input voltage inverters when
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energized by a radioisotopic thermoelectric generator source (RTG)
have been investigated in depth. Circuitwise, it is shownthat a
properly designed current feedback driven inverter is inherently
failsafe with respect to output overload whensupplied from a power
limited source. An RTGno-load overvoltage protection technique
recently developed and described herein offers low dissipation
external to the RTGsource output powerterminals. This is important
for spacecraft applications, becauseit enables a reduction of
radiator requirements neededfor heat rejection.
Pearcy, C.
HIGHVOLTAGEGENERATIONFROMPIEZOELECTRICCERAMIC.
Electronic Engineering, 37:656-659, Oct. 1965.
Outline of the various design techniques neededto fabricate a
system of production of high-voltage impulses, based on the direct
conversion of mechanical energy to electrical energy, through the
use of recent developmentsin piezoelectric materials. The principle
has been exploited in the production of spark generators incorporat-
ing lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic cyclinders. Devices of
this type have been successfully adapted for the ignition of various
gas appliances, missile impact fuses, and for low current, high
voltage powersupplies. Design equations are listed and explained
together with the relevant physical characteristics of PZTceramic
material.
Peattie, C. G. and Others.
FACTORSINVOLVEDIN THEUSEOFA HIGH-TEMPERATUREFU LCELLASA SPACE
POWERSOURCE.
NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1962, n.p. (Paper 2565-62.)
Potential advantagesof using a high-temperature, molten-electrolyte
fuel cell as a space powersource are discussed.
Pedersen, E. S.
NUCLEARENERGYIN SPACE.
EnglewoodCliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964. 516 p.
An attempt is madeto bring together the broad range of information
that falls under the scope of nuclear space power. Somenew and
unpublished material is included. Included in the subject areas
covered are direct power-conversion principles - direct conversion
of heat into electricity, various auxiliary power systems for use
in spacecraft, nuclear thermionic, thermoelectric and MHDsystems,
and the basic theories and equations governing thermionic and thermo-
electric conversion such as Seebeck,Peltier, Thompsoneffects, and
Richardsonequations.
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Pedersen, E. S.
NUCLEAR-THERMOELECTRICSPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
l__nnAnnual East Coast Conferenceon Aerospaceand Navigational Electronics,
10th, Baltimore, Md., October 21-23, Proceedings, p. 3.3.4-1 to 3.3.4-6.
North Hollywood, WesternPeriodicals Co., 1963.
Description of a thermoelectric conversion systemwhich uses a nuclear
reactor as heat source. The converter and the waste-heat radiator
form an integral part, and the systemmakesuse of two liquid-metal
loops and a heat exchangerto matchthe characteristics of a nuclear
reactor to those of the thermoelectric generator. A thermoelectric-
electromagnetic pumpprovides a meansof circulating the liquid metals
in both loops. It is stated that the operating temperatures of the
thermelectric materials used in the design are conservative, permit-
ting a lifetime expectancyof several years.
Pericart, J.
CYCLESA DEUXPHASESPOURLA CONVERSIONM.H.D. A L'AIDE DEMETAUXLIQUIDES[TWO-PHASECYCLESFORMHDCONVERSIONWITHTHEAID OFLIQUIDMETALS].
Institut Francais du Petrole, Revue,22:313-355, Feb. 1967. In French.
Critical analysis and personal evaluation of the current state of
research in the use of two-phaseliquid-metal cycles to achieve
direct conversion of heat into electricity in _{D converters. The
basic theory by which a liquid metal (the MHDconversion agent) is
put in motion by direct contact with a hot expandinggas is reviewed.
A classification is madeof the relatively numeroustwo-phasesystems
which have beenproposedup to the present time. The thermodynamic
aspect of these problems is discussed, and a theoretical and
experimental examination is madeof the various elements of which the
two-phasecycles are composed,in particular, the liquid-metal MHD
generator. Future prospects for two-phase liquid-metal-cycle MHD
conversion are evaluated, including the possibility of such conversion
in spacecraft powerplants and in large powerplants on the ground.
Perry, L. W.
NUCLEAREACTOR-THERMIONICSPA EPOWERSYSTEMS.
Paper presented at the ARSSpacePowerSystemsConference, Santa Monica,
Calif., Sept. 27-30, 1960. NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1960, 8 p.(Paper 1339-60.)
Thermionic powerconversion wasapplied to space power systemsby
locating cells internal and external to the reactor. The cells may
be wrappedabout the outer surface of the reactor core or placed
inside the reactor, a liquid meta±coolant being used to t_a_sfer
waste heat to an external radiator. The serious limitation to exterior
cells is the limited growth potential to higher power levels. When
the thermionic cells were incorporated in a reactor_ an overall
system efficiency of 12%was obtained. Liquid lithium wasused as
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a reactor coolant. If sufficient cathode life can be obtained, a space
power systemwith a specific weight of 5 to 6 ib/kw(e) at the 300 kw(e)
power level is possible.
Peschka,W.
ENERGIEVERSORGUNGUNDENERGIEWANDLERIN SATELLITENUNDRAUMFAHRZEUGEN
[ENERGYSUPPLYANDENERGYCONVERTERSIN SATELLITESANDSPACEVEHICLES]
VDI Zeitschrift, 109:572-574, 1967. In German.
Discussion of electric powersystems for use on space vehicles.
The requirements for such a system are outlined and examinedin
application to such energy sources as fuel cells (particularly the
H2-02 cell employing an ion-exchange membraneas the electrolyte),
radioisotopes, and nuclear reactors. The current status of energy
converters is reviewed, with particular reference to solar cells,
electromechanical, thermionic, thermoelectric, and inductive MFD
converters.
Picquendar, J. E.
THETHERMIONICCONVERSIONFENERGY.
RevueGeneraleElectronique, no. 216, p. 19-25, 1964. In French.
The principles of thermionic conversion are outlined. The design,
operation, and performanceof a test converter with a pure metal
emitter are described. Converters with non-homogeneousemitters
are considered. The use of solar radiation and nuclear energy in
connection with thermionic converters is discussed.
Picquendar, J. E.
LA CONVERSIONTHERMOIONIQUEDEL'ENERGIE[THERMIONICCONVERSIONF
ENERGIE].
I_n_nMarble, F. E. and Surugue, J., eds., Physics' and Technology of Ion
Motors; Proceedings of a Technical Meeting of the Combustionand Pro-
pulsion Panel at the 13th Agard General Assembly, Athens, Greece,
July 15-17, 1963. NewYork, Gordonand Breach, Science Publishers,
Inc., 1966, (AGARD-ograph88). In French.
Discussion on thermionic energy conversion for space use. Principles
are reviewed and two types of converters are described - i.e.,
converters with a pure metal emitter and converters with non-
homogeneousemitters. The problem of using solar energy to bring
the emitters of thermionic converters to high temperatures is
considered, and the use of such converters for the conversion of
nuclear energy is discussed. Spaceprojects of the future include
solar and nuclear generators.
Pierro, J. J. and Phillips, J. E.
INVESTIGATIONOFHIGH-FREQUENCYPOWERCONVERSIONA DGENERATORTECHNIQUES.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-3, Suppl.:411-422, June 1965.
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Investigation of techniques concernedwith developmentof efficient
and lightweight powerconversion units for use with space power
systems. Various conversion and powergeneration techniques are
reviewed.
Pietsch, A. and McCormick,J. E.
DEVELOPMENTSTATUSOFCLOSEDBRAYTON-CYCLESYSTEMSFORSPACEPOWER
APPLICATIONS.
I__n_nIntersocietyEnergy Conversion Engineering Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., September26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 94-120. New
York, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
Work in design of Brayton-cycle powersystems for space vehicles
and significant achievementsin the developmentof major system
componentsand a complete closed loop are discussed. Systemdesign
studies, componentdevelopment, and complete power-conversion-loop
tests showthe Brayton-cycle to be an important candidate for
space power-systemapplication.
Pietsch, A.
SOLARBRAYTON-CYCLEPOWER-SYSTEMD VELOPMENT.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964,
23 p. (Paper 64-726.)
Description of a Brayton-cycle spacepower system. The system,
which is illustrated, consists of: (i) a solar energy collector;(2) a heat-receiver/storage unit; (3) a recuperator; (4) a combined
rotating unit; and (5) a radiator. This is a single-phase working-
fluid cycle using inert gas in a closed power-conversion loop. Also
shownis a conceptual illustration of a complete Brayton-cycle
space powersystem. The developmentwork performed on heat
receivers compressors, turbines, gas bearings, recuperators, and
radiators is described.
Pitts, J. N., Jr., Margerum,J. D. and McKee,W. E.
PHOTOCHEMISTRYANDSPACEPOWERGENERATION.
ARSJ, 31:890-896, Jly. 1961.
Discussion of fundamental photochemicalprinciples and processes
relative to: (i) pnotogalvanic solar batteries, and (2) solar regenera-
tive cells. Thenecessity of intensive fundamental and applied
research in these areas is indicated.
Also issued as ARSPreprint 1180-60.
Platner, J. L., Ghere, D. P. and Opperthauser, R. W.
CAPILLARYMEMBRANEHYDROGEN-OXYGENFU LCELLSYSTEMFORSPACEVEHICLE
APPLICATION.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transactions, AS-I;
874-883, Aug. 1963.
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This paper describes the developmentof a simple, effective method
of electrolyte concentration control for the Allis-Chalmers
Capill_ary Membranefuel cell. Themethod, designated as Vapor
Pressure Control, operates on the changein electrolyte vapor pressure
which occurs over an operable range of electrolyte concentrations.
Stability of cell operation with the methodis showntheoretically
and is verified by tests on two four-cell modulesfor durations up
to 113 hours.
Platner, J. L. and Hess, P. D.
STATICMOISTUREREMOVALCONCEPTFORTHEHYDROGEN-OXYGENCAPILLARYFUEL
CELL.
ChemicalEngineering Progress, SymposiumSeries, 61:299-305, 1965.
A static moisture removal systemhas been developedas a result of
fundamental studies and laboratory tests conducted to determine the
vapor-pressure characteristics of the capillary fuel cell. In this
system, a desired water-vapor pressure is maintained in the cell
through a diffusion membraneassociated with each cell. Water will
not be evaporated from the cell electrolyte until the electrolyte
vapor pressure exceedsthe desired value. Abovethis value,
evaporation rapidly increases. This system is being evaluated for
space power applications. The system is described, and initial test
results are presented.
Pogoda,J.
URZADZENIAN ZIEMNE[GROUNDINSTALLATIONS].
Instytut Lotnictwa, Biuletyn Informacyjny, p. 11-15, Sept.-Oct. 1965.
In Polish.
Description of the gantry, control console, and electric-power source
devised for launching the Meteor-i meteorological rocket. A schematic
diagramof the electrical ground system is included.
Ponthus, P.
APPLICATIONDELA MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIQUELA CONVERSIOND'ENERGIE.I.[APPLICATIONOFMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICSTOENERGYCONVERSION.I].
Entropie, p. 19-26, Jan.-Feb. 1967. In French.
Consideration of the conversion of energy by MHDmeans,which is the
object of theoretical and experimental research concerning both
terrestrial and space applications. This procedure does not require
any mechanical parts and will in all probability competewith
rotating machinesused presently to produce high current densities.
The involved phenomenarequire complexstudies. The efforts madein
Franceand elsewhere are synthesized_ and the ways in which MHD
research is conductedare indicated. The general MHDequations are
reproducedunder integrable form with reference to their application
to varied geometries, and under differentiated form in order to
allow particularized studies.
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Ponthus, P.
APPLICATION DE LA MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIQUE A LA CONVERSION D'ENERGIE. II.
[APPLICATION OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS TO ENERGY CONVERSION. II]
Entropie, p. 78-85, May-June 1967. In French.
Examination of the simplifications necessary for the convenient
application of the MHD equations to the solution of problems with
the aid of elementary MHD-converter models. The equations for one-
dimensional flows are solved, and the problem of ac electrical energy
is considered. The electrical and thermodynamic characteristics of
MHD converters are analyzed and compared, and problems related to
conduction-type and induction-type ac MHD generators are examined.
Porter, R. W., Cambel, A. B. and Kranc, S.
ELECTRODELESS MAGNETOGASDYNAMIC POWER DURING ENTRY.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 4:813-815, June 1967.
Discussion of a direct energy conversion device that requires no
external electrodes. Power is generated by exploiting the torque
on the magnet, which acts as the rotating member of a homopolar
power generator. This device eleminates the design problems associated
with external-electrode devices - in particular, ablation and sheath
effects.
Powell, R. W.
STATUS OF SNAP-8 ELECTRICAL GENERATING SYSTEM.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 12 p.
(Paper 64-758.)
Description of the test operation of the SNAP-8 35-kw turboelectric
nuclear space power system. Design efforts are directed toward
the attainment of 10,O00-hr continuous operating life.
POWER GENERATION FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS.
Electronics, 27:78-80, Apr. 1954.
A forward looking general article o6 the generation of hundreds of
kilowatts of electrical energy in various locations in space.
Thermionic converters and thermoelectric generators utilizing a
plasma arm are suggested for high power application.
POWER SOURCES FOR SPACE.
Electronic Equipment Engineering, 8:34-36, 38-40, illus., May 1960.
Techniques for converting fuel directly into electricity are
described. They are magnetohydrodynamic generator, fuel cell, thermo-
electric and thermionic.
POWER WITHOUT MOVING PARTS.
Machine Design, 32:24-27, Apr. 14, 1960.
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The present status, advantagesand forecast for tomorrow for thermo-
electric devices, magnetohydrodynamicgenerators, fuel cells and
thermionic generators.
Prem,L. L. and Parkins, W. E.
A NEWMETHODOFMHDPOWERCONVERSIONEMPLOYINGA FLUIDMETAL.
In MagnetohydrodynamicElectrical PowerGeneration; Proceedings of an
International Symposium,Paris, France, July 6-11, 1964_vl. 2, p. 971-
984. Paris, EuropeanNuclear Energy Agency, 1964.
Newmethodfor converting high temperature heat directly to electri-
cal energy with an MHDcycle employing a metal as working fluid
is described. The principal characteristics of this cycle are: (i)
energy conversion is direct, requiring no moving mechanical compo-
nents; (2) operating temperatures can be within practical limits
for materials at present available; (3) either nuclear or fossil
fuels can be utilized; (4) with nuclear fuel, the sameliquid
metal can be used as working fluid and reactor coolant. This fluid-
metal MHDpower conversion system can generate electric power for
space.
Preusse, K. E. and Shair, R. C.
THERMALNALYSISOFHERMETICALLYSEALEDNICKEL-CADMIUMCELLSFOR
SPACEAPPLICATIONS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964,
12 p. (Paper 64-751.)
Investigation of the variation of the meanthermal conductivity of
a nickel-cadmium cell as a function of overcharge current and
environmental temperature. The effect of cell geometryon heat
transfer rates has also been determined. It is stated that the
significance of this investigation is that, knowing the overcharge
current and the environmental temperature, it is possible to
determine the thermal conductivity and predict the thermal gradient
in the cell, and ultimately in a battery. Several cell configurations
have been constructed and analyzed both experimentally and theore-
tically, and the results are said to agree very well. A specific
battery design dictated by thermal considerations is the OAObattery.
To test the thermal design, a prototype of a lO-cell section of
the OAObattery wasconstructed, put through an electrical routine
at heat sink temperatures of 10OF,60°F, 80°F, and 130°F and, in
all tests, the maximumthermal gradient from the heat sink to the
skin of the cell being chargednever exceeded13°F. This is said
to comparefavorably with the calculated gradient of 129°F.
Price, J. C.
FUELCELLBATTERY- AEROSPACEGROUNDEQUIPMENT.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transactions, AS-l:
140-148, Aug. 1963.
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This paper is both a description of the equipmentand a discussion
of design considerations peculiar to test equipment for fuel cell
powersources.
Prince, M. B.
APPLICATIONSOFSILICONSOLARCELLSFORSPACEANDTERRESTRIALUSE.
Acta Electronica, 5:330-340, Jly. 1962.
A review is given of the improvementsmadeon silicon solar cells.
Theseinclude the reduction of series resistance by meansof grids,
better spectral responseby meansof better diffusions, and newer
geometries that allow for higher usageof surfaces. Spaceapplica-
tions of solar cells require outer space conditions for testing.
Special spectral testing conditions are described and the temperature
control problem is discussed. Several typical terrestrial applica-
tions of uses for solar cells are described. Finally, the future
of the silicon solar cell is forecasted.
THEPROMISEOFFUELCELLSASA SOURCEOFELECTRICPOWER.
Science Horizons, 33:3-4, Apr. 1963.
In theory, fuel cells are i00 per cent efficient and so should be
superior to batteries and conventional engines as soon as cheaper
electrodes are developed. Theseadaptable devices are likely to
be used in small powerstations, motor vehicles and in spacecraft.
PROPOSESNUCLEARBATTERIES.
Science NewsLetter, 73:338, May31, 1958.
Summaryof remarks on advantagesof nuclear powerbatteries for
satellite and space vehicles given by Harold Zahl at the Symposium
on the Possible Usesof Earth Satellites for Life Sciences Experiments,
Washington, D. C., 1958.
Pruschek, R.
ENERGIEVERSORGUNGSANLAGENMIT NUKLEARENERGIEQUELLEN[ ERGYSUPPLY
PLANTSWITHNUCLEARENERGYSOURCES].
I__n_nEnergy Supply in Space;DeutscheGesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und
Raumfahrt, Symposium,Stuttgart, WestGermany,December8, 1965, Lectures
p. 103-133. Munich, DeutscheGesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und Raum-
fahrt, 1966 (Fortschritte in der Raumfahrforschung,vl. 2). In German.
Discussion of the nature of nuclear energy sources (radioisotopes,
nuclear reactors) in respect to their utilization in energy supply
plants in space-flight devices. The characteristics of various
energy transformers and the problemsof designing these transformers
with nuclear heat sources are examined. _e present state of the
nuclear energy plants and the developmenttrends in this area are
considered.
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Pruschek, R.
THERMIONIKREAKTORENFUERDIE ENERGIEVERSORGUNGVONRAUMFLUGGERAETEN
[THERMIONICREACTORSA POWERSUPPLYOFSPACECRAFTS].
Atomker_Energie , 10:327-332, Sept.-Oct. 1965. In German.
Fast and thermal nuclear reactors with incore-thermionic-converters
are discussed with respect to their attitude as power supply for
space vehicles. Twodifferent fields for application will be
distinguished: i. auxiliary powersupply. 2. electric rocket
propulsion. Thermal as well as fast thermionic reactor systemsmay
be used as auxiliary power supply. The choice dependson the
required powerand on the ratio of transportation to fuel cost. As
for electric rocket propulsion, fast thermionic reactor systems
could be preferable.
Purdy, D. L.
SOLARTHERMIONICELECTRICPOWERSYSTEM.
Paper presented at the ARSSpacePowerSystemsConference, SantaMonica,
Calif., Sept. 27-30, 1960. NewYork, AmericanRocket Society, 1960,
26 p. (Technical Paper 1311-60.)
The theoretical application of vacuumtype thermionic converters for
a space power supply utilizing solar power is discussed. The
characteristics of presently available commerc_allyproduced thermionic
converters are described, and the integration of these characteristics,
with those of other system components,is explained.
Also in Snyder, N. W., ed. SpacePowerSystems, p. 153-186, New
York, AcademicPress, 1961.
PUTTINGNEWSNAPINTOGENERATORS.NUCLEAR-FUELEDPOWERSYSTEMSARE
PROVINGTHEIRWORTHIN LAND,SEAANDSPACEUSES.
ChemicalWeek,97:85-88, Nov. 13, 1965.
This article reviews past research and developments in SNAP devices
and discusses the new systems.
Radebold, R.
UBER DIE KONSEQUENZEN EINES UMWANDLUNGSPROZESSES MIT EINEM ZWEIPHASIGEN
STOFFSTROM [CONSEQUENCES OF A CONVERSION PROCESS WITH A TWO-PHASE MATERIAL
FLOW ].
I__n_nE ergy Supply in Space; Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und
Raumfahrt, Symposium, Stuttgart, West Germany, December 8, 1965, Lectures,
p. 249-257. Munich, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und
Raumfahrt, 1966, (Fortschritte in der Raumfahrtforschung, vl. 2). In
German.
Discussion of the concept of a liquid-metal MHD converter with multis-
tage thermodynamic drive designed for use as a power source in space
vehicles as an alternative to the thermionic converter. The distin-
guishing features of the converter proposed are the absence of a
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mechanical motion of particles and the substitution for electrons
of a liquid metal flow that circulates in the system thus providing
full utilization of the advantagesof a thermal powerstation. The
use of steel permits the construction of a robust unit of simple
design in which bearings and seals are not needed.
RADIOACTIVEHEATTOELECTRICITY.
Chemicaland Engineering News,32:4183-4184,Oct. 18, 1954.
Brief description of an atomic battery which uses the heat from radio-
activity to produce electrical energy.
Ramirez, P.
THEDESIGNOFMODULARHIGHFREQUENCY DC-DC CONVERTERS FOR SPACECRAFT
POWER SYSTEMS.
In National Electronics Conference, 22nd, Chicago, Ill., October 3-5,
1966, Proceedings, p. 1035-1040. Chicago, National Electronics Conference,
Inc., 1966.
Discussion of high frequency design considerations regarding power
switching transistors, fast recovery rectifiers, transformers, and
power converter circuits. A comparison is made of the weight and
efficiency of three high frequency dc-dc converters, each operated at
a different frequency. The design tradeoffs, packaging, and thermal
considerations are also included. The weight and operating charac-
teristics of the selected 50-kHz, 100-watt, dc-dc converter are pre-
sented. It is considered that a substantial reduction in size and
weight of power converters can be realized by use of high frequency
techniques.
Rappaport, P. and Frink, A. M., Jr.
SEALED NICKEL-CADMIUM, SILVER-CADMIUMAND SILVER-ZINC BATTERIES.
l__n_nProceedlngs 1963 National Winter Convention on Military Electronics,
January 30, 31, February i, 1963. p. 2-10--2-13. Los Angeles, Calif.,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1963.
The paper presents the latest "state of the art" on three hermetically
sealed rechargeable battery systems and their application as energy
storage devices in space vehicles.
Rappaport, P.
SOLAR CELLS TODAY.
In Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Los Angeles,
P_14_v=_., _=_=mhow__...._. ......PR-P_,1966.. Technical PaDers, p. 404-408. New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
Discussion of improvements being made in solar cell capability.
Results on solar cell arrays, thin films and radiation resistance are
discussed. Other topics discussed include the status of silicon solar
and array considerations. The advantages and limitations of solar
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power systems are outlined. It is pointed out that recent excellent
progress in lightweight array design, improved radiation resistance,
and improvedCdSefficiency is promising for the future of the solar
cell.
Rappaport, P.
SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION.
Signal, 18:50-52, Aug. 1964.
Discussion of the advantages and limiting factors of solar cells.
The efficiency of Si, InP, GaAs, CdTe, GaP and CdS as cell materials
and the minimum film thickness required for the materials are
tabulated. A diagram of the operation of the silicon cell is presented.
Lower cost and lighter weights are thought to be the most urgent
requirements for future cells. The production of power in remote
locations beyond the reach of power lines, and power supplies up
to several hundred watts in space explorations, are the most pro-
bable uses of the cells in the future.
Rappaport, P.
STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT ON ELECTRICAL ENERGY SOURCES.
Electronic Industries, 24:36-40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 49, Feb. 1965.
Description of means for the conversion of energy into electrical
power. Detailed are three specific techniques - solar cells,
thermoelectrics, and thermionics - considered to be of particular
interest to electronics engineers. These three methods are static
and hence have a reliability advantage over fuel cells, dynamic
machines, and MHD. Available solar cells are described and new
materials currently being considered for their construction are
discussed. Thermoelectric conversion is considered, and the SNAP-
10A system is described. Thermionic systems, which have the highest
efficiencies of any direct conversion means, are also described, and
some tentative predictions are made about future applications of
these techniques.
Ray, K. A.
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CONVERSION IN SPACE.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transactions, 66:158-
163, May 1963.
Such design parameters as current, voltage, temperature, and intensi-
ty dependency for silicon solar cells are listed. Their relation-
ship to the basic photovoltaic theory is given, and methods for
establishing the parameters are described. Other subjects covered
are: (i) the solar cell physical characteristics and their interaction
with mounting substrate characteristics; (2) typical solar cell
panel configuration; (3) the thermal balance problem and typical
thermal characteristics such as emissivity and absorptivity; and
(4) the "state of the art" for power and weight figure-of-merit for
space power conversion.
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Ray, K. A.
FLEXIBLESOLARCELLARRAYSFORINCREASEDSPACEPOWER.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES:3-I07-I15,Jan. 1967.
Discussion of a flexible solar cell concept. Thehistorical back-
ground of such devices is briefly considered, a conceptual design is
described for a 20-kw array including a weight breakdown,and an
existing design effort is evaluated.
Ray, K. A. and Winicur, D. H.
A LARGEAREASOLARCELLARRAY.
NewYork, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 16 p.(Paper 64-739.)
Presentation of the large area solar cell array, a new concept
designed to fill the need for a compact, lightweight space power
source capable of providing more than 1500watts of power. It can
be launched and deployed in a simple mannerand is designed to
operate on oriented vehicles in artificial gravity or zero-gravity
environments. The system is presented, and the major components
are discussed. The force required to extend the solar panels is
calculated, and the force available from extensible boomactuators
is given. TheLASCAperformanceas a function of solar panel length-
to-width ratio, and the amountof acceleration experienced by the
array, are shown. The power-to-weight ratio, as a function of
power level at a Gof 0.2 g, is derived.
Raymond,E. T.
HOWSILICONSOLARCELLSRATEFORSPACEPOWER.
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 68:42-44, Aug. 1960.
Advantagesand disadvantagesof silicon cells as a primary energy
conversion device are listed together with illustrations of a solar-
photovoltaic powersystem and modelsof a silicon-cell solar
collector.
Reams,J. D.
SPACE-POWERSUBSYSTEMS- DEVELOPMENTSTATUSANDOUTLOOK.
I__n_nEnergy Supply in Space; DeutscheGesellschaft Fur Raketentechnik und
Raumfahrt, Symposium,Stuttgart, WestGermany,December8, 1965, Lectures
p. 11-30. Munich, DeutscheGesellschaft fur Raketentechnik und Raumfahrt,
1966.(Fortschritte in der Raumfahrtforschung,vl. 2)
Assessmentof the technological state of the art of space-power
subsystemsbased on combiningchemical, solar, isotope, and nuclear-
reactor energy sources with static and dynamicenergy converters.
Quantitative parametric data for the various concepts are derived,
and their developmental trends are examined. The quantitative data
are used in combination with qualitative considerations to develop
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guidelines for selecting the proper space-powersubsystemfor the
power levels required in a specific space mission. Separate treat-
ment is given to energy-limited subsystems (concepts which use an
expendableenergy source) and power-limited subsystems(concepts
using an inexpendable energy source).
Reasbeck,P.
SOMEASPECTSOFTHEDEVELOPMENTOFFAST-ACTIVATINGSINGLE-SHOTZINC-
SILVEROXIDEBATTERIES.
In Proceedings 3rd International Symposiumon Batteries, Bournemouth,
Hants, October 1962, p. 419-437. NewYork, MacMillan, 1963.
This paper discussed factors influencing the speedof activation
of batteries and describes activation systems. The influence of
temperature and pressure on the performanceof cell packs is
studied.
Reed,C. J.
THERMOELECTRICBATTERIES.
Electrical World, 29:565, 1897.
Various types of thermoelectric generators are summarized.
Reichel, R. H.
ALLGEMEINEENTWICKLUNGENIN DERRAUMFAHRTTECHNIKBEI TRAGERRAKETENUND
RAUMFLUGKORPERN[GENERALDEVELOPMENTSIN PACEFLIGHTTECHNOLOGY
PARTICULARLYFORBOOSTERROCKETSANDSPACEVEHICLES].
VDI Zeitschrift, 109:559-564, 1967. In German.
Brief survey of recent progress in booster technology, with
particular reference to Titan III, Saturn I, ELDOBI and B2, and the
French "Diamant" booster. Someinformation on launch and ground
facilities is included.
Reid, W. T. and Edson, A. P.
FUELCELLS: TOMORROW'SPOWERPLANT.
Battelle Technical Review, 11:2-7, illus., June 1962.
Already available for limited earthbound as well as space uses, fuel
cells are under intensive study to extend their usefulness as energy
sources for industry and the home. Here is a discussion of the most
promising types, their status, and potentialities.
Resler, E. L., Jr. and Rosenweig,R. E.
MAGNETOCALORICPOWER.
AIAAJournal, 2:1418-1422, Aug. 1964.
Description of a heat engine which uses the temperature dependence
of magnetic forces, and a theoretical analysis to predict efficiency
and estimate weights to indicate the potential of this system. A
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magnetocaloric space powersystemconsists, in large part, of a
heat source, heat exchangers, superconductingmagnet subsystem,
radiator, and working fluid. It is concluded that, on the basis of
its low weight, the magnetocaloric system maybe competitive with
other possible space powersystems. Becauseof the elimination of
high-temperature movingparts, the magnetoca]oric systemoffers the
possibility of greater lifetime and reliability.
Resnick, B. T.
THECLOSEDBRAYTONCYCLEFORSPACEPOWER- ANASSESSMENT.
NewYork, AmericanSociety of MechanicalEngineers, 1966, 8 p. (Paper
66-GT/CLC-10.)
Investigation of the closed Brayton cycle for onboard generation
of space vehicle electric powerfrom solar, isotope, and nuclear
reactor energy sources. Someof the moresignificant advantages
and disadvantages of the closed Brayton cycle are outlined. The
factors which influenced the selection of this cycle are reviewed.
The key powerconversion Brayton componentsto be investigated are
described. These include the radial turbocompressor, the axial
turbocompressor, the turboalternator, gas bearings, and the regene-
rator. The gas bearing characteristics are tabulated. The current
status of the Brayton investigation effort is reviewed and future
planning is considered. It is concludedthat with continued success
the closed Brayton cycle should ultimately develop into a fully
qualified space power system.
Reynard, D. L. and Andrew,A.
IMPROVEMENTOFSILICONSOLARCELLPERFORMANCETHROUGHT EUSEOFTHIN
FILMCOATINGS.
Applied Optics, 5:23-28, Jan. 1966.
Discussion of the effect of thin film coatings used in solar cell
power systems for spacecraft on overall cell performance. Anti-
reflecting coatings are used to increase the amountof useful energy
reaching the active surface of the cell. Multilayer interference
filters are employedto reject unwantedportions of the solar
spectrumto reduce equilibrium temperature and to prevent uv damage.
Glass covers are used in conjunction with these coatings for in-
creasing the thermal emittance of the surface. It is noted that
direct coating of solar cells remains as the apparent next step in
the technology of thin film coatings. It is possible to manufacture
solar cells themselves- i.e., a photosensitive p-n junction -
using thin-film deposition techniques.
Robinson, T. A.
CHOOSINGTHEELECTRICPOWERSYSTEMFORA SHORTRANGEMISSILE.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
303-309, Jly. 1966.
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This paper develops an approach to the selection of an electric
powersystem and the prime internal power source for a short-range
missile. Every conference has manypapers on the subject of power
sources for missiles. They cover such items as batteries, ram air
turbines, hot gas driven turbines, and such possible power sources
as thermionic, thermoelectric, solar cells. Eachof the different
sources has a particular field of appropriate application and many
of the fields overlap. Papers on the choice of application of
these items to powersystems are very few. It is primarily the
function of the engineer to apply the knowledgeand the devices
available in order to create an efficient overall operating system.
ROCKET'SEXHAUSTHEATIS TURNEDINTOELECTRICPOWER.
Electrical Engineering, 79:170, Feb. 1960.
Refers to RCA's thermlonic generator.
Rodot, M.
CONVERSIOND'ENERGIESOLAIRE NENERGIELECTRIQUEETMECANIqUE-
LESPHOTOPILESSOLAIRES[CONVERSIONFSOLARTOELECTRICALANDMECHANI-
CALENERGY- SOLARPHOTOCELLS].
Centre National de la RechercheScientifique, Journal des Recherches,
p. 621-629, Dec. 1964. In French.
An investigation of the different methodswhich can be used for
converting the heat energy of solar radiation into electricity. Semi-
conductors permit converting luminous energy to electrical energy.
The principle of quanta transitions by which a photon is converted
to a paired electron-hole is described, including the manner in
which the charge carriers are collected by meansof a p-n junction.
The theoretical efficiency and the factors involved are discussed.
The characteristics of French photocells, which will provide on-board
energy for spacecraft are given.
Rodriguez, G. E.
VOLTAGECONVERSIONA DREGULATIONTECHNIQUESMPLOYEDIN THEPRIME
CONVERTERFORTHEANCHOREDINTERPLANETARYMONITORINGPLATFORM(AIMP)
SPACECRAFT.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
466-476, Nov. 1966.
Description of the major design concepts considered in the development
of a dc-to-dc prime converter for the AnchoredInterplanetary Monitoring
Platform spacecraft (AIMP). This static converter is used to trans-
form the power from the solar array and battery into suitable levels
for the instrumentation and experimental electronics. The design
chosenincorporates a duty-cycle switching preregulator controlled
by saturable reactors, a dc-to-dc converter synchronized at the basic
operating frequency of the preregulator, and series-dissipative regu-
lators exhibiting short-circuit protection. A breakdownof the power
losses in the preregulator is presented. The procedures followed to
achieve a low magnetic field disturbance are described.
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Roes, J. B.
ANELECTROMECHANICALENERGYSTORAGESYSTEMFORSPACEAPPLICATION.
l__n_nSnyder, N. W. ed., Energy Conversionfor SpacePower, p. 613-622,
illus., NewYork, AcademicPress, 1961.
This paper discusses a mechanical energy storage system and describes
the characteristics of a typical examplefor space application which
stores energy in two magnetically suspendedfly-wheels. The system
converts electrical energy into mechanical energy for storage and,
after storage, reconverts it for use in the load.
Rohrmann,C. A. and Sayre, E. D.
RADIOISOTOPICSPACEPOWER- PROSPECTSANDLIMITATIONS.
NewYork AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, i0 p.
Discussion of the bases for selection of radioisotopes for powerap-
plications. Comparisonsare madewith conventional power sources;
and compactness,reliability, long useful life, and relatively
light weight are seen as the factors making radioisotopes attractive
for power production. The characteristics - half-life, specific
powerand powerdensity, type of radiation, biological hazard,
availability, and cost - of radioisotopic heat sources are surveyed.
Design, materials, and safety considerations are then studied. The
physical properties of the isotopic heat sources are presented in
tabular form.
Rosa, R. J.
MHDPOWERGENERATION.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, 1962, 12 p.
(Paper 29.)
The principles of MHDpower generation are reviewed, including basic
electrical properties of gases, major loss mechanismsand overall
design considerations. Possible space applications and the present
status of MHDgenerators are outlined.
Rosemblum,L. and English, R. E.
NUCLEAR-ELECTRICSYSTEMSIN SPACE.
In Seminaron AdvancedEnergy Sources, 1958.
Fort Monmouth,N. J., 1959.
Proceedings, p. 243-253,
Ideas and thoughts are presented on the role of the radiator in
space power systems, nuclear turboelectric systems, and nuclear-
thermionic emitters.
Ross, B.SOLARENERGYCONVERTERS.
Materials Science and Technologyfor AdvancedApplications, p. 431-452,
EnglewoodCliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.
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A short discussion of semiconductorP-Njunctions is given. This
will be related to the operation of a photovoltaic device. A
methodof fabricating a silicon photovoltaic energy conversion device
is discussed. Considerations of spectral responseand optimization
to solar radiation resulting in the developmentof a solar simulator
are described. Special requirements of solar cells operating in
earth space are mentioned.
Ross, D. P. and others.
A ONE-MEGAWATTNUCLEARELECTRICALPOWERPLANTFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
l__n_nBallistic Missile and SpaceTechnology, vl. II, p. 373-382, New
York, AcademicPress, 1960.
The nuclear potassium vapor power system presented offers attractive
weight-to-power ratios and is basedon design features permitting
early development. Componentdesign philosophy is such that in the
event of a failure in a section of the powerplant, a major portion
of the powerwill remain deliverable. The four rotating machinery
packagesand the independent condenser-radiators makethispossible.
Ross, F. Jr.
GUIDEDMISSILES.
NewYork, Lothrop, Lee & ShepardCo., Inc., 1951, 186 p. illus.
This is a generalized account of missile developmentin Germany,
The United States and other lands. Poweris mentioned only incidently.
Rouklove, P.
STATUSREPORTONSOLARTHERMIONICPOWERSYSTEMS.
l__nnSzego,G. C. and Taylor, J. E., eds., SpacePowerSystemsEngineering,
p. 909-948, NewYork, AcademicPress, Inc., 1966.
Reviewof research undertaken to advancethe technology of solar
thermionic powerconversion to such a state that it could be considered
as an alternate spacecraft power source. It is considered that efforts
are necessary in specialized areas such as cesium reservoir and flux
control, ceramic-to-metal seals, generator support structures, solar
concentrating mirrors, and thermionic converters. To improve perfon_-
ante, surface phenomenarelated to the thermionic emission, transport
phenomenain the plasmaregion, and material compatibility have been
actively studied. Major improvementsin thermionic converter perform-
ance have been demonstrated - e. g., power densities to 24 watts/cm2
and life testing beyond3000hr. The materials and technology
developedalso have direct and indirect application to systems which
utilize other thermal sources such as radioisotope and nuclear
reactors.
Ruetschi, P.
IS THELEAD-ACIDSTORAGEBATTERYOBSOLETE?
Electromechanical Society Journal, 108:297-301, illus., Mar. 1961.
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A few facts and figures are cited concerning exotic powerdevices,
like nuclear batteries, solar cells, thermoelectric and thermionic
generators and fuel cells. Theymayhave application in the future
but the writer is led to the conclusion that the lead-acid storage
battery will not be supplanted for manyyears to come.
RUGGEDIZEDSOLARCELLSFORMISSILES.
Electronic Industries, 17:132, Aug. 1958.
HoffmanType "SS" silicon solar cells are developed to withstand
extreme environmental conditions encountered in missile launching.
Ruka, R.
NEWMETHODSOFGENERATINGELECTRICPOWER,HIGHTEMPERATUREFU LCELLS-
A POTENTIALLARGESCALEPOWERSOURCE.
Mechanical World, 140:324-325, 1960.
The first of a series of articles describing four newmethodsof
generating electric powerwhich have been developed to the state
where they appear to hold real promise as power sources for the
future. Theseare the fuel cell, the thermoelectric generator,
the thermionic generator, and the magnetohydrodynamicgenerator.
They operate at successively higher temperatures and raise entirely
new problems in materials. Thepossible rewards are great, however-
high efficiency, low capital costs, and newpossibilities in power
generation, storage, and use. Thepreliminary stages of the work
are explained.
Russell, C. R.
ELEMENTSOFENERGYCONVERSION.
Oxford, England, PergamonPress, Ltd., 1967, 413 p.
A collation of information on energy conversion and the storage of
energy is presented in terms of the fundamental thermodynamicsthat
apply to energy conversion by any process. Emphasisis placed on
the developmentof the theory of heat engines, becausethey are
the most important power sources. Descriptive material is given to
provide elementary information on all important energy-conversion
devices. Following a general discussion of energy, thermal prop-
erties and relations are considered. Various heat-engine cycleS are
described. The roles of chemical energy and electrochemical
processes are examined. Attention is given to solar energy, thermo-
electricity, thermionic generators, and radioisotope powersources,
and the operation of SNAPgenerators is described. In conclusion,
the methodsand applications of energy storage are outlined.
Sanborn, D. S.
THEDEVELOPMENTOFDEPLOYABLESOLARCONCENTRATORSFOR PACEPOWER.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1961, n.p. (Preprint 425D.)
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Description of a foldable, parabolic, lO-ft, solar concentrator
having an overall weight of less than 0.4 ib/ft 2. Sucha system
meets the presently contemplatedperformance requirements for
efficient operation in conjunction with thermoelectric or Rankine-
cycle turbine-alternator system.
Sanborn,D. S.
FOLDINGMIRRORFOCUSESSUNFORSPACEPOWER.
Society Automotive Engineers Journal, 30:74-75, Jan. 1962. (Paper 425D.)
Large-scale, deployable solar concentrators for space power, weighing
less than 0.4 ib per sq.ft, can be built using newly developed
techniques. A novel deploymentsystemallows the concentrator to be
stowed in a cylindrical packagehaving a diameter less than one-fourth
and a length less than one-half the diameter of the extendedconcentra-
tor.
Sandelman,S. L. and McJones,R. W.
EVALUATINGAPUSYSTEMSFORSPACECRAFT.
Space/Aeronautics, 31:86, 88, 90, 92, 94, 97, illus., Mar. 1959.
The choice of auxiliary power systems for space vehicles is bewilder-
ingly wide -- it ranges all the way from such standbys as the silver-
zinc battery to "blue sky" solar and nuclear devices. Which
approachis best for which mission? A review of APUsystemspoints
the way to the answer to this question.
Sanders, L. G.
UNCONVENTIONALMETHODSOFELECTRICPOWERGENERATION.
Industrial Chemist, 40:137-143, 1964.
Hydrox cells, although using relatively expensive fuel, would be
of particular value for space applications.
Schmidt, R. N.
EFFECTIVENESSOFSOLARABSOP_ERSURFACES.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 2:101-102, Jan.-Feb. 1965.
Solar-thermionic, solar-thermoelectric, and solar-dynamic auxiliary
powersystems for spacecraft require solar absorption on sometype
of _urface. A _ethod for comparingand evaluating such surfaces on
the basis of their radiation properties are described.
Schuerch,H. and Robbins, W.
CENTRIFUGALLYSTABILIZEDDEPLOYABLESOLARCOLLECTORS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964, 16 p.
(Paper 64-732.)
Demonstration that rotary deployment and stabilization mechanisms
for solar collectors can materially enhancethe attractiveness of
this modeof space power generation, as comparedto competitive schemes.
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The problem of controlling the contour of completely non-rigid
surface structures by external force interaction and appropriate
metric constraints is considered from a theoretical point of view.
Solutions involve membraneand filament-net-type constructions for
Fresnel-type reflectors deployed, oriented, and stabilized by
interaction of centrifugal force and solar pressure. The possibility
of vast increases in surface areas for a given collector weight is
examinedin terms of the specific power characteristics for typical
thermodynamicpowergenerating systems. The effects of systems
rotation, required for collector stabilization, are briefly examined.
Schuh, N. F. and Tallent, R. J.
SOLAR-POWEREDTHERMOELECTRICGENERATORDESIGNCONSIDERATIONS.
Applications and Industry, 45:345-352, illus., Nov. 1959.
This paper presents, in a brief manner,someof the principles
and problemswhich maybe expected in applying solar energy to
thermoelectric generator serving a space vehicle and also describes
a small solar-powered thermoelectric generator which was constructed
to study these problems. Article with sametitle appears in Elec.
Eng. 78:1172-1176,Dec. 1959. Also issued as AIEE. Transactions
Paper 59-847.
Schuh,N. F.
THERMOLECTRICPOWERSYSTEMS.
Astronautics and AerospaceEngineering, 1:80-83, May1963.
Against a backgroundof several years of basic studies, and recent
progress with available materials, emphasisshifts to the design
of practical devices for space systems.
Schulman,F., Scott, W. G. and Woodward,W. H.
POWERSUPPLIES.
Space/Aeronautics, 42:101-105, Sept. 1964.
Discussion of static and dynamicsolar-power systems, batteries,
and fuel cells for use in spacecraft. Silicon solar cells represent
the most advancedmethodavailable for the conversion of solar
energy to electricity. Focusedsolar energy also can be converted
by electromechanical equipment. Several engine cycles have been
studied for this purpose, including the Rankine cycle (with mercury,
biphenyl, rubidium, and steamas the working fluids), the externally
heated Stir!ing cycle, and the Brayton cycle. A recent development
is the third electrode battery, which includes a fuel-cell-type
oxygenelectrode. It allows the construction of a lighter case with
less stress on the seals and a meansof determining whencharging
is complete. Present fuel cells are hydrogen-oxygenunits producing
about one ib of water per kilowatt-hour of electric energy. Present
isotope powersupplies use plutonium-238 as the heat source and lead-
tellurium thermoelectrics as the conversion system.
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Schulman,I. M.
SECONDARYBATTERIESFORENERGYSTORAGEIN SPACE.
l__n_nSnyder, N. W. ed., Energy Conversionfor SpacePower, p. 479-496,
figs., NewYork, AcademicPress, 1961. (Progress in Astronautics
and Rocketry, vl. 3.)
Certain problemsassociated with the design of batteries for space
applications are discussed. Emphasisis placed on battery-charging
problemswhenusing the solar array for energy conversion.
Also issued as ARSTech, Paper 1307-60, 21 p., NewYork, American
Rocket Society, 1960.
Schult, R. W. and Stafford, W. T.
ELECTROCHEMICALENERGYSOURCES.SILVEROXIDE/ZINCBATTERIES.
Electro,Technology, 67:84-90, figs., June 1961.
A study of the characteristics and systems design of several types
of galvanic power sources for missile and space-vehicle controls
and componentsoperation.
Schultz, R. L. and Melber, W. E.
BRAYTONCYCLERADIOISOTOPESPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
NewYork, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1964, 21 p. (Paper 921B.)
Description of a space powersystem intended to demonstrate the
capability of the closed recuperated Brayton cycle as a heat engine
suitable for space application, and to showhowradioisotope fuel
can be utilized as an energy source for such a system. The system's
design and operation, the heat source, the componentsof the system,
and its performanceand reliability are discussed. The feeling is
expressed that this programhas admirably served its purpose in
demonstrating the relative ease with which the closed recuperative
Brayton-cycle heat engine can be developed.
Schwartz, H. J.
FUELCELLS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Chemical Engineers, 1965, 18 p.
Discussion of the use of fuel cells as spacecraft powersystems. A
fuel cell maybe considered to be an isothermal steady-state
reactor in which the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water is
accomplished. In order to maintain steady-state operation, heat
and product removal techniques must be applied to the fuel cell.
Three hydrogen-oxygenfuel cell systems are currently under
developmentfor aerospace applications. The three are described
in terms of their basic operating parameters and construction
features. Themethodsby which each system accomplishes the required
heat-and mass-transfer operations are described.
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Seifert, H. S. and K. Brown.
BALLISTIC MISSILE AND SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS.
New York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1961. 526 p., illus.
The engineering design aspects of vehicle mechanical systems are
stressed, including power sources.
Seiger, H. N., Preusse, K. E. and Shair, R. C.
RECENT BATTERY DEVELOPMENTS FOR AEROSPACE SYSTEMS.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-2, Suppl.:
61-66, Jly. 1966.
Analysis of data on the cycle life capability of hermetically sealed
nickel-cadmium batteries for space power systems. A i00 amp-hr cell
with Adhydrode is described, and the systems considerations relating
to heat transfer and charge control are discussed. It is noted
that this sealed space cell can be rapidly recharged without danger
of excessive internal pressure buildup or excessive overheating
during overcharge.
Shair, R. C., Rampel, G. and Kantner, E.
HERMETICALLY-SEALED NICKEL-CADMIUM AND SILVER-CADMIUM STORAGE BATTERIES.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions, MIL-6:67-71, illus., Jan.,
1962.
The galvanic battery is the most highly developed means of storing
electrical energy today. In space-vehicle applications where
auxiliary electrical power is required, it has been found that the
most feasible power supply currently available consists of silicon
solar cells used in conjunction with sealed nickel-cadmium storage
batteries. They are capable of thousands of repeated cycles and
have an energy output of about 12 watt-hours per pound. Sealed
silver-cadmium cells are of interest because of their higher output
24-watt-hours per pound, but they are not as far developed, nor do
they as yet have the cycle life of nickel-cadmium cells.
Shair, R. C. and Seiger, H. N.
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF SEALED NICKEL-CADMIUM AND SILVER-CADMIUM
BATTERIES.
I__nnCollins , D. H. ed., Batteries 2; International Symposium, 4th, Brighton,
England, September 29-October i, 1964, Proceedings, p. 431-443.
Description of hermetically sealed nickel-cadmium and silver-cadmium
fuel cell batteries for aerospace applications. Mechanical considera-
tions for the construction of such batteries are noted. The electrical
characteristics of these batteries and the results of life-cycle tests
with them are described. Also discussed is the use in sealed cells
of an auxiliary electrode for enhanced overcharge capability and for
end-of-charge control.
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Shair, R. C., Lerner, S. R., Joyner, P. A. and Evans, G. E.
A REVIEWOFBATTERIESANDFUELCELLSFORSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 4:833-838, Jly. 1967.
Survey of several types of batteries and fuel cells for space power
systems. Batteries studied included the mercuric oxide/zinc dry
cell, the nickel-cadmium secondarybattery (used where high relia-
bility and completely automatic operation are essential for space
applications), the silver-cadmium battery (where a high specific-
energy capability is desirable and/or nonmagneticconstruction is
necessary), the silver-zinc primary and secondarybatteries(characterized by the highest specific-energy capability), and the
zinc-oxygen primary battery/fuel cell hybrid (with energy densities
in the 120 to 150 watt-hr/ib), the ion exchangecell, the free-
electrolyte fuel cell (gross thermal efficiency about 60%at rated
load), and the capillary type cell.
Shair, R. C.
SEALEDSECONDARYCELLSFORSPACEPOWERSYSTEM.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics, 1964, 6 p. (Paper 64-455.)
Discussion and evaluation of nickel-cadmium, silver-cadmium, and
silver-zinc alkaline battery systems. Various types of mechanical
construction are described. Typical charge and discharge curves
for the three systems are presented, with moredetailed data for
the nickel-cadmium system. Overchargecapability, charge efficiency,
and charge control are examined. An auxiliary electrode which has
recently been incorporated in both nickel-cadmium and silver-cadmium
cells for enhancingovercharge capability and providing a signal
for charge control is described.
Also in Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 3:68-79, Jan. 1966.
Sharafi, A. Sh. and Klein, G. A.
FACETEDSOLARENERGYCONCENTRATORS.
Geliotekhnika, 1:28-30, Mar.-Apr. 1965.
Energy, 1:27-28, Mar.- Apr. 1965.
Translation. Applied Solar
Description of two types of faceted solar concentrator using a metal
reflector, for predicting the aging due to solar radiation of
commonsynthetic materials. The concentrators are considered light,
simple to make, and easy to operate, but they cannot give as uniform
a flux as a faceted glass-mirror concentrator.
Shirland, F. A.
THEHISTORY,DESIGN,FABRICATIONANDPERFORMANCEOFCdSTHIN FILMSOLAR
CELLS.
AdvancedEnergy Conversion, 6:201-221, Oct.-Dec. 1966.
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The history of the thin film CdSsolar cell is traced since its first
reduction to practice in 1955. Themajor factors which contributed
to the evolution of the present 4-to-8% large area lightweight cell
are discussed. Various possible constructions of CdSthin film solar
cells are described along with the advantagesand disadvantages of
each. A brief outline is given of the steps in fabricating the
present design high efficiency cell, along with the more important
process parameters. Theoperating characteristics of the best
present cells are presented in detail including the effect of light
intensity and temperature on the voltage, current and poweroutput,
the spectral responses, and the factors affecting cell stability.
There is a brief discussion of the possibilities for further improve-
ments in these cells, and a listing of someof their probable
applications in space.
Shorr, W., Linden, D. and Daniel, A. F.
POWERSOURCESDESIGNEDFORSPACE.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions. Mii--4:313-316, Apr/Jly. 1960.
Describes conversion systemsemploying chemical, solar and nuclear
energies and discusses their prospects for further improvement.
Shure, L. I. and Schwartz, H. J.
SURVEYOFELECTRICPOWERPLANTSFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of ChemicalEngineers, 1965, 35 D.
Reviewof powerplants that are currently under developmentfor space
application, including solar cells, batteries, fuel cells, thermo-
electric generators, and thermionic, nuclear, and solar-mechanical
systems. Thesesvstems are described in terms of their similarities
to conventional devices rather than their differences. In almost
every case, it can be shownthat the concept being used, whether new
or old, cameinto being becauseof its con_mercialpotentiality rather
than space power requirements. TheRankine cycle and the Brayton
cycle are discussed. It is pointed out that space powersystems are
really hybrid devices, being neither exotic systems developedonly
for space use nor familiar everydayground-type powerplants. Space
power systems represent a logical modification or extension of ground-
power technology to meet a special set of operation requirements.
The result will ultimately be a general across-the-board improvement
or upgrading of all powersystems.
Siegel, S.
NUCLEAREACTORSFORREMOTESERVICE.
l_nHoehn,A. J. ed., Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
1966 Region Six Annual Conference,Tucson, Ariz., April 26-28, 1966,
Papers. Volume2, p. 577-786. Tucson, Ariz., ConferenceRecord
Committee,1966.
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Summaryof the scientific and technological features of nuclear
reactors which adapt themuniquely for service as powersources
in r_mote locations where fuel supply and maintenanceare extreme-
ly difficult or impossible after initial startup. Thehigh-energy
density of nuclear reactors offers the possibility of unusual
compactness,since there is no need for large volu_nesto store fuel.
Examplesof situations successfully served by SNAPreactors are
given, and future possibilities are assessed.
Singer, S. F.
POWERSOURCESFORSPACEFLIGHT.
Missile & Rockets, 1:82-84, illus., Dec. 1956.
A discussion of the importance of electric power and the utilization
of chemical batteries, raSioactive and nuclear power supplies.
Mercury cell, re-chargeable, fuel-cell and solar batteries are
mentioned.
Table I lists the various batteries discussed with an indication
of the energy output of their power supply divided by its weight.
SNAP'SSEENTOPSPACEPOWERSOURCESBY 1970.
Missiles & Rockets, 7:25, Nov. 7, 1960.
Newdetails of the systems currently under developmentat Atomics
International. These include SNAPi0, SNAP2 and SNAP8, in order
of increasing electrical output.
Snyder, N. W.
POWERSUPPLIESFORSPACEVEHICLES.
I_nProceedings of the International Astronautical Congress, XIth,
Stockhlom, 1960, vl. i, p. 688-713, Vienna, Springer-Verlag, 1961.
This article discusses the power requirements for space, types of
power systems (solar-photovoltaic, solar-thermoelectric, solar-
thermionic, solar dynamic engine system, solar-photoemission
systems, solar regenerative fuel cells, nuclear-thermoelectric,
nuclear-reciprocating engine system, chemical turboelectric system
and radioisotope-thermionic), weight considerations of space power
systems, relation of ground power systems to space power systems,
modeof conversion of energy (thermoelectricity, thermionics, dynamic
heat engines, pyro-electric effects, photovoltaic cells, photo-
electric emission, galvanic cell batteries, and fuel cell batteries),
storage of energy, and reliability requirements.
Snyder, N. W. and Karcher, R. W.
SOLARCELLPOWERSYSTEMSFORSPACEVEHICLES.
I___nnSnyder, N. W. ed., SpacePower Systems,p. 3-10, NewYork,
AcademicPress, 1961.
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This paper highlights and summarizes the engineering aspects of
a symposium involving solar cell power systems. Silicon solar
cells have been the energy converter between solar energy and
el_ctricity with the storage of energy being accomplished by the
nickel-cadmium battery. The power level of the solar cell system
affects two design factors, the stabilization method and the
array design.
Also in Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions Mii-6:84-91,
Jan. 1962.
Snyder, N. W.
SPACE POWER.
I__n_nPower Sources Conference. Proceedings, 13th, 1959, p. 2-17,
Fort Monm_uth, N. J., U. S. Army Signal Research & Development Labora-
tory, Power Sources Division, 1959.
Missions in space are indicated, power requirements and types are
defined, and sources, conversion and storage of energy are
discussed.
Snyder, N. W. ed.
SPACE POWER SYSTEMS.
A Selection of Technical Papers based mainly on a Symposium of the
American Rocket Society held at Santa Monica, California, September
27-30, 1960. New York, Academic Press, 1961. 632 p., illus. (Progress
in Astronautics and Rocketry, v!. 4.)
For specific papers see the following author entries: Dieckamp, H.
M., Evans, W. H., McClelland, D. H., Perry, L. W., Purdy, D. L.,
and Snyder, N. W.
Snyder, N. W.
STATE OF THE ART - 1962 - POWER SYSTEMS.
Astronautics, 7:110-114, Nov. 1962.
Various possibilities for space power supplies are surveyed.
Thermoelectric elements, fuel cells, solar cells, magnetohydrodynamic
and nuclear-electric systems are among those considered.
Sohn, R. L. and Wheater, H. W.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH _IE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF SPACE
VEHICLE POWEP SYSTEMS.
I__nnInstitute of Environmental Sciences. Proceedings 1960, p. 375-398,
illus., Mt. Prospect, Ill., Institute of Environmental Sciences., 1960.
Space vehicle power supply requirements are defined and the nature
and capabilities of power systems that can meet these requirements
are described.
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SOLARBATTERIESFORSATELLITE.
Army-Navy-AirForce Register, 78:6, June 29, 1957.
Refers to successful operational testing of solar cells attached to
the skin of an Aerobee-Hi rocket.
SOLARENERGYIN THESPACEAGE.
The Sunat Work, 3:3-4, Dec. 1958.
Thework of several agencies is reviwed to indicate the interest
in increasing the amountof powerfurnished by solar cells.
Soler, K.
ATOMICBATTERIES.
PokrokyMatematiky Fysiky a Astronomie, 6:15-23, 1961. In Russian.
Thebasic principle of atomic batteries, their development, and
types are discussed. Maximumperformancewasattained whena solar
light (solar battery) was used instead of radioactive radiation
for the excitation of battery emf. Solar batteries were successfully
used in the third Soviet satellite. In the USa miniature atomic
battery whoseenergy source is radioactive Pm-147is discussed;
its beta radiation falls on a P layer where it produces light
flashes, the light energy is then transformed into electric energy.
Thebattery has the dimensions of a pill.
Also available as Translation no. FTD-TT-61-72,by Air Force Systems
Command,Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Oct. 1961.
Solomon,F. and Work, G. W.
PRESENT-DAYLONGLIFE SILVER-ZINCSECONDARYBATTERIES.
In Collins, D. H. ed., Batteries 2; Internation_l Symposium,4th
B-_ighton, England, September29-October i, 1964, Proceedings, p. 463-473.
Oxford, PergamonPress, Ltd., 1965.
The silver-zinc battery has been studied to gain a better under-
standing of it_ characteristics and to improve its capabilities
for secondarybattery applications. Factors which limit cell life
are discussed as are the effects of cycling regime and certain design
parameters. The silver-zinc battery is not generally considered
a long-life battery in time or cycles, but it mayequal or exceed
other batteries of the samesize and weight on the basis of total
amperehours discharged becauseof its high energy density.
Somers,E. V.
ENERGYGENERATIONA DCONVERSION.
ChemicalEngineering, 72:167-174, Mayi0, 1965.
The present accomplishmentsin the fields of thermolectricity,
thermionics, fuel cells and magnetohydrodynamicsare discussed.
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SPACE POWER NEEDS URGENT. EMPHASIS SHIFTS TOWARD SOLAR-ENERGIZED UNITS :
SOLAR MECHANICAL SYSTEMS HAVE TIME EDGE OVER NUCLEAR UNITS.
Missiles & Rockets, 7:22-23, 29, charts, Aug. 15, 1960.
A description is given of a typical solar mechanical power system
embodying the following major components and subsystems - concentra-
tor, absorber, heat engine, generator, radiator, energy storage and
control and regulated systems.
SPACE POWER SYSTEMS.
Electromechanics Design, 4:30-36, Sept. 1960.
A survey of developmental programs being conducted on power systems
for future space vehicles.
SPACE THERMOELECTRIC UNIT USES SOLAR ENERGY.
Electronics, 34:77, Jan. 20, 1961.
Refers briefly to a solar-energy thermionic conversion device consisting
of semiconductor elements sandwiched between light-weight metallic
sheets.
Spangler, E. R. and Thiel, A. K.
QUELLEN ZUR DECKUNG DES ELEKTRISCHEN ENERGIEBEDARES IN RAUMFLUGKORPERN
(SOURCES FOR SATISFYING SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS].
VDI Zeitschrift, 108:853-857, 1966. In German.
Evaluation of possible power sources for the circuits of an unmanned
spacecraft. Solar cells, fuel elements, radioisotopes, turbo-
generators, fuel cells, and thermionic generators are among the
power sources considered. Energy conversion processes involved
are discussed.
Stafford, G. B.
LIQUID METAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC POWER CONVERSION.
I__nnAir Force Systems Command RTD Technology Briefs, 1:2-7, Aug. 1963.
The use of a liquid metal in a MHD conversion channel appears to be
an extremely attractive power source for applications requiring
long-term, reliable, and unattended operation.
Stafford, G. B.
CAPABILITIES OF POWER SUBSYSTEMS FOR SPACE.
Mechanical Engineering, 87:48-53, Sept. 1965.
Assessment of the present state of technology in space electric-
power subsystem generation. A distinction is made between energy-
limited and power-limited subsystems, and a number of subsystems of
both types are discussed, power-limited subsystems being considered
both from the point of view of energy sources and energy conversion.
A summary is made of the capabilities that can be expected of the
various subsystems by 1972.
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Stafford, G. B.
SPACEPOWERSUBSYSTEMCAPABILITIES.
NewYork, AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1965, 16 p.
(Paper 65-468.)
Assessmentof the present state of technology in space electric-
powergeneration and projection of the state of this technology
through the mid-1970 time period. An investigation is madeto
determine which powersubsystemsare presently available for use,
and _hich can be anticipated in 1968and 1972; combinations of these
subsystemsare then described which can cover the range of power
levels and durations for postulated space systems. It is concluded
that although radioisotope subsystemsare nowunattractive, continu-
ing work on themand increased isotope production will makethem
both attractive and competitive in the less than 10-kw power range.
Also, a general trend exists toward use of static rather than
dynamicenergy conversion for all but high-power applications.
Stambler, I.
THEATOMANDSPACE.
Space/Aeronautics, 37:60-66, illus., Apr., 1962.
Current aerospacenuclear developmentprogramsare reported including
the SNAP(systems for nuclear auxiliary power), SPUR(space power
unit reactor), and STAR(space thermionic auxiliary reactor) projects.
Starkey, G. E.
FUELCELLSFORASTRONAUTICAPPLICATION.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Special Publication,
S-145:127-139, Feb. 1963.
This paper presents the requirements, status, and major problem
areas of several regenerative fuel cell systems being developed
for space applications.
Steier, H. P.
SILVER-ZINCBATTERYMAYSOLVESOMEWEIGHT,SPACEPROBLEMS.
AmericanAviation, 19:44-47, Mar. 12, 1956.
YardneySilvercell is basedon 150-year old system suggestedby Volta
and developedsince World War i by French scientist Andre.
Stiemel, K.
ADVANCESIN UNCONVENTIONALENERGYCONVERTORS.
ETZ, A, 83:844-852, Dec. 1962. In German.
Various aspects of evaluation of unconventional sources are discussed.
Referenceis madeto the temperature-entropy diagram whentreating
a combinedprocess. A description is given of the working principles
and the state-of-art of following energy sources: solar cell, thermoo-
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electrical convertor, thermionic generator, magnetohydrodynamic
generator and fuel cell. Direction of research and possible
applications are outlined with special reference to the use in
space vehicles and co-operation with high temperature reactors.
(Elec. Eng. Abs., 66:6617, Jly. 1963.)
Stivers, G.
RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC SPACE POWER SUPPLIES.
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, AS-2:652-660, Apr. 1964.
The weight and efficiency of radioisotope thermoelectric space
power supplies, using Plutonium-238, Curium-244 and Strontium-90
fuels, lead telluride and silicon germanium alloy thermoelectric
systems, and ranging in power output from 30 to 300 electrical watts
are presented. It is shown that there is a definite radiator tempe-
rature for which generator weight is minimum and that this tempera-
ture varies with fuel, thermoelectric conversion system, and power
level. In addition, the various factors governing the selection
of a particular radioisotope power supply for a given mission are
discussed.
Strunk, B.
MINIMUM POWER CONSUMPTION SERVOS FOR SPACE USE.
l__n_nA nual East Coast Conference on Aerospace and Navigational Electronics,
10th, Baltimore, Md., October 21-23, 1963, Proceedings, p. 3.3.5-1 to
3.3.5-5. North Hollywood, Western Periodicals Co., 1963.
Description of a general-purpose servo which consumes a minimum of
power. It reduces its power consumption at null position by cutting
off power on its output power stages. The servo utilizes a stepper
motor. A second servo is also described which is used as an output
servo for a space-borne digital computer. A technique for reducing
power and eliminating stability problems is discussed. It is noted
that the circuits can be very low-power-consumption, microelectronic
circuits. The power NAND-gate circuits, which are the only high-
power circuits in the servo, are switched off at null.
Summers, C. M.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY BY DIRECT CONVERSION.
Oil and Gas Equipment, Mar. 1966, 26 p.
Presentation of a series of articles on electrical energy by direct
conversion. Insights are provided into developments in this field,
their potential as an economic source of electrical energy, and an
understanding of the principles involved in the conversion process.
Methods are described that are already finding commercial applica-
tion and whose equipment is on the market. These include the fuel
cell, the thermoelectric generator, the solar cell, and the wind-
powered generator. Studies and laboratory investigations are being
conducted on others.
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SUNFLOWER IN SPACE: POWER FROM PROVED HARDWARE.
Machine Design, 33:14, illus., Apr. 27, 1961.
Basis of this short article is a statement by C. J. Daye of
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Tapco Group, to the effect that
"auxiliary-power-systems based on the Sunflower concept (hinged
'petals' unfolding to form a parabolic solar collector) may be the
most practical first-generation method of producing electricity
in space."
Sutton, G. W.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC POWER GENERATION.
I__nnSutton, G. W. ed., Direct Energy Conversion, p. 181-238. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co, 1966.(Inter-University Electronics Series. vl. 3).
Consideration of MHD electric power generation, which is based on
the concept of using flowing ionized gases or liquid metals as the
moving conductor which has been heated by chemical or nuclear fuel.
The subject is introduced by examination of the three dc geometries
of most current interest. The linear channel and its variations
are emphasized. The properties of partially ionized gases are
given. The theoretical performance of the linear geometry is
derived, including the Hall effect and ion slip. This is first
considered for a short section of a dc generators, and includes a
discussion of the continuous-electrode, segmented-electrode, and
Hall geometries. The performance of the ac induction generator is
derived. The factors which affect overall generator efficiency are
considered, and general expressions are derived for the polytropic
efficiencies of the linear diameters. Compressible flow theory is
then applied to the linear geometry in order to obtain expressions
for the overall performance. The application of the MHD generator
to various cycles is discussed, and experimental results are
described.
Swenski, D. F. and May, J. R.
ADVANCED CONTINUOUS DUTY POWER SUPPLY FOR SPACE VEHICLES.
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1964,
12 p. (Paper 64-753.)
Discussion of an accessory power unit (APU). This unit, is powered
by cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen propellants and delivers
approximately 37 hp of combined electrical and hydraulic power at
maximum intermittent rated conditions for an operational life of
250 hr. It is stated that the unit has a precise control system
and a reliable shaft brake. The integral turbine of Rene 41 is
said to be capable of operating more than 250 hours with a 1500°F
inlet temperature.
Szego, G. C. and Cohn, E. M.
FUEL CELLS FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATION.
Astronautics and Aerospace Engineering, 1:107-111, May 1963.
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TESTINFLATABLECOLLECTORFORSOLARENERGY.
Electronics, 33:12, Dec. 23, 1960.
An inflatable solar energy collector is described. Themetalized
plastic device is meantto be tucked into a canister the size of
a coffee cup and lofted into space; once aloft, it inflate9 to a
conical reflector configuration seven feet in diameter at the base.
THERMOELECTRICGENERATORFOROUTERSPACE.
WestinghouseEngineer, 19:187-188, illus., Nov. 1959.
A model of a solar-powered thermoelectric generator indicates the
system is a practical source of electrical power in space. The
concavemirror concentrates the sun's ray on the cylindrically
shapedgenerator.
THERMOELECTRICGENERATORWITHNUCLEARBATTERY.
Product Engineering, 29:5, illus., Aug. ii, 1958.
Includes illustration of novel power source designed by Monsanto
engineers at the AEC'SMoundLaboratory.
SURUNGENERATEURSOLAIRETHERMOELECTRIQUE[THERMOELECTRICSOLAR
GENERATOR].
Cooperation Mediterraneennepour l'Energie Solaire, Bulletin, 8:101-103,
May1965. In French.
Description of a thermoelectric solar converter for directly
converting solar to electrical energy, basedon the Seebeckeffect,
which uses two semiconductorswith a temperature gradient between
their junctions. The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio
betweenthe electric powergenerated P and the heat powerQ supplied
to the thermocouple. Thepower Qmaybe expressedas a function of
three phenomena- the Peltier effect, the Joule effect, and thermal
conduction. It is shownthat Carnot's efficiency is the maximum
which limits poweroutput. The thermocoupleelements are Te-Pb and
Te-Gecombinations. A parabolic mirror focuses the solar rays to
produce a temperature of 500°Cin a black, spherical, hollow body,
open at the point of focus. Twon-type junctions fit snugly against
the upper part of this bodywith light pressure provided by springs
to ensure good contact, while betweenthese two there is a similarly
moundedp-type junction. Onesquare meter of mirror area produces
12 watts.
Tingwaldt, C. and Seemann,F. W.
PHOTOELECTRIC,THERMOELECTRICANDTHERMIONICCONVERSIONFSOLARENERGY
INTOELECTRICALENERGY.
Brennstoff-Warme-Kraft, 14:329-333, Jly. 1962. In German.
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Studies are beginning on pulsed operation of fuel cells and
space-biocell experiments.
Szego, G. C.
SPACE POWER SYSTEMS STATE OF THE ART.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 2:641-659, Sept.-Oct. 1965.
This paper surveys the state of the art of the space power systems
and components and associated technologies in the United States.
Included are: solar power system, chemically fueled power
systems, systems for nuclear auxiliary power, dynamic machinery for
space power, radioisotope space power, thermoelectric systems,
thermionic energy conversion, magnetohydrodynamic power generation,
and batteries and fuel cells.
Tabor, H. and Zeimer, H.
LOW-COST FOCUSING COLLECTOR FOR SPACE POWER UNITS.
Solar Energy, 6:55-59, figs., Apr.-June 1962.
A focusing collector for producing heat from solar radiation for
power use consists of an inflated cyclinder of plastic film 12
meters long and 1.5 meters in diameter. The cylinder is made in
two segments, the portion exposed to the sun being clear plastic
that acts as a mirror. The circular section is shown to be superior
to a parabola for overall focusing and, in addition, is both easier
and less expensive to form. The collector, including end rings,
weighs only 1.2 kg per square meter of solar aperture. Being
deflatable, it is portable. Cost is estimated as $20 per square
meter of solar reception. Collection efficiency is about 40 percent.
Tallat, M. E.
DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION.
Industrial Research, 6:67-75, May 1964.
The four most important means of direct energy conversion - magneto-
plasmadynamic, thermionic, and thermoelectric generators, and the
fuel cell - are reviewed. Power range, operating temperature, life-
time, efficiency, size, and stage of existence - experimental or
working model - are discussed for each.
Teller, E.
NUCLEAR POWER POTENTIAL FOR SPACE.
l__nBureau of Naval Weapons. Missiles and Rockets Symposium, April 1961.
Proceedings, p. 15-17, Concord, Calif., U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot,
Apr. 1961.
General talk on use of unclear power with an indication of possibi-
lities for use in space.
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Gives a review of the papers of the United Nations Conference on
New Sources of Energy, August 1961 in Rome. Various types of solar
generator are illustrated and described including solar batteries.
Touryan, K. J.
A HYPERSONIC PLASMA POWER GENERATOR.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Journal, 3:652-659,
Apr. 1965.
A power generation technique is described in which the nose cone of
a reentry vehicle serves as a thermionic emitter of electrons; the
electrons are then conducted through the shock ionized air stream,
increased in kinetic energy by collisions, collected over the
relatively cool vehicle afterbody, which is electrically insulated
from the nose cone and which serves as an anode or collector; a
load connected between the cathode and anode within the vehicle
completes the circuit.
Treco, R. M.
HOW SPACE-AGE ENERGY SOURCES SPARK RISE OF NEW MATERIALS.
Iron Age, 187:87-89, Mar. 2, 1961.
Problem of power plants for space vehicles discussed; nuclear
energy appears to be the answer when power levels higher than i0 kw
for i0-i00 hr are needed. Three cooling methods for nose cone are
now under study; other critical areas in rockets and missiles are
noted and materials considered. Problem of radiation and high-
temperatures when using nuclear power stations and efficiencies of
energy conversion devices are discussed.
TUBES CONVERT HEAT: THERMIONIC CONVERTER.
Electronics (Bus. ed) 30:29, Dec, i0, 1957.
This is essentially a news item about the GE thermionic converter
which is reported to have an 8% efficiency compared with thermo-
couples with less than 1% efficiency. Metals in the GE converter
are separated by ionized gas at low pressure. One electrode is held
at 2500 ° F. This reduces the space charge around the emitter and
increases the efficiency of the converter. The intense heat of
guided missiles may one day be used in converters for powering
guidance and telemetering equipment.
Turrin, A. D. and.Blau, A.
SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEMS FROM 3 to i00 KW.
New York, American Institute of AeronaUtics and Astronautics, 1964, 16 p.
(Paper 64-724.)
Evaluation of the power system weight, size, and volume characteris-
tics in the useful power range of a mercury Rankine solar system.
lhe missions studied are the near-Earth, all-Sun, and maximum-shade
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orbits. The conventional approach is followed for cycle parameter
selection, system component selections, and weight and size
evaluations. In general, the final configurations and characteris-
tics of a given power system are determined by relative tradeoffs
to optimize the power supply system for the specific mission objectives.
The general approach taken in the high-power studies is that of
preference to system weight relative to volume. Consideration is
given to minimum packaging volume by use of deployable or telescoping
structures.
Ulmer, R. C. and Sensenbaugh, J. D.
DIRECT CONVERSION OF ENERGY TO ELECTRICITY.
Combustion, 32:30-38, illus., Aug. 1960.
Unconventional methods of power generation are classified; the field
of application of each is indicated, as well as the current state
of development. Mentioned are piezoelectric generation; electric
generators; solar energy converters; photochemical conversion;
nuclear energy converters; SNAP-Ill; fuel cells; thermionic gonverters;
and thermoelectric generators.
UlvSn_s, S.
ELECTRIC CELLS AND BATTERIES.
Teknisk Tidskrift, 90:713-718, Aug. 5, 1960. In Swedish.
A review of new cell types with a view to their application in
missiles and satellites. A table is given showing the main electrical
characteristics as well as weight, volume and density for nine types
of cell grouped under dry cells, mercury cells, air-depolarized
cells, Ni-Cd accumulators, Ag-Zn accumulators and lead accumulators.
Unger, H. E.
NUKLEARE ENERGIEVERSORGUNGSANLAGEN OHNE KONVEKTIVEN WAERMETRANSPORT FUER
RAUMFLUGGERAETE [NUCLEAR SPACE POWER UNITS WITHOUT CONVECTIVE HEAT
TRANSFER].
Atomkern Energie, 10:375-382, Sept.-Oct. 1965. In German.
Advantages and disadvantages of nuclear thermionic space power units
without convective cooling are discussed. Systems and projects,
which have been studied so far by various institutions are described
and compared. Their investment of fissile material amounts to values
of 50 to 1300 kg at a power range of 0.5 to i000 kW electric. The
specific power varies between 1 and 200 W/kg. The latter value seems
to be achievable if those systems are intensely developed.
van Dohren, H. H.
BRENNSTOFFZELLEN - CHEMOELEKTRISCHE ENERGIEUMWANDLER DER ZUKUNFT [FUEL
CELLS AS FUTURE CHEMICAL-ELECTRIC ENERGY CONVERTERS].
Internationale Elektronische Rundschau, 19:63-67, Feb. 1965. In German.
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Survey of the present technological state of direct chemical-to-
electric energy conversion. The structural design and principles
of operation of fuel cells are examinedtogether with somepractical
applications. The principal types of fuel cells are reviewed.
VanHeyst, H. P. andCunningham,T. M.
Si-Ge THERMOELECTRICPOWERMODULES.
l__nnPowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 18th, May19-21, 1964, p. 130-
134. RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
Thermoelectric power systemsusing thermal energy from the combustion
of fossil fuels such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, and propane,
are currently being considered for manyspecial military applications.
Systemsof this type, which can be developed to provide poweroutputs
ranging from a few watts to kilowatts, have the potential advantages
of relatively silent operation, elemination of movingparts, and
the ability to produce powerreliably for long periods without "
maintenanceor attended operation. Becausethe attainment of the
technology required for these applications seemsassured, the broader
application of fossil-fueled thermoelectricgenerators dependsto
a large extent on reducing costs with no sacrifice in reliability
and performance.
Varsharvskii, G. A. and Rezgol, I. A.
ANALIZKHARAKTERISTIKODNOKONTURNOIKOSMICHESKOIENERGOUSTANOVKIS
TERMOELEKTRICHESKIMPREOBRAZOVATELEM[ANALYSISOFTHECHARACTERISTICS
OFA SINGLE-CIRCUITSPACEPOWERINSTALLATIONWITHA THERMOELECTRIC
CONVERTER].
Akademiia NaukSSSR,Izvestiia, Energetika i Transport, p. 120-126,
Jan.-Feb. 1967. In Russian.
Results of a design study for a thermoelectric generator of a single-
circuit space power installation. The temperature distribution,
capacity, and heat transfer of the generator are determined by
reducing a set of finite-difference equations to a single differential
equation. A simple case of generator optimization is analyzed.
Venchiarutti, R.
APPLICAZIONISPAZIALIDELL'-ENERGIANUCLEARENEI SISTEMIELETTROGENE-
RATORI.I. [SPACEAPPLICATIONSOFNUCLEARENERGYIN ELECTRICGENERATING
SYSTEMS.I.].
Missili, 5:213-227, Aug. 1963. In Italian.
Discussion of the problem in the field of space flights posedby the
necessity of equipping space vehicles with a safe and adequatepower
source for their auxiliary systems, communications, and stabilization,
and for electric propulsion systems (electrothermal, MHD,ionic).
Consideredand discussed are the principal concepts of radioisotope
and jet sources of a nuclear type for space uses, for coupling to
one of the following conversion systems: (i) turboelectric, (2)
thermoelectric, and (3) thermionic. Briefly mentioned are some
experimental accomplishmentsand future possibilities.
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Vignet, P.
USEOFNUCLEARENERGYFORTHEPRODUCTIONFELECTRICITYBYELECTRO-
CHEMICALCONVERSION.
Energie Nucleaire, 6:3-17, Jan.-Feb. 1964. In French.
Chemicaland radiation sources of energy for direct conversion systems
are compared,together with performance.
Villers, P.
APPLICATIONOFSOLAR-SAILATTITUDESTABILIZERSTOTHERMIONICPOWER
GENERATION.
Journal of Spacecraft & Rockets, 2:976-978, Nov.-Dec. 1965.
A solar-sail attitude stabilizer is combinedwith the solar collec-
tor of a thermionic power generator. The solar sall performs
two distinct attitude stabilizing functions: (i) provides moderate
accuracy pointing of the entire payload in the face of moderately
large distabilization torques and (2) uses a solar thermionic con-
centrator as a self-stabilizer to point a solar thermionic genera-
tor assemblytoward the sun to a higher accuracy than the main
payload.
Vohl, P., Addiss, R. R., Perkins, D. M., Ellis, S. G., Hui, W. and Noel, G.
GaAsTHIN-FILMSOLARCELLS.
IEEETransactions on Electron Devices, ED-14:26-30, Jan. 1967.
Thin-film solar cells utilizing polycristalline gallium-arsenide
films have beenmadeand investigated to determine their suitability
for future solar-power systems. The gallium-arsenide films are
vapor deposited onto substrates of molybdenumor aluminumfoil. Of
the various Junctions investigated, the most successful has been
one consisting of a surface barrier employing an evaporated film
of platinum or semiconducting copper selenide. The efficiencies of
platinum gallium-arsenide barriers on molybdenumsubstrates havebeen 3%for 4 cm2 area, 4.5%for 2 cm2 area and 5%for 0.2 cm2
area. For copper selenide gallium-arsenide barriers on molybdenum
an efficiency of 4.6%for 0.73 cm2area has been measured;using
aluminumsubstrates this figure is 4.3% for the samearea with a
power-to-weight ratio in excess of 135 watts/lb. With an etching
treatment, cells madewith copper selenide barriers have shownno
degradation on the shelf or under load at roomambient.
Voltz, S. E. and Kerr, D. L.
FUELCELLSFORSPACEPOWERSYSTEMS.
Society of Automotive Engineers Transactions, 71:247-252, 1963.
Twohydrogen-oxygenfuel cells are described and their performance
feasibilities as componentsin space power systems are discussed.
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Voltz, S. E. and Read, M. D.
REGENERATIVE HYDROGEN-OXYGEN FUEL CELL.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transactions, ME-6:63-67, Jan. 1962.
The regenerative hydrogen-oxygen ion-exchange membrane fuel cell
is especially suitable for use in space power systems. Cells have
been operated initially at current densities of 38 and i00 a per
square foot at 0.8 and 0.6 v, respectively. Multicell units have
been built and tested. Experimental fuel-cell batteries have been
tested under zero-gravity conditions in aircraft and have been
flown in missile flights. The results have shown that this fuel
cell operates satisfactorily in the environment of outer space.
Voltz, S. E. and Kerr, D. L.
WHAT PLACE IN SPACE FOR FUEL CELLS?
Society of Automotive Engineers Journal, 70:48-49, figs., Mar. 1962.
Estimates performance and most likely fields of use for both
primary and secondary fuel cells in space power applications.
yon Doenhoff, A. E. and Premo, D. A.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICES FOR POSSIBLE SPACE-
VEHICLE APPLICATION.
Institute of Radio Engineers Transaction, MIL-3:46-51, Apr. 1959.
A brief review is given of various types of devices for converting
heat or radiant energy directly into readily available electrical
form. These devices include the thermoelectric generator, the
photovoltaic cell, the thermionic converter, and the photoemissive
converter. The discussion is from the point of view of possible
space-vehicle application. An attempt is made to indicate in a
general way the present state of development, the advantages and
difficulties associated with each device, and to suggest general
lines of future research.
yon Doenhoff, A. E. and Hallissy, J. M., Jr.
SYSTEMS USING SOLAR ENERGY FOR AUXILIARY SPACE VEHICLE POWER.
In Seminar on Advanced Energy Sources, 1958. Proceedings, p. 233-241,
Fort Monmouth, N. J., 1959?
Solar energy conversion devices are discussed.
Vondracek, C. H.
INORGANIC INSULATION FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN SPACE ENVIRONMENTS.
Seattle, Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers, 1963, 14 p.
Discussion of the necessity for inorganic electrical insulation in
solving many of the insulation problems of space electrical power
systems now under development. It is stated that, in certain ap-
plications, this form of insulation will offer superior properties
in thermal stability, radiation resistance, thermal conductivity
and low volatility.
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yon Szabo,E.
THERMOELEKTRISCHEGEN RATORENFURHOHELEISTUNGEN[THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATORSFORHIGHPERFORMANCE].
In Energy Supply in Space; DeutscheGesellschaft fur Raketentechnik
und Raumfahrt, Symposium,Stuttgart, WestGermany,December8, 1965,
Lectures p. 175-187. Munich, DeutscheGesellschaft fur Raketentechnik
und Raumfahrt, 1966 (Fortschritte in der Raumfahrtforschung, vl. 2).
In German.
Reviewof the advancementsmadein the application of thermoelectric
generators for space-flight purposes. The componentparts in the
design of such generators are outlined, and the parameters of the
thermoelectric generator are discussed. The electrical data and
the technology of the structural parts are reviewed. The reactor-
type thermoelectric energy supply system and the nuclide-thermo-
electric energy supply system are described.
Voorhees,B. G.
THERMIONICCONVERSIONFORSPACEAUXILIARYPOWERGENERATION.
ChemicalEngineering Progress, SymposiumSeries, 75:110-116, 1967.
Study of thermionic conversion, which possessessignificant potentials
for the attainment of highly reliable, long-lived space auxiliary
powersystems. A summaryis presented of the state of the art of
the theory of the thermionic converter and of power output and
efficiency performancelevels which have been measuredwith operating
converters. The application of thermionic conversion for space
power generation is surveyed. For smaller space powersystems, the
use of solar heating and radioisotope heating with thermionic
converters is seen to be particularly well suited. For large systems
the use of nuclear reactor heating is examined. Four nuclear
thermionic concepts are compared,and the two most promising are
described in moredetail. The current status of key research and
developmentarea is summarized.
Voshall, R. E. and Emmerich,W. S.
MHDPOWERGENERATIONWITHPHOTOIONIZATION.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:807-815, Apr. 1964.
The recent developmentof an efficient source of focused, continuous,
visible and ultraviolet light has aroused interest in photoioniza-
tion as a meansof enhancing the conductivity in MHDchannels.
This process has been examinedfor applications in space MHDgenera-
tors employing Brayton and Rankine cycles. Details for an example
of an MHDspace power generating system using this type of ionization
are presented.
Watt, G. W. and Skene, E. M.
OPERATIONOFWEAPONSYSTEMLOADSFROMRURALPOWERSYSTEMS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
762-770, Jly. 1966.
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Consideration of problems of operating unattended weapons systems
on rural power systems. Criteria for switching to alternate
power sources are developed, and appropriate specifications are
proposed for the power sensing devices. Emphasis is placed on
special fault patterns frequently not detected by simple sensing
techniques. Improperly designed or inadequate sensing equipment
or circuits will permit faulty commercial power to remain connected
to the load, with resultant catastrophic damage. Sophisticated
power sensing equipment is required to initiate a transfer from
normal to standby and emergency power systems. Factors involved
are low voltage, unbalanced voltages, reversed phase rotation,
or loss of neutral.
Webb, M. J. and Whitmer, D. A.
THE APPLICATION OF PACKAGED LIQUID ROCKET POWERPLANTS TO METEOROLOGICAL
ROCKETS.
l__nAmerican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Sounding
Rocket Vehicle Teehnology Specialist Conference, Williamsburg, Va.,
February 27-March i, 1967, Technical Papers, p. 313-319. New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1967.
Description of the functional behavior and characteristics of
packaged liquid power plants and indication of how they are particu-
larly applicable to the meteorological rocket. The design and
performance of a packaged liquid power plant are discussed for a
boosted-dart type of meteorological rocket for a nominal service
altitude of 60 km. It is indicated that alternate service altitudes
may be simply obtained by minor changes to the basic 60-km design.
WESTINGHOUSE STAFF SEEKS NEW ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES.
Research Development, 11:28-32, illus., May 1960.
Four approaches under particular investigation are described - fuel
cells, thermoelectricity, thermionic conversion and magnetohydrody-
namics.
Wheeler, N. D.
SURVEY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES.
Electro-Technology, 71:68-73, June 1963.
This article presents a survey of data on presently available electro-
chemical cells. It is intended to aid the reader in selecting an
optimum energy source for any device that requires battery power.
White, E. A., Jr.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATOR.
U. S. Patent 3, 156, 433, Jan. i0, 1962, (to The United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy).
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The combination comprising; a space vehicle having a passageway
therethrough extending from an inlet port to an outlet port, a load
device in said vehicle to be actuated by electrical energy, and an
MHDgenerator positioned within said vehicle, operatively asso-
ciated with said passagewayand connectedto said load device
wherebythe passageof said vehicle through space causes ionized
fluid to pass through said generator thereby generating electrical
energy for actuating said load device, said inlet port of said
passagewaybeing located in a relatively lower pressure surface of
said vehicle and said outlet port of said passagewaybeing located
in a relatively lower pressure surface of said vehicle, whereby the
passageof said vehicle through space producesa ram-jet flow of
said ionized fluid from said inlet port to said outlet port through
said generator, said vehicle being subjected to a high velocity spin
about a central axis, and said outlet port being located radially
outward of said inlet port, wherebysaid ionized fluid is further
accelerated through said generator by centrifugal pumpingaction.(U.S. Patent Off.Off. Gas., 808:538, Nov. i0, 1964.)
Whyte, E.
SECONDARYPOWERSYSTEMSFORSPACEVEHICLES.
CanadianAeronautics Journal, 6:331-336, Oct. 1960.
Comparesavailable systems, e. g., mechanical, chemical, solar
energy, thermoelectric, thermionic and nuclear and relates them to
the nature and duration of operation required.
Wilburn, N. T.
DEVELOPMENTA DRELIABILITYINVESTIGATIONSOFZINC-SILVEROXIDEMISSILE
BATTERIES.
l___nBattery Researchand DevelopmentConference, llth, 1957, p. 58-61,
illus., Fort Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Engineering Laboratories,
1957.
The developmentof automatically activated zinc-silver oxide batteries
is reviewed, and the test to destruction concept is briefly discussed
as it relates to incorporating design reliability into a specific
missile battery.
Wilburn, N. T.
A RELIABILITYPROGRAMFORMISSILEBATTERIES.
l__n_nPowerSources ConferenceProceedings, 18th, May19-21, 1964, p. 71-75.
RedBank, N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1964.
This paper deals with a new procedure for establishing the reliabi-
lity of one-shot items under simulated operational environments
where extremely high reliability is required.
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Williams, K. R., Pearson, J. W. and Gressler, W. J.
LOWTEMPERATUREFU LBATTERIES.
I__n_nCollins , D. H. ed., Batteries 2; International Symposium,4th,
Brighton, England, September29-October i, 1964, Proceedings, p. 337-
347. Oxford, PergamonPress, Ltd., 1965.
Description of a battery consisting of hydrogen/oxygenalkaline
fuel cells and capable of operating at low temperatures and
pressures. Design considerations for a low-temperature, two-gas
fuel cell are outlined. The type and shapeof electrodes chosen
for the hydrogen/oxygencell are desuribed, and the layout and
operating conditions selected for the cell are discussed. A
battery using 21 of these cells is described which can provide
250 watts at 12 v whenoperated between25 and 30°Cand 2-1/2
ib/in.2 gas pressure.
Williams, K. R.
THESTATUS,PROBABLEDEVELOPMENTA DAPPLICATIONSOFFUELCELLS.
l__n_nWilliams, K. R. ed., An Introduction to Fuel Cells, p. 310-318,
NewYork, AmericanElsevier Publishing Co., Inc., 1966.
Recapitulation of someof the points that have emergedfrom the
detailed consideration of different fuel cells. It is noted that
there is no doubt that fuel costs will play a dominantpart in
determining the acceptanceof fuel cells. Hydrocarbonfuels used
at an efficiency of 50%would certainly be a very attractive pro-
position in someapplications. In applications where load factors
are low and instant starting is important, it appearsat present
that methanol fuel cells are likely to be needed. The user, it
is noted, would have to accept the moreexpensive fuel as the price
for addedconvenience; powerunits for electric delivery vehicles
and the like would fall into this category.
Williams, T. L. and Etzweiler, G. A.
DYNAMICONTROLFHIGH-PERFORMANCETWO-PHASERVOMETERS.
I__n1967Joint Automatic Control Conference, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa., June 28-30, 1967, Preprints of Papers, p. 418-
426, NewYork, Lewis Winner, 1967.
A methodfor eliminating the electrical transients in high-performance
sleeve induction motors is shownwhereby response times of i msec
can be achieved. Improveddynamicperformanceand a five-fold reduc-
tion in the standby powernormally required are gained by using
phasemodulated, variable amplitude inputs to both the control and
reference windings. The reduction in the input powerand response
time is obtained at the expenseof additional complexity in the drive
systemwhich requires an SCRinverter and two multipliers. The
proposed systemwill probably be most useful for critical applications
such as in missile guidance control systems.
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Willmore, A. P.
ROCKETANDSATELLITESYSTEMS.
In Ortner, J. and Maseland,H. eds., Introduction to Solar Terrestrial
R-_lations; Proceedings of the SummerSchool in SpacePhysics, Alpbach,
Austria, July 15-August i0, 1963, p. 317-323, Dordrecht, Netherlands,
D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1965.
Discussion of considerations for the design of the supporting
systems in scientific rockets and satellites. Design limitations
as they currently exist are reviewed, and possible future develop-
ments to overcomethemare noted in connection with the design of
the powergeneration and distribution system and the data storage
and transmission system for a typical small satellite. In addition,
the need to take ground data-reduction requirements into account
whendesigning a satellite or rocket experiment is discussed.
Wilson, G. W.SMALLNON-CONVENTIONALELECTRICALPowERSOURCES.
British Interplanetary Society Journal, 19:81-86, May-June1963.
The present status of each of three methodsof conversion of heat
or light into electrical powerwithout the use of rotating machinery
is surveyed: thermoelectricity, thermionic conversion, and photo-
voltaic converters. A comparisonof practical devices indicates
that for sometime each methodwill find specialised applications.
Wilson, V. C. and Lawrence, J.
OPERATINGCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOTHERMIONICCONVERTERSHAVINGRHENIUM-
NICKELANDTUNGSTEN-NICKELELECTRODES.
AdvancedEnergy Conversion, 4:195-221, Dec. 1964.
Theeffect of various electrode materials on the output characteristics
of high pressure cesium thermionic converters was studied. Two
parallel plane thermionic converters were constructed and tested,
one with a rheniumemitter and a nickel collector surrounded by a
nickel guard ring and the other with a tungsten emitter and nickel
collector and guard. The Re-Ni converter had higher output voltages
at equal emitter temperature and current densities. Both converters
had high output densities.
Wilson, V. C. and Hamilton, R. C.
THERMIONICCONVERTERSFORSPACEPOWER.
Astronautics and AerospaceEngineering, 1:62-67, May1963.
No longer merely "interesting" as back-up devices, converters today
warrant serious consideration for space vehicles.
Windle, W. F.
MICROWATTRADIOISOTOPEENERGYCONVERTERS.
IEEETransactions on Aerospace, AS-2:646-651, Apr. 1964.
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Brief survey of proposed radioisotope conversion systems, followed
by a detailed description of two systems particul_ly suited for
microwatt powersources. First, a i0 -_ ampereKr_)_current cell
capable of tens of kilovolts, nowin limited production, is present-
ed, followed by a discussion of other possible future_current cells.
Second, sometheoretical considerations of a Pm147 silico_ electron-
voltaic converter with an output in the range of 100_A/cm at a
few tenths of a volt are discussed. Someapplications adapted to
each system are also presented.
Wing, L. D. and Cameron,K. E.
SOLARCOLLECTORSFORUSEIN THERMIONICPOWERSUPPLYSYSTEMSIN SPACE.
ARSJournal 31:327-334, Mar. 1961.
The optical aspects of a solar-thermionic powersystem are described.
Various design considerations are presented along with an analytical
approach. A modular concept is proposed, and definitions of the
problem areas, such as collector fabrication, are followed by an
engineering approachto the system design in which a methodis
presented to decrease the stringent solar alignment tolerance.
Winkle, J. V. and Carson, W. N.
OPTIMIZATIONCALCULATIONSFORFUELCELLSYSTEMS.
Electrochemical Technology, 1:18-22, Jan.-Feb. 1963.
Manyfuel cell applications require the minimization of the weight,
volumeor cost of the fuel cell system. This paper provides the
methodfor combining the characteristics of the application, the fuel
supply and the fuel cell itself to determine the design point for
the desired minimum. The procedure consists of formulating the total
system size in terms of the cell operating voltage and determining
the value of the cell voltage which makesthe total a minimum. The
procedure is entirely general for fuel cell systems regardless of
their specific characteristics or of the fuel and oxidant combina-
tion used. It provides the theoretical derivation for the figure
of merit for the total fuel cell system in a particular application.
Winkler, S. H.
OPTIMUMDESIGNOFA SPACEVEHICLESTORAGESYSTEM.
In PowerSources Conference. Proceedings, 14th, p. 90-93, RedBank,
N. J., PSCPublications Committee,1960.
The discussion is concernedwith the design of storage systems the
requirement for which is that they maybe charged in the daytime and
deliver energy at night.
Winnard, W. H., Jr.
ROCKETRYANDRELATEDFIELDS.
Jet Propulsion, 26, (Pt. 2) illus., Oct. 1956.
Auxiliary powerunits are briefly described.
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Wise, J. F.
DENDRITICSILICONSOLARCELLSANDUTILIZATIONEXPERIENCE.
IEEETransactions on Aerospaceand Electronic Systems,AES-2, Suppl.:
85-92, Jly. 1966.
Discussion of the fabrication and performanceof denditric silicon
solar cells. Array and system experience gained with such cells
are summarized.
Wise, J. F.
SOLID-STATECONVERSIONCONCEPTSFORSPACENEEDS.
Electrical Engineering, 81:864-868, Nov. 1962.
Various solid-state energy conversion concepts under development
are discussed from the standpoint of present capabilities to satisfy
aerospacevehicle electric powerneeds. Energy sources considered
are solar, nuclear, chemical, and acoustic, with emphasison solar
and nuclear.
Wolf, M. and Ralph, E. L.
EFFECTOFTHICKNESSONSHORT-CIRCUITCURRENTOFSILICONSOLARCELLS.
IEEETransactions on Electron Devices, ED-12:470-474,Aug. 1965.
Discussion of the theoretical and experimental results of an in-
vestigation of the changein a short-circuit current in high perform-
ance N/P silicon solar cells as a function of the cell thickness.
The dependenceof this effect on the spectral distribution of
irradiating light from a tungsten filament at 2800°K, sunlight on
Table Mountain, Calif., and a sunlight simulator and on the minority
carrier lifetime and mobility in the base section of a solar cell
is investigated. It is noted that even a small reduction of the
cell thickness decreasesmarkedly the short-circuit current (due to
lower collection efficiency at long wavelengths) in modernN/P
silicon solar cells. Decreasedradiation sensitivity of the thinner
solar cells is established and is assessedas their positive property
useful in somecases.
Wolf, M.
THEPRESENTSTATE-OF-THE-ARTOFPHOTOVOLTAICSOLAPENERGYCONVERSION.
Solar Energy, 5:83-94, figs., Jly.-Sept. 1961.
Thepresent state-of-the-art in photovoltaic solar energy cSnversion,
in particular, as applied for space vehicle power supplies is sum-
marized. Past and future developmentgoals are lower weight-to-
powerand cost-to-power ratios, higher reliability, and increased
useful lifetimes. Recent improvementsintroduced in the present
standard device, namely, the silicon solar cell, are discussed.
Theyinclude application of metallic grids for the reduction of series
resistance and changeof the p-layer thickness for improved spectral
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response. Further, attempts to develop methods for preparing large
area and thin film silicon solar devices are reviewed and finally
a survey is given of the progress made in the application of other
semiconductor materials to solar photovoltaic energy conversion.
Here the work on cadmium sulphide solar cells stands out due to the
achievement of solar conversion efficiencies of up to 4-1/2% on
thin film cells.
Wolff, M. F.
WANTED: RADIATION-RESISTANT SOLAR CELLS.
Electronics, 35:28-29, Sept. 21, 1962.
Because of increased radiation in space, solar cells may be redesigned.
Approaches considered include: n-on-p cell, made by diffusing
phosphorus into the surface of a p-type silicon crystal; the graded-
base solar cell, where a gradient in the base impurity concentration
is introduced by diffusion; or to use gallium arsenide instead of
silicon.
Wray, W. J., Jr., Ottaviano, A. V., Freestone, H. T. and Brown, J. S.
A 30X5 MICROELECTRONIC COMMUTATOR.
l__n_nAerospace Electrical Society, Annual Aerospace Electrical/Electronics
Conference, 21st; Los Angeles, Calif., October 9-11, 1963, p. 71-87,
North Hollywood, Western Periodicals Co., 1963.
Description of a commutator designed, constructed, and tested for
missile and space vehicle environments. The following are described:
general commutator functions; system implementation, including
transmission gates, distributor, and power supply; construction,
including multilayer printed board assembly and welded cordwood
assembly; environmental tests; and specifications.
Wuerflein, D. E.
MINIATURIZED POWER CONVERSION TECHNIQUES.
l__nnWescon/65; Proceedings of the Western Electronic Show and Convention,
San Francisco, Calif., August 24-27, 1965, Technical Papers. Part 3 -
Power Electronic, p. 1-6, North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals,
Co., 1965.
Outline of a general approach to design of power converters and
regulators up to i00 kc, together with the problems involved and some
solutions to them. Series dissipative and series switching type
regulators and inverters are discussed, together with radio frequency
interference and packaging. An example of a miniaturized power
supply is described, and design trends are studied. It is concluded
that future developments in power transistors will probably minimize
the "storage time" effect, which will render circuit design less
difficult.
Wynveen, R. A.
FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY - A SURVEY OF ADVANCES AND PROBLEMS.
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In Friend, J. A. and Gutmann, F. eds., Australian Conference on Electro-
chemistry, Ist, Sydney and Hobart, Australia, February 13-20, 1963,
Proceedings, p. 611-633, Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1965.
Survey of recent progress in fuel cell technology, with the object
of evaluating the state of development of cells for various proposed
applications. The cells considered are classified according to the
range of fuel costs into (i) cells using zinc-oxygen, sodium-oxygen,
hydrogen-oxygen, and hydrogen-air (expensive fuels), (2) cells
using methanol-air and methanol-oxygen (medium-cost fuels), and (3)
hydrocarbon-air fuel cells (low-cost fuels). The survey includes:
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells, cells employing carbon electrodes, high-
temperature/high-pressure cells, the Justi cell, solid electrolyte
systems, organic and inorganic membranes, and the vehicle-held
electrolyte system. Energy storage through regenerative hydrogen-
oxygen fuel cells is examined. The hydrocarbon-air fuel cells
include: the low-temperature hydrocarbon-air cells (lO0°C), inter-
mediate-temperature cells (lO0-to 200°C), high-temperature cells (400
to llO0°C), molten alkali carbonate cells, and solid-electrolyte cells.
Group (3) includes the alcohol fuel cells and the ammonia fuel cell.
Some progress achieved with cells using special fuels is considered,
such as the sodium-amalgam/oxygen fuel cell and the biochemical fuel
cell. Development trends in fuel-cell technology are noted, and areas
requiring further research are indicated.
Wynveen, R. A.
PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL OF THE AMMONIA FUEL CELL SYSTEM.
l__n_nFuel Cells, vl. II, p. 153-167, New York, Reinhold Publishing Corp.,
1963.
Investigation of ammonia as a fuel and of the complete ammonia-
oxygen system. Ammonia and its characteristics are discussed, and
some of the typical data obtained with several preliminary ammonia-
oxygen fuel cells is presented.
Wynveen, R. A. and Deibel, D. L.
UTILIZING THE Li-CI 2 POWER PLANT FOR CRITICAL WEAPONS APPLICATIONS.
In Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., September 26-28, 1966, Technical Papers, p. 259-265, New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1966.
Summary of the theory and technology of the Li-CI 2 powerplant and
examination of its application to various typical weapons systems.
The lithium-chlorine powerplant is described and typical critical
weapons applications are reviewed. Five weapons applications are
considered, including missile control and guidance, penetration aids,
torpedo main propulsion, limited war-forward zone, and man-pack
equipment. A comparison of powerplant weights is tabulated. An
outline of the development work remaining is presented.
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Wysocki, J. J., Rappaport, P., Davison, E., Hand, R. and Loferski, J. J.
LITHIUM-DOPED,RADIATION-RESISTANTSILICONSOLARCELLS.
Applied Physics Letters, 9:44-46, Jly. i, 1966.
Results indicating that the use of lithium in silicon devices
leads to a significant improvementin their ability to withstand
radiation. It is found that whenLi is the dominant impurity in
floating-zone, n-type Si, a new center, formedby electron irradia-
tion, preserves the minority-carrier lifetime, thus yielding devices
which are more radiation-resistant.
Yaffee, M.
UNITCONVERTSWASTEROCKETHEATTOPOWER.
Aviation Week, 71:92-93, 97, 99-100, illus., Nov. 23, 1959.
Relates characteristics, possible applications and remaining problems
of a thermionic auxiliary powerunit developedby RCAand Thiokol
Chemical Corporation which converts waste heat from a rocket exhaust
directly into electricity.
Yardney, M. N.
STORAGEBATTERYPICTUREHASSILVERLININGIN MISSILESANDROCKETS.
Jet Propulsion, 25:42-S-43-S, Sept. 1955.
Description of the YardneySilvercellstorage batteries and their
applications.
Yeager, P. B.
NEWSOURCESOFELECTRICPOWERARECOMING.
Nations Business, 48:72, 88, Dec. 1960.
Briefly mentions the fuel cell, its types, uses, and advantages;
the plasma generator and how it operates; and photoelectric powerand
solar energy.
Young, G. J. ed.
FUELCELLS. VOLUMEII.
NewYork, Reinhold Publishing Corp., 1963, 225 p.
Collection of papers concerning the developmentand advancementof
fuel-cell technology. Data are included on the progress toward the
long-sought objective - the hydrocarbon-air fuel cells. Other aspects
covered include high-temperature methanefuel cells, solid-oxide-
electrolyte cells, radiation-induced activation of oxygenelectrodes,
and polarization at diffusion electrodes.
Zachmann,H. C.
ELECTRICPOWERFORSPACEVEHICLES.
AerospaceEngineering, 21:68-69, 78, 82-86, May1962.
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Various types of generators are discussed, including silicon photo
cells, thermionic generators, thermoelectric methodsand fuel cells.
Energy storage is also briefly mentioned.
Zahn, P.
DEVELOPMENTOFA RADIOISOTOPETHERMOELECTRICPOWERGENERATOR.
In Industrial Applications for Isotopic PowerGenerators, p. 435-450.
Paris, EuropeanNuclear EnergyAgency, 1967.
The status of the developmentwork of a thermoelectric conversion
system is outlined and a special compactGeSi-converter element
is presented. With these elements an actual modelof a space power
generator with an electrical output of 125 Wwas constructed. The
modelwassubjected to vacuumtests with an electrical simulated
heat source. In addition, an outlook is given on the future perform-
ance characteristics of radioisotope thermoelectric power generators.
Zarem,A. M.
POWERSYSTEMS.
Astronautics, 5:43, 102, 104-106, illus., Nov. 1960.
Chemical, solar and nuclear systems in a numberof variations are
discussed. Fuel cells progress is described and cryogenic and electro-
chemical storage.
Zener, C.
THERMOELECTRICITY.ITS IMPACTUPONSCIENCEANDTECHNOLOGY.
Industrial Science and Engineering, 5:26-30, figs., Oct. 1958.
A general article giving background information, reasons for resurgence
of interest in thermoelectricity and possible future applications.
Ziegler, H. K.
ENERGYSOURCESFOR"SPACE-AGE"ACTIVITIES.
I__nnBattery ResearchConference. Proceedings, 12th, p. 100-104, Fort
Monmouth,N. J., U. S. ArmySignal Research& DevelopmentLaboratory,
PowerSources Division, 1958.
A review of the advantages and disadvantages of energy sources and
powersystemswhich promise or have already proven capabilities for
space application.
Zimmerman_R. L.
SPACEVEHICLEPOWERSYSTEMS.
ARSJournal, 29:553-564, Aug. 1959.
Reviewof systems utilized for generation of secondaryand/or pro-
pulsion power: chemically-fueled power, open and closed cycle;
solar power, closed cycle; nuclear power, closed cycle; thermionic
and thermoelectric power; solar photovoltaic and solar recycling
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fuel cell power. Discusses typical systems, general physical
construction and limitations, comparisonsof systems and selection
for various missions.
Zoutendyk, J. A.
A METHODFORPREDICTINGTHEEFFICIENCYOFSOLARCELLPOWERSYSTEMS
OUTSIDETHEEARTH'SATMOSPHERE.
Proceedings of the Solar Working GroupConf., February 27-28, 1962,
p. 1-35, Washington, Interagency AdvancedPowerGroup, 1962.
A methodfor predicting both the short circuit current of solar
cells in space and the degradation of solar cell efficiency in
going from terrestrial conditions to space is presented. The results
of this methodare comparedwith telemetry measurementsfrom a
spacecraft in flight. The consistency of the data from the two
different sources is demonstrated.
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